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Fig. 10 
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Fig. 14 

Final Risk Value Table 

An accident has just 
occurred (any vehicle), or air 
bags have deployed. 
An accident is predicted; 
accident mitigation should 
automatically engage 

Very high risk; drives should 
immediately initiate 
defensive driving; automatic 
mitigation measures 
optional. 
Definite risk; drivers should 
modify behavior. 
Significant potential risk; 
drivers should be aware of 
the specific condition. 
Less than ideal driving 
condition, Some caution 
advised. 
Zero or minimal risk. 

No risk behavior identified. 

No risk value in this 
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Fig. 15 

Vehicle Behavior Sub-risk Value Table 

Vehicle Behavior 

5 Extremely unsafe 
4 

Definitely unsafe 3 

O safe 
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Fig. 16 

Weather and Road Condition Sub-risk Value Table 

Sub-risk 
Weather and Road Condition 

Extremely hazardous driving condition; 
Such as dense fog or icy road 

Very poor visibility; or slippery road 
Surface 

Poor visibility or safety problems with 
road surface 

Noticeably poor weather or road 
conditions 

Slight compromise of ideal visibility or 
road surface 

Clear, excellent visibility and road surface 
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Fig. 17 
Braking Sub-risk Table 

Aggressive 
Braking Light Moderate O 

Traffic Traffic Challenging 
Traffic 

Emergency 5 || 5 || 4 | 
Severe | 5 || 4 || 3 | 
strong | 3 || 2 || 1 | 

Fig. 18 
Turning Sub-risk Table 

Aggressive 
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Challenging 
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Moderate Turning 

Emergency 5 
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Fig. 19 

Historical Sub-risk Table 

Historical Risk level 
Cur 

Risk 

rent OROROOOOOOOO 

Level 3 2 
5 3. 2 

9 
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Fig. 20 

Lane Data Confidence Levels 

confidence Number of 
level Meaning Vehicles 

Not determined 
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Fig. 22 

V2W Basic Fields 

length in Type 0 
Bits Message 

V2W revision level 
Flags 
MessageSize 
Sub-message type 
Final risk 
Vehicle type 
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Type 1 Type 2 
Sub- Sub 

message essage 

H. H Colision types 
Risk sources 

Location: offset N-S 
Location; offset E 
Angle of travel: 1. 

8 

O 10 1 

12 Speed of travel 1. 1 
13 lane designation 3 8 8 
4. Ri 12 12 
s O O 

error 

4. Risk D 
Reserved 
Total or Subtota 

FCS 

7 
8 IEEE 802. Fields It H 

6 
32 
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Fig. 23 

Collision Type Coding 

Collision Type 
no Collision type in message 

Rear-ender 
Side-swipe 
Side-impact 

a Head-on 
5 Pedestrian, Bicycle O 

Motorcycle 

6 Multi-vehicle 
8 single vehicle off roadway 
9 Backing up, or parking lot 
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VEHICLE PROXYING 

0001. This application claims priority to the U.S. Patent 
Application No. 61/637,588, dated 24 Apr. 2012. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 Four people are killed in motor vehicle accidents in 
the US every hour. Based on 2007 information from the 
National Association of Commissioners of Insurance and 
2008 information from the United States Department of 
Transportation (DOT), the cost of vehicle insurance in the US 
in 2008 was S201 billion. 
0003 Consumer Reports magazine in 2012 reported an 
additional S99 billion dollars in medical costs and lost time 
due to vehicle accidents every year in the US. 
0004 Thus, the cost of vehicle accidents in the US is 
approximately $300 billion per year. This is approximately 
S1000 for every US resident every year. 
0005 Various technology-based methods have been pro 
posed to reduce the number of vehicle accidents. The basis of 
Some of these methods is wireless transmission by a sending 
vehicle of its position and speed, then the computation by a 
receiving vehicle of a possible collision between the trans 
mitting vehicle and the receiving vehicle by computing the 
future positions of both vehicle based on the received infor 
mation combined with the position and speed information of 
the receiving vehicle. Then, either the driver of the receiving 
vehicle is warned to take evasive action or evasive action is 
initiated by the receiving vehicle automatically. 
0006 Such systems are sometimes called “V2V for 
Vehicle-to-Vehicle communication. 

0007 V2V systems have been deployed on a limited basis 
for commercial trucks and pilottests have been performed on 
automobiles. However, Such systems are not in widespread 
use, nor is widespread use being implemented or planned. A 
collision detection system for ships is currently widely used. 
0008. A standard has been developed and adopted for V2V 
communication by IEEE: IEEE 802.11p. This is not the pro 
tocol used by the existing ship-to-ship collision detection 
system. 
0009. These systems as proposed and developed suffer 
from serious weaknesses. One weakness is unnecessary com 
plexity. This complexity hinders development speed and adds 
cost, which further delays deployment. 
0010. Another, even more serious weakness, is that the 
proposed systems will not in fact be effective at significantly 
reducing accidents for many years. Current systems require 
BOTH the transmitting vehicle and the receiving vehicle to be 
equipped with compatible V2V devices. The US DOT esti 
mates in 2012 that if ALL vehicles were equipped that the 
accident rate would be reduced by 50%. Thus, if 25% percent 
of all vehicles were equipped with a V2V system, 
25%*25%*50%, or a 3% reduction in accident rate would be 
achieved. If vehicle accidents cost on average S1000 per year 
per person, the net dollar advantage per person is only $30, 
which is far below the currently expected cost per vehicle of 
equipping a vehicle. Even reaching a 25% installed density of 
V2V systems will take many years, assuming current trends 
on new vehicle purchases. The average age of vehicles in the 
US is 11 years. If 50% of new vehicle buyers purchase with an 
installed V2V, then after 11 years the penetration percentage 
is approximately 25%. Thus, with the V2V systems currently 
proposed, there will not be sufficient motivation by either 
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buyers to purchase optional V2V systems, or for the govern 
ment to mandate required V2V systems. 
0011. This calculated low effectiveness of proposed sys 
tems understates the problem. In fact, a higher proportion of 
accidents are caused by older vehicles than new vehicles. 
Also, for early buyers, the effectiveness is even less than the 
eventual 3%. Thus, equipping only new vehicles is even less 
effective that the uniform distribution assumed in the above 
calculations. 

0012 Another serious weakness of V2V systems as pro 
posed is the use of an inappropriate, non-deterministic basis 
for message transmission. Real-time systems, particularly 
those related to safety, as is V2V by its very definition, require 
deterministic, consistent delivery of information. The sys 
tems as proposed use non-deterministic, “random back-off 
transmission of messages, such as CSMA/CA. Such non 
deterministic systems were designed for, and are appropriate 
for, non-real time applications such as loading web pages and 
sending text messages. 
0013 Yet another serious weakness of V2V systems as 
proposed is lack of a simple, usable priority system that is 
integrated with bandwidth allocation. Priority of messages is 
important to assure that the most important messages get 
through while the least priority messages are delayed or 
dropped. 
0014. Yet another serious weakness of V2V systems as 
proposed is lack of clear distinction between emergency 
vehicle messages and non-emergency vehicle messages. 
00.15 Yet another serious weakness of V2V systems as 
proposed is lack of clear bandwidth allocation rules separat 
ing safety-related messages from non-safety related mes 
Sages. 

0016 Yet another serious weakness of V2V systems as 
proposed is lack of dynamic ability to calibrate and reduce 
location errors between different vehicles. 

0017. Yet another serious weakness of V2V systems as 
proposed is the lack of ability to retransmit messages in a 
relay. A message relay allows messages to reach beyond the 
immediate transmit range. 
0018 Yet another serious weakness of V2V systems as 
proposed is the lack of ability to send "courtesy' messages. 
Such messages significantly increase the value of an installed 
system to a driver, and thus increase the installed penetration 
rate. 

0019. Yet another serious weakness of V2V systems as 
proposed is a lack of ability to practically include pedestrians 
and bicycles in the system. 
0020. Yet another serious weakness of V2V systems as 
proposed is a lack of ability to take advantage of widely 
popular personal, mobile electronic devices to increase the 
installed penetration rate. 
0021. Yet another serious weakness of V2V systems as 
proposed is a method to limit transmission power; or a 
method to limit range. 
0022. Yet another serious weakness of V2V systems as 
proposed is lack of a complete application layer protocol, 
Such as message formats and meanings. Without this specifi 
cation there is no compatibility between different manufac 
turers or implementations. 
0023 Yet another serious weakness of V2V systems as 
proposed is lack of roadway lane information. Such lane 
information is highly desirable for an effective V2V system. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0024. This invention is in the area of vehicle-to-vehicle 
collision prevention systems and methods. 
0025. The summary features described below apply to one 
or more non-limiting embodiments. They are summarized 
briefly for readability and comprehension: thus, these sum 
mary features include many limitations not included in the 
invention. The summary feature should be viewed as one 
exemplary embodiment: as an anecdotal scenario of one 
uSage. 
0026. A physical layer protocol comprises very short 
packets, with an unusually brief inter-frame gap, operating in 
government-approved spectrum for V2V applications. 
0027 All messages are broadcast. All V2V equipped 
vehicles within range receive and process all messages. 
0028. Most messages are broadcast as cleartext. A provi 
sion is made to transmit lower priority or emergency vehicle 
messages encrypted. 
0029. Most of the frame structure and encoding is com 
patible with IEEE 802.11p, or a similar standard in non-U.S. 
countries. This permits the use of Standard chips and chip 
level standard cells and intellectual property, as well as the 
known features of the encoding types supported by 802.11 p. 
Includes is the use of a 32-bit frame check sequence (FCS) on 
each frame. 

0030 Core data messages are transmitted using the most 
reliable encoding supported by 802.11p, which is a 3 mbit/ 
sec, OFDM, BPSK encoding. Non core-data messages may 
be transmitted with an encoding for a higher data rate, such as 
6 mbit/sec or 12 mbit/sec. This allows more data to be placed 
in a message that still occupies only a single time slot. 
0031. Also noncore-data sub-messages may be combined 
with core data Sub-messages and transmitted occasionally 
using a higher data rate if this is viewed by the transmitting 
devices as the most reliable way to deliver the data. 
0032. A physical layer protocol comprises variable length 
messages in turn comprised of a variable set of fixed length 
Sub-messages where the Sub-message length and format is 
determined by a sub-message type field. One message type, 
type 0, is fixed length and does not contain Sub-messages. 
0033 Core data transmitted at the physical layer is highly 
compressed in formats unique to this application, which 
keeps core message length particularly short. 
0034 Vehicles typically transmit one message every basic 
time interval, which is ideally 0.1 seconds. Thus, vehicles and 
the system as a whole generally transmits and receives 
updated data ten times per second. 
0035. The 0.1 s basic time interval is broken into 1000, 100 
microsecond time slots. The shortest and most basic mes 
sages, including message comprising core vehicle data, fit 
into one time slot. This structure Supports vastly more 
vehicles within range than prior art. 
0036 Vehicles self-assign their own time slot using a 
unique algorithm. 
0037 Message collisions are detected and corrected using 
a unique algorithm. 
0038 Messages are free from both MAC addresses and IP 
addresses, in one embodiment. MAC addresses and IP 
addresses take up a large amount of bandwidth and are unnec 
essary in most embodiments. 
0039. Vehicle identity is determined by the location of 
each vehicle. As vehicles move, the data that comprises the 
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transmitted location changes, however, receivers track the 
progress of each vehicle and thus maintain continuous vehicle 
identities. 
0040 Core message data comprises vehicle heading and 
speed (collectively, “velocity'), vehicle position, vehicle 
type, and one or more risk values. 
0041 Core message data is sent every basic time interval 
(0.1 S, typical). 
0042. A novel method is employed that eliminates the use 
of timestamps for vehicle data, yet provides very high timing 
accuracy of vehicle data: vehicle data is valid at precisely the 
end of the basic time interval in which it is sent. 
0043 Data validity, precision and risk computation is 
determined primarily by the transmitting vehicle, not by the 
receiving vehicle. 
0044) A novel method is used whereby a transmitting 
vehicle may incorporate acceleration or other known factors 
that will shortly cause a change to future core data into a 
message by altering the current core data, without having to 
transmit acceleration data or other the factors. 
0045 GPS is used as the primary or synchronizing time 
base, in one embodiment. 
0046. A novel method is used to determine the time base 
when no GPS signal is available. 
0047. The period of time that a vehicle continues to use the 
same time slot is intermediate, typically up to 30 seconds. 
Thus, there is a low rate of new time slot acquisition and the 
reliability of message delivery is very high. 
0048 Timeslots, because they are maintained for an inter 
mediate duration, provide a secondary means of vehicle iden 
tification. 
0049. The basic time interval (0.1s, typical) is subdivided 
dynamically into three time regions: interval class A, interval 
class B, and interval class C. Interval class A comprises com 
munications in time slots and restricted to a single time slot 
for each message. Interval class A is used by most vehicle for 
high priority messages. Interval class C comprises commu 
nications in time slots and restricted to a single time slot for 
each message. Interval class C is used by emergency vehicles 
for high priority messages. Interval class A starts at time slot 
1 and works upward from the start of each basic time interval. 
Interval class C starts at time slot 1000 (or, the highest num 
bered) and works downward from the end of each basic time 
interval. Interval class B is between the end of interval class A 
and the start of interval class C. Interval class B’s beginning 
and end times are determined computed dynamically at each 
basic time interval. Interval class B communication is man 
aged using CSMA/CA, the traditionally method of shared 
media management for IEEE 802.11 wireless communica 
tion. 
0050. Thus, the use of above interval classes A, B and C 
provide a hybrid method of managing shared spectrum, that 
provides both highly efficient and reliable time slot based 
allocation and highly flexible CSMA/CA allocation. 
0051. The use of the above interval classes A, B and C, 
where the duration and location of class B is dynamic, assures 
that high priority messages get through, while additional 
available spectrum and bandwidth is available for lower pri 
ority messages. 
0.052 The use of the above interval classes A and C pro 
vide a dedicated, assured capacity for emergency vehicles, 
whose communications take priority over both class A and 
class C messages, while allowing unused spectrum to be used 
for lower priority messages. 
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0053. The system provides for “proxying,” which is where 
an equipped vehicle sends a V2V message on behalf of a 
nearby non-equipped vehicle. Proxying is a critical embodi 
ment that permits this V2V system to be effective at prevent 
ing accidents with a relatively low penetration rate. 
0054 Local sensors, such as Video, radar, and Sonar are 
used by a first vehicle to determine relative speed, location 
and heading of a non-equipped, nearby, second, “subject' 
vehicle, to proxy. 
0055. A single bit in a message header indicates that a 
message is a proxy message being transmitted by a vehicle 
other than the subject vehicle. This is a highly efficient means 
to send proxy messages. 
0056. An embodiment uses a novel method to “hand off 
the transmission of a proxy message from one transmitting 
vehicle to another transmitting vehicle. 
0057. Unlike prior art using CSMA/CA for V2V mes 
sages, embodiments use moderately fixed time slots for real 
time message delivery. 
0058. Unlike prior art using completely fixed timeslots for 
V2V messages, embodiments use dynamically assigned time 
slots to accommodate the use of time slots where the total 
number of equipped vehicles in a country might be in the tens 
of millions. 

0059. Unlike prior art using centralized time slot assign 
ment for V2V messages, embodiments use self-assigned time 
slot numbers. 
0060. Unlike prior art where self-assigned message timing 
uses a random component to provide equal probability of a 
message time over a known time interval, embodiments use a 
“weighted' self-assignment algorithm to provide a variable 
probability of message start time over a time interval. 
0061. A novel method is used to compress location data 
into 24-bits per axis, with one cm resolution. 
0062. A novel hybrid location coding method is used that 
uses first latitude and longitude for “base grid” points, then 
distance (in cm) from a base grid point to establish actual 
position on the surface of the earth. 
0063 Angle of travel breaks the 360° compass headings 
into 1024 headings. These are encoded using 10 bits. 
0064. A novel method to encode speed uses a non-sym 
metric range around Zero speed to support speeds in the 
approximate range of 25 mph backwards to 206 mph for 
wards. Speed is encoded to a resolution of about 0.2 mph, 
using 10 bits. 
0065 Actual units used are metric for global compatibil 

ity. 
0066 Unlike prior art, embodiments adjust transmit 
power to maintain adequate bandwidth for high-priority mes 
SageS. 

0067. Unlike prior art, embodiments use a medium 
grained message priority to assure that both high-priority 
messages get through and that available bandwidth is effi 
ciently utilized. 
0068. Unlike prior art, transmit power level is managed by 
a group "consensus’ algorithm. 
0069. Unlike prior art, both actual transmit power and 
requested transmit power levels information is placed into 
appropriate message types. 
0070. Unlike prior art, transmit power level is adjusted 
dynamically to maintain desired minimum and maximum 
number of vehicles in range. 
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0071. Unlike prior art, transmit power level is adjusted 
dynamically to maintain desired minimum and maximum 
range distance. 
0072 A novel method is used to permit a message to be 
sent at a temporarily higher power level by a first vehicle to 
reach an interfering second vehicle's receiver when the sec 
ond vehicle is transmitting at a power level higher than the 
consensus power level of the first vehicle. 
0073. A novel location “consensus’ algorithm is 
employed to determine relative positions of vehicles in range 
to high accuracy. 
0074. A novel algorithm is employed to determine which 
vehicles should participate in the location "consensus’ set. 
0075. A novel algorithm is employed to quickly and effi 
ciently identify and correct for message collisions—two 
vehicles using the same time slot. This algorithm uses two 
different methods of identifying vehicles involved in the mes 
sage collision. 
0076. A novel algorithm is employed to provide a short 
term “overflow' time Zone for vehicles to use in the even their 
time slot of choice is repeatedly unavailable. 
0077. A novel method is employed whereby a vehicle may 
send a high-priority message in interval class B if it unable to 
find an assured time slot in interval class A or C. 
0078. A novel method is employed to provide available 
bandwidth in interval class B for higher priority messages 
than normal class B messages. 
0079 A novel method is employed to send long messages 
as a “chain' of shorter messages. 
0080 A novel method is employed to permit occasional 
use of more than one time slot by a transmitting vehicle. 
I0081. A novel method is employed that uses the most 
reliable encoding method for high priority messages while 
lower priority messages may use a higher density, but less 
reliable encoding method. 
I0082. A novel method is employed that allows a transmit 
terto send a message in a single time slot that normally would 
be too long to fit in a single time slot by temporarily using a 
higher-than-normal-density encoding method. 
I0083. A novel method is employed to generate, store and 
share lane maps between equipped vehicles. 
I0084. A novel method is employed to generate, store, and 
share location histories between equipped vehicles. 
I0085. A novel, simple and low-cost method is employed 
using fixed, visual targets in conjunction with a location 
calibrated roadside transmitter to ensure high location accu 
racy of all vehicles in an area, such as an intersection. 
I0086 A novel method is employed to limit the rate at 
which location correction may generate an apparent “artifact’ 
motion of a vehicle. 
I0087. A novel method is employed to use four factors in 
computing risk: Vehicle motions, weather and road condi 
tions, traffic condition, and location history. 
I0088 A novel method is employed to encode the primary 
Sources of a total computed risk as four one-bit flags: Vehicle 
behavior, weather and road condition, traffic condition, and 
location history. 
I0089. A novel method of efficiently communicating the 
highest risk accident type uses a four-bit field to encode the 
highest risk accident type. 
0090. A novel method of efficiently encoding vehicle size 
and weight uses a six-bit “vehicle type' field. 
0091 Special message types and special protocol is used 
in parking lots to avoid parking lots scrapes. 
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0092 Special transmitter power management and mes 
sage timing are used in a parking lot mode.” 
0093. A novel method of transmitting identified full or 
empty parking spaces on a street or parking lot is used to add 
value to the users of the V2V system, thereby accelerating 
penetration. 
0094. A novel method used to restrict the decoding of 
broadcast parking space information to a select set of V2V 
transponders is available as a feature of one embodiment. 
0095 Some information stored in a V2V transponder is 
both digitally encrypted using an institutional public key and 
signed using a unique private key so as to strongly preserve 
both the confidentiality of stored data and its integrity. 
0096. A novel method of identifying potential hackers or 
malfunctioning V2V transmitters is used whereby the trans 
mitted location is compared to a set of locations determined 
by the transmission delay of the transmitted frame in its time 
slot. 
0097. A "network error warning is transmitted upon 
detection of a possible invalid transmission based on the 
location/delay comparison. 
0098. A novel method of identifying intentional or acci 
dental transmission of invalid V2V message data comprises 
vehicles in range recording data, Such as taking photographs 
of a Suspect vehicle or location, upon receipt of a network 
error warning message. 
0099. A novel method of achieving fast response to an 
intentional or accidental transmission of an invalid V2V mes 
sage data comprises forwarding of network error warning 
messages beyond the immediate range. 
0100. A novel method of identifying the actual location of 
an intentional or accidental transmission of an invalid V2V 
message comprises each vehicle in range triangulating the 
Source of the invalid message by measuring the wireless 
transmission delay of the receipt of the invalid message. 
0101 Transmission of audio and video messages are per 
mitted in message class B. These messages may be broken up 
into Smaller messages and “chained thus permitting long 
messages to be sent over multiple basic time intervals. 
0102 Drivers may use one or multiple novel methods to 
identify a particular vehicle from a set, Such as touching an 
icon on a screen, pointing, or using verbal information. 
0103 Messages may be directed to a single vehicle by the 
use that vehicle's location for identification. Note that the 
actual location for a given vehicle changes continually, as it 
OVCS. 

0104. In some cases, a vehicle may be identified by the 
time slot it is using. 
0105 Message may be directed to a class of vehicles by 
placing that vehicle class into an appropriate field in an appro 
priate message. No “multicast server, router or list is 
required. 
0106 The level of risk is computed to a "risk value.” using 
an 11-step scale. The advantage of this “medium grained 
scale is that each numeric risk level has a well-defined mean 
ing with respect to both how people perceive risks and the 
specific responses a V2V system must engage when it 
receives a particular risk level. 
0107. A novel feature uses the risk value as a message 
priority. Such message priorities are used in a priority method 
to assure that the highest priority messages always get 
through. 
0108 Risk value is computed by the transmitting vehicle. 
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0109. A method of restricting the forwarding of V2V mes 
Sages comprises using a hop count. 
0110. A method of restricting the forwarding of V2V mes 
Sages comprises using a maximum distance. 
0111. A method of restricting the forwarding of V2V mes 
sages comprises using the direction of traffic flow as it relates 
to the location of subsequent forwarders. 
0112 A novel method of avoiding a forwarding storm (too 
many vehicle retransmitting a message) comprises using the 
priority of lower-number time slots to select a forwarder. 
0113. A novel method of avoiding a forwarding storm 
comprises using the direction of traffic flow and the location 
of previous forwarders to avoid resending a message that has 
already “passed by.” 
0114. A novel method of forwarding uses different for 
warding parameters, based on the type of message. 
0.115. A novel method of forwarding uses different for 
warding parameters, based on the direction of traffic flow. 
0116 Novel methods are employed to create and share 
data regarding lanes, paths, elevations, crossings, sidewalks, 
curbs, signals, defects and features, and other transportations 
fixtures, including permanent, temporary, intentional and 
non-intentional. 
0117. A unique benefit of such above methods is the elimi 
nation of the need for users of a V2V transponder, device, 
Software, app or system to Subscribe to mapping service or 
other for-charge service. 
0118 Methods are provided to implement secure gate 
ways of V2V information over secondary, third-party, or inse 
cure networks such as WiFi, cellular phone, cellular data, and 
Bluetooth. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0119) 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0120 FIG. 1 shows a basic time interval of 0.1 s with 1000 
numbered time slots, each 100 us. 
I0121 FIG.2 shows a single 100 us message frame in IEEE 
802.11 p format, with a 3 mbit/s modulation, comprising SIG 
NAL SERVICE, FCS, and Tail fields, with 114 bits available 
for a V2V message. 
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0122 FIG.3 shows a single 100 us message frame in IEEE 
802.11 p format, with a 6 mbit/s modulation, comprising SIG 
NAL SERVICE, FCS, and Tail fields, with 282 bits available 
for a V2V message. 
0123 FIG. 4 shows thee exemplary vehicles in two traffic 
lanes, with vehicles 1 and 3 V2V equipped, vehicle 2 
unequipped and being proxied. 
(0.124 FIG. 5 shows three V2V equipped vehicles, where 
vehicle 1 is using location consensus with vehicles 2 and 3. 
Vehicle 3 is in the consensus set while vehicle 2 is outside the 
COnSensus Set. 

0.125 FIG. 6 shows prior published factors that contribute 
to vehicle collisions. 
0126 FIG. 7 shows an exemplary vehicle collision. 
0127 FIG. 8 shows exemplary heavy traffic at an intersec 

tion. 
0128 FIG.9 shows an example of how location dots are be 
used to create lane maps. 
0129 FIG. 10 shows two examples of visual location cali 
bration beacons. 
0130 FIG. 11A shows prior to location consensus and 
FIG. 11B shows after location consensus. 
0131 FIG. 12 shows an exemplary embodiment of a V2V 
transceiver. 
0132 FIG. 13 shows an exemplary large traffic circle or 
roundabout. 
0.133 FIG. 14 shows a Final Risk Value Table. 
0134 FIG. 15 shows a Vehicle Behavior Sub-risk Value 
Table. 
0135 FIG.16 shows a Weather and Road Conditions Sub 
risk Value Table. 
0.136 FIG. 17 shows a Braking Sub-risk Table. 
0137 FIG. 18 shows a Turning Sub-risk Table. 
0138 FIG. 19 shows a Historical Sub-risk Table. 
0139 FIG. 20 shows an example of Lane Map Confidence 
Levels. 
0140 FIG. 20 shows an example of Lane Map generation 
transactions. 
0141 FIG. 21 shows one embodiment of basic V2V mes 
sage fields. 
0142 FIG.22 shows Collision Type coding. 

CONCEPT AND DEFINITIONS 

0143 A basic heart of a V2V system comprises an 
equipped transmission vehicle, an equipped receiving 
vehicle, an assigned spectrum and physical (wireless encod 
ings, bandwidth and power) layer, and an agreed message 
protocol. The transmitting vehicle transmits its position, 
speed and direction. The receiving vehicle receives the trans 
mission and compares the transmit vehicle information with 
its own position, speed and direction. This comparison results 
in a possible collision determination, with an appropriate 
warning or action taken in response. 
0144. We refer to the combination of speed and direction 
as “velocity.” We refer to the location and velocity of a 
vehicle, along with any other optional information about the 
vehicle or its environment as “vehicle information' or 
“vehicle data. 
0145 We refer to any variation in transmitters and receiv 

ers, so long as at least one is capable of motion, as “V2V. For 
example, fixed equipment to vehicle is sometimes known as 
X2V, or the reverse, V2X. We use V2V to encompass all such 
variations, including, for example, bicycle to pedestrian, or 
fixed roadside hazard to vehicle. Similarly, when we refer to 
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a “vehicle' we mean any equipped V2V device or entity, 
including, for example, fixed road hazards and moving stroll 
CS. 

0146 The fundamental purpose of any V2V is to avoid or 
reduce collisions, including single-vehicle collisions, and to 
reduce the severity of remaining collisions. We refer to the 
aggregate of these benefits as “reducing collisions.” 
0147 “Range” refers generally to the distance or area in 
which two ore more vehicles may communicate, at least on 
one direction, point-to-point, without forwarding, using V2V 
protocol. 
0148 “V2V protocol refers to the aggregate of commu 
nication within this document, including what the ISO model 
refers to as layers 1 through layer 7, that is, the physical layer 
through to the application layer, inclusive. The V2V protocol 
moves discreet “V2V messages' between vehicles, predomi 
nantly in a point-to-point communication mode. 
0149. A “V2V transceiver” is a device capable of both 
transmitting and receiving V2V messages via a V2V protocol. 
0150. A vehicle is “equipped when it has a functional, 
compatible, operating V2V transceiver. 
0151. Unlike prior art, a key purpose of various embodi 
ments of this invention is to encourage adoption. AV2V sys 
tems are only effective when there is some minimum percent 
threshold of participation by vehicles in an area. We refer to a 
percentage of equipped vehicles as “penetration. Therefore, 
features and methods that encourage adoption are valuable. 
0152. A key embodiment of this invention that improves 
effectiveness and encourages adoption is the detection of 
nearby non-equipped vehicles and the transmission of data 
about that vehicle. We refer generally to this capability as 
“proxying. In one embodiment the actual transmitting 
vehicles “pretends' to be the non-equipped vehicle for the 
purpose of transmitting a V2V message. 
0153 “Core information” refers generally to a vehicle's 
position, speed, direction and size. We treat core information 
as the minimum information needed for a receiver to deter 
mine and avoid a collision. Risk value and source may be 
included with core information. A minimum amount of infor 
mation about the size of vehicle is also needed as a way to 
quickly estimate the two-dimensional footprint or three-di 
mensional physical extent of the vehicle. For example, a 
simple "vehicle type' designation from a set (such as: car, 
Small truck, large truck, oversized vehicle, pedestrian, 
bicycle, barrier) is generally adequate. This simple vehicle 
type designation provides both an approximation of vehicle 
size and shape and an approximation of possible future and 
defensive options for the vehicle. For example, cars can stop 
faster than trucks. As another example, pedestrians frequently 
operate safely with a lesser distance amount of separation 
than vehicles. As a third example, a fixed barrier is not 
expected to take any dynamic measures to avoid a collision. 
0154 The terms “accident' and “collision' have largely 
the same meaning. The term “collision' is generally pre 
ferred. 

0155 The terms “collision avoidance.” “collision preven 
tion, and "collision mitigation' have meanings that Substan 
tially overlap. The use of one term over another should not be 
viewed as limiting. In general, we prefer the term, "collision 
avoidance' to refer to all forms of avoiding and preventing 
collisions, manual and automatic defenses and responses, and 
damage and injury mitigation should a collision occur. Miti 
gation is a key benefit of this invention, even if full avoidance 
does not occur. Thus, “anti-collision' specifically comprises 
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all forms of damage and injury mitigation and minimization, 
including responses appropriate before, during and after a 
collision occur. 

0156 The optimal “position for a vehicle to transmit is 
generally the center of the front of the vehicle. As most 
collisions involve at least one vehicle front, this is a most 
critical point. The four corners of a rectangular vehicle are 
readily calculated based on approximate size from the vehicle 
type. There are a few exceptions. For example, if a large truck 
is backing up, it would be appropriate for the position trans 
mitted to shift to the center rear of the vehicle. As another 
exception, a fixed barrier should preferably transmit its most 
extreme point—that is the point closest to possible collision 
traffic. 

0157. The terms “position' and “location” are generally 
used interchangeably herein. Position or location may be 
absolute geolocation, Such as GPS coordinates, or may be 
relative, such as an offset from another vehicle. Ideally, “loca 
tion' is a preferred term for an absolute geolocation coordi 
nate, or its equivalent, while “position' is a preferred term 
when discussing the close relationship of two points. How 
ever, since the absolute and relative coordinates are compu 
tationally interchangeable, alternate usage is primarily for 
emphasis and convenience. 
0158 We use the term “acceleration” to describe any rate 
of change of Velocity. Thus, this includes braking, turning, 
and speeding up. 
0159. While “range” is a term related to the effective maxi 
mum point-to-point wireless communication distance of two 
vehicles, we introduce a term, “known vehicle' which is a 
vehicle whose position, Velocity and type are knownto within 
some threshold of accuracy and reliability. A vehicle may be 
known because it has broadcast that information, but is out of 
sight. A vehicle may be known because it is “seen by one or 
more sensors, such as a video camera, radar, Sonar or lidar. 
This latter vehicle may or may not be equipped. 
0160 We will not discuss here the computations to deter 
mine future positions of vehicles, as these are well known. We 
will not discuss the electronics for transmitting, receiving, 
encoding, or decoding digital information wirelessly, as these 
is well known. We will not discuss methods of obtaining GPS 
coordinates, or obtaining video or still image data from a 
camera, or obtaining distance measurements from a Sonar 
device or lidar device as these are well known. We will not 
discuss the microprocessor, memory, power Supply or pack 
aging of a V2V transceiver, as these are well known. 
(0161 
0162. A key embodiment for adoption is the detection of 
nearby non-equipped vehicles and the transmission of data 
about that Vehicle. In one embodiment the actual transmitting 
vehicles “pretends' to be the non-equipped vehicle for the 
purpose of putting data into a V2V message. Thus, it not 
strictly necessary to identify the true sender, but rather it is 
more important that the core information be transmitted. Our 
preferred embodiment uses a dedicated bit in the message 
header to identify proxy messages, as a highly efficient means 
to send proxy messages that fit within one time slot, without 
the overhead of including two vehicle locations in the mes 
Sage. 
0163. During the years of deployment, we expect a large 
fraction of core data messages will be proxies. Thus, efficient 
encoding of proxy identification is crucial to preserving band 
width. 

Proxying 
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0164 Consider a situation where there is 25% V2V pen 
etration, meaning that 25% of vehicles in an area are 
equipped. Consider a typical busy city intersection where a 
two-lane one-way street crosses a four-lane two-way street. 
We assume for this computational example that, on average, 
each equipped vehicle can has approximately eight other 
vehicles that it can “see.” meaning that the vehicles local 
sensors are able to determine, at least in one axis, the relative 
location of that vehicle to itself. We refer to all such vehicle as 
the “proxy candidate list.’ Vehicles in this list might comprise 
the vehicle in front, the vehicle behind, two vehicles in the 
lane over, and one vehicle in each lane of the cross street. 
These eight vehicles are “line of sight or “seen” to one or 
more sensors, or were in a line of sight so recently as to allow 
their calculated relative information to be within our accept 
able thresholds. Note that “line of sight' for some sensors, 
such as radar, is better than the vision of the driver. For 
example, some radaris able to see “under an adjacent vehicle 
to detect the distance of the next adjacent vehicle. As another 
example, a roof-mounted camera may be able to see more 
vehicles that the driver is able to see. 
0.165. With 25% penetration and eight vehicles on the 
proxy candidate list, there is approximately 0.758 chance 
that no vehicle is equipped. Or, a 90% chance that at least one 
other vehicle is equipped. If each vehicle transmits core data 
for all vehicles in its proxy candidate list, this 25% penetra 
tion rate achieves 90% effectiveness (compared to 100% pen 
etration). Even a 10% penetration rate achieves better than 
50% effectiveness. 
0166 High system effectiveness at low penetration is fur 
ther improved by deploying a fixed V2V transceiver with 
good sight lines at high-risk intersections. Such a transceiver 
has an excellent view of nearly all vehicles approaching the 
intersection, and thus provides close to 100% effectiveness 
for any vehicle equipped with a receiver near the intersection. 
Note that a vehicle might be temporarily blocked from such a 
sightline by a larger vehicle, however, its approximate posi 
tion, speed and heading may be realistically estimated, and 
thus such a temporarily hidden vehicle may remain on the 
fixed V2V transceiver's proxy candidate list. 
0.167 A suitable algorithm for temporarily maintaining 
such a hidden vehicle in the proxy candidate list is to initially 
continue the vehicle's last known Velocity and acceleration 
from its last know position, then linearly convert to a Velocity 
and position that are the numerical averages of the Velocity 
and position of the vehicles directly in front and behind the 
hidden vehicle, while maintaining the hidden vehicle's posi 
tion within the effective site-line “shadow” created by the 
blocking vehicle. 
0.168. There are several non-obvious advantages to this 
embodiment. That is: transmitting the core data of all known, 
non-equipped vehicles. One Such advantage is that even with 
a low penetration the statistical effectiveness of the system is 
measurable. Such credible data on collision reduction, and 
the cost and pain savings associated with that, provide a 
powerful motivator for both individual purchases of V2V 
transceivers and government mandates to make V2V trans 
ceivers mandatory, or for alternative government-initiated 
motivators. For example, a law requiring a significant 
decrease in vehicle insurance premiums might be such an 
alternative motivator. 

0169. A second non-obvious advantage is that with 
equipped vehicles "pretending to be non-equipped vehicles, 
bandwidth usage and other physical layer attributes. Such as 
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error rates and radio interference, are tested in the earliest 
stages of deployment. Thus, algorithms, thresholds, features 
and other elements of the protocol are reliably measured 
under conditions similar to high deployment in time to 
improve these elements of the protocol before the highest 
Volume manufacturing and sale. 
0170 The non-deterministic protocol of currently pro 
posed V2V systems do not have scalable behavior. That is, 
performance at, say 25% bandwidth capacity is not a usable 
predictor of what will happen at 50% utilization. Thus, cur 
rently proposed systems may fail under high deployment, but 
that will not be known for many years. 
0171 Note that vehicles in the proxy candidate list that are 
properly transmitting are not proxied. Thus, there is mini 
mum duplication of transmitted messages. 
0172. There are a number of reason why a vehicle in the 
proxy candidate list is not actually proxied. One reason is that 
it is properly transmitting. Another reason is that at insuffi 
cient information is available to construct a reliable proxy 
message. Another reason is that another transmitting vehicle 
is already a proxy transmitter for the subject vehicle. 
0173 When another vehicle sends data on behalf of a 
different, non-transmitting vehicle we call the first vehicle the 
“proxy transmitter.” When discussing proxying, the vehicle 
being proxied is the “subject vehicle.” If the preferred 
embodiment of including a “proxy' bit in the message header 
is not used, then in that embodiment a listening V2V trans 
ceiver cannot trivially tell if a message is being sent by the 
subject vehicle or by a proxy transmitter. Nonetheless, the 
information in those messages accomplishes the core goal of 
a V2V system. 
0.174 As a first subject vehicle moves out of sight (off the 
proxy candidate list) to the proxy transmitter, after a period of 
time the proxy will stop transmitting data for that Subject. 
Other equipped vehicles, that have the first subject vehicle on 
their own proxy candidate list, were not acting as a proxy 
transmitter for the first subject vehicle because there were 
receiving proxy messages for it, now start acting as a proxy 
transmitter for that first subject vehicle. 
0.175. Once the first proxy transmitter stops transmitting 
for a given proxy subject vehicle, another transmitter, with the 
given Subject vehicle in its proxy candidate list, will start 
transmitting proxy messages for it immediately. Because 
most message transmissions use the same time slot each basic 
time period, and the proxy messages are tagged with a 
“proxy' bit, other potential proxy transmitters for the given 
proxy Subject vehicle generally know immediately when a 
current proxy transmitter stops sending proxy messages for 
that subject vehicle because the expected time slot is now 
empty. The new potential proxy transmitter now has two 
options. It may either use the prior proxy time slot or it may 
select a new time slot for the proxy messages. If the potential 
transmitter is the closest potential transmitter to the given 
proxy subject vehicle, it uses the prior proxy time slot. If it is 
not the closest potential transmitter to the given proxy subject 
vehicle, it selects a new time slot. In this way, there is minimal 
likelihood of a message collision in the prior proxy time slot 
due to two new proxy transmitters at the same time. 
0176). At the same time as the above “proxy handoff from 
a first proxy transmitter to a second proxy transmitter, all 
potential proxy transmitters are listening to see if any other 
proxy transmitter has started transmitting, “first.” The first 
new proxy transmitter to broadcast a proxy message for the 
being-handed-off proxy subject vehicle “wins, in the sense 
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that it is now the proxy transmitter for that subject vehicle. 
Note that the winning new proxy transmitter may be using the 
same time slot as the old proxy transmitter, or a lower num 
bered time slot, or a higher numbered time slot. Thus, it is 
possible that the proxy handoff occurs within a single basic 
time interval. It is also possible that an entire basic time 
interval passes with no proxy message for that subject 
vehicle. 
0177. A vehicle stops proxying for a subject vehicle when 

it believes that its data about the subject vehicle is not longer 
Sufficiently accurate to warrant its acting as the proxy trans 
mitter. Such determination is up to the transmitting vehicle, 
and may include consideration of the relative positions of 
other potential proxy transmitters. 
0178. Two or more proxy transmitters may proxy for the 
same subject vehicle. Such actions are permitted, but not 
encouraged for extended periods of time. One Such reason is 
that a second proxy transmitter believes that the information 
about the Subject vehicle is not accurate or is less accurate that 
information available or computed by the second proxy trans 
mitter. 

(0179. It is desirable but not critical to know the identity of 
the proxy transmitter. This information may be communi 
cated in several ways. A preferred method is to send a single 
message that comprises both the identity of the proxy trans 
mitter and the identity (location) of the proxy subject. Such a 
message is called a “proxy linking message. It may be sent in 
either interval class B or A. Ideally, this message should be 
send in the same or subsequent basic time interval as the first 
proxy message, or as soon as possible thereafter. In addition, 
Sucha proxy linking message should be sent regularly, Such as 
every two seconds. Once a proxy linking message has been 
received, the receiver may generally assume the identity of 
the proxy messages until a proxy linking message is received, 
or a new time slot is used for the proxy message. A proxy 
linking message may be sent with a low encoding rate in 
interval class B, or at a higher encoding rate in interval class 
A 
0180. An alternative method of sending proxy messages 
comprises alternately sending core data for the proxy trans 
mitting vehicle and the proxy subject vehicle in alternate 
basic time intervals, using the same time slot. This method is 
not preferred, but consumes the least bandwidth. It is most 
applicable when no risks are associated with either message. 
0181 A proxy transmitter may proxy for more than one 
proxy Subject vehicle. This is a common occurrence. 
0182. In some cases a V2V system has wireless line-of 
sight “blind spots.” For example, two streets may intersect at 
a corner where a building on the corner blocks direct radio 
line-of-sight. Two vehicles approaching the intersection at 
high speed might not be receiving messages from each other, 
even if both are equipped. In this case a vehicle may become 
a proxy even though both vehicles potentially involved in a 
collision are equipped. In this mode, a potential proxy V2V 
system calculates possible collisions of other vehicles within 
range. We refer to this capability as “proxying equipped 
vehicles. This capability is most appropriate when a poten 
tial proxy transmitter detects a high risk and that risk is not 
being appropriately broadcast. Alternatively, this capability 
may be used when a potential proxy transmitter detects a high 
risk and that risk is being appropriately broadcast, but not 
necessarily received by all appropriate recipients. Such 
proxying of equipped vehicles messages may send high-pri 
ority messages in either interval class A or B. 
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0183. It is useful to provide a method of avoiding exces 
sive proxying. We first add some additional definitions. A 
“first circle range' consists of those vehicles in range or in 
sight that are closer to the transmitting vehicle than to any 
other equipped vehicle. A 'second circle range' consists of 
those vehicles in range or within sight that are the closest 
vehicle to the transmitting vehicle within the lane of the 
subject vehicle, with the addition of any vehicle in range or in 
sight that is directly in front or directly behind the transmit 
ting vehicle. For example, on a two-lane, bi-directional street, 
vehicles in the second circle range would typically include the 
vehicle directly in front, the vehicle directly behind, the clos 
est oncoming vehicle, the closest vehicle moving in or out of 
a street-parking space, the closest vehicles moving in or out of 
a driveway, and the closest vehicle in any given turn lane, 
assuming that all Such vehicles are in range or in sight. If a 
cross-street is in view, then one closest vehicle in each lane of 
the cross-street would also be in the second circle range, 
assuming that Such vehicles are in range or in sight. An "outer 
circle range' consists of those vehicles in range or insight that 
are neither in the first circle range of the second circle range. 
Note that the only vehicles included in the first circle range, 
second circle range, or outer circle range are those vehicles 
that are moving, or have a likelihood of moving, or are trans 
mitting. 
0184 FIG. 4 shows three typical vehicles, numbered 1, 2 
and 3. Vehicles 1 and 3 are equipped with V2V transponders, 
shown on the roof of the vehicles as an antenna. Vehicle 2 is 
not equipped. In normal operation, vehicle 1 and 3 each 
transmit their location and Velocity ten times per second. 
Vehicles 1 and 3 receive each other transmissions. If vehicle 
1 were about to rear-end vehicle 3 both vehicle 1 and 3 would 
provide a warning to the drivers. If necessary, vehicle 1 would 
active an automatic braking system to prevent the collision. 
0185. Vehicle 2 is not equipped. However, both vehicles 1 
and 2 'see' vehicle 2 with their local sensors, such as video, 
radar and Sonar, which allow both the relative location and 
velocity of vehicle 2 to be determined. Both vehicle 1 and 
vehicle 3 are able to transmit a “proxy' message for vehicle 2, 
here called the “object vehicle' of the proxy. To do this, the 
transmitting vehicle typically takes a new time slot and adver 
tises vehicle 2's position as if vehicle 2 were in fact equipped. 
Although both vehicle 1 and 3 are able to “see' vehicle 2, 
ideally one of vehicle 1 or vehicle 3 should transmit a proxy 
message. Since both vehicle 1 and vehicle 3 are receiving all 
messages from transmitters in range, they know if some other 
vehicle is already broadcasting a proxy message for vehicle 2. 
If such a proxy is already being broadcast, a repeat proxy 
broadcast is not necessary. In the case of this Figure, vehicle 
1 is broadcasting the proxy message for vehicle 2. As vehicle 
2 speeds up and passes vehicle 3, it is no longer in sight of 
vehicle 1 so vehicle 1 will stop broadcasting proxies for 
vehicle 2. However, vehicle 2 is still in sight of vehicle 3, and 
vehicle 3 notices that there are no longer proxy messages for 
vehicle 2. So it begins to broadcast a proxy message for 
vehicle 2. It may use the same time slot for this proxy message 
that vehicle 1 was previously using. 
0186 Physical Layer 
0187 Embodiments use a physical related to the prior art 
of IEEE 802.11p, but with important differences. Each 0.1 
second is broken into 1000 time slots, each 100 us in duration. 
Vehicles send their core information in a selected time slot. 
Effective range is 250 meters. Every vehicle transmits, in our 
preferred embodiment, every 0.1 seconds. This interval is 
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called the basic time interval. The basic time interval is bro 
ken into three Zones: interval classes A, B and C. Class A is for 
regular safety-related messages, also called “priority mes 
sages.” Class C is reserved for emergency vehicles. Class B is 
for non-safety-related messages, also called, "low-priority 
messages.” which maybe longer. Class A starts at time slot 
Zero and moves upwards, based on demand for time slots. 
Class C starts at time slot 1000 and moves downward. Class 
B does not use time slots, but rather a modified CSMA/CA. 
The duration of Class B changes every basic time interval. 
0188 The basic time interval is divided into three “interval 
classes: Interval class A starts with time slot 1 and uses 
consecutively numbered time slots counting upwards from 
there, such as 2, 3, 4, etc. Interval class C starts with time slot 
1000 and uses consecutively numbered time slots counting 
downwards from there, such as 999, 998, 997 etc. Interval 
class B is in between interval class A and interval class C. 
Interval class B uses time slots optionally. This organization 
of the basic time interval into three interval classes in a unique 
and innovative aspect of this invention. 
0189 Interval class A contains safety-related or high-pri 
ority messages. These are the fundamental messages for 
vehicle collision avoidance and mitigation in the V2V system. 
Interval class C contains V2V messages from emergency 
vehicles and certain fixed, government provided, roadside 
equipment such as traffic signals. 
0190. The allocation system of time slots in interval 
classes A and C causes time slots to be allocated “near the 
ends” of the basic time interval. That is, chosen time slots in 
interval class A tend to clump in in the lowest numbered time 
slots, while chosen time slots in interval class Ctend to clump 
in the highest numbered time slots. The number of time slots 
actually used in the interval classes A and C depends on the 
needs of equipped vehicles within range. Thus, the size (as 
number of used time slots) of interval classes A and C is 
variable, and changes dynamically. Interval class B may be 
viewed as the “left over bandwidth of the system, available 
for use for lower priority messages. 
(0191 Interval Classes 
0.192 A unique feature of one embodiment is that the 
dividing lines (in time) between interval classes A and B; and 
between interval classes B and C, are variable. 
0193 The way this works is that time slot selection for 
transmissions for interval class A and C are “weighted 
towards the ends of those interval classes. Interval class A is 
weighted towards time slot 1. Interval class C is weighted 
towards the highest numbered time slot, such as 1000. 
0194 Timeslots are still selected using a random back-off 
algorithm, only in this embodiment a weighting factor is used 
to push the assignments towards the ends of the A and C 
interval classes. Weighting factors may be linear, exponential, 
or other shapes. The specific weighting factoruses varies with 
the bandwidth used or the number of vehicles transmitting 
within range. That is, it varies with number of time slots 
already in use. When only a few time slots are in use, the 
weighting is "heavy keeping new time slot selections near 
the ends of the interval classes. When many timeslots are in 
use, weighting is minimal, or Zero, spreading out the time 
slots selections within the basic time interval, and maximiz 
ing the chance of a non-interfering time slot selection. 
0.195 Between the last normal used time slot in interval 
class A and the start of interval class B a predetermined 
number of time slots are left empty as a buffer Zone. These 
time slots may be used when a V2V transmitter is having 
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trouble selecting a new, clear timeslot, or for new “high risk” 
messages. This buffer Zone may be viewed as an “overflow” 
or “emergency' Zone. There is a similar Zone between inter 
val class C and the end of interval class B. This Zone is used 
by class C transmitters. A suitable width of the buffer zones is 
25 time slots each. 

0196. Looking now at FIG. 1 we see what a basic time 
interval looks like for one embodiment. The times shown in 
this Figure, which may be different in different embodiments, 
are: the duration of the basic time interval at 0.1 seconds; the 
number of timeslots in the basic time interval at 1000; and the 
time duration of one time slot at 100 microseconds. V2V 
transceivers typically send a location update message every 
basic time interval, or tentimes per second. They typically use 
one time slot for their transmission, with each equipped 
vehicle using a different time slot. Messages in interval class 
A use low numbered time slots at the start of the basic time 
interval, starting with one and working upward. Messages in 
interval class C use high numbered time slots starting with 
1000 and working downward. The empty time area near the 
middle of the basic time interval—between the last interval 
class A time slot used and the first interval class C time slot 
used is the interval class B. Message in interval time slots A 
and Care restricted to one time slot each in duration and must 
be safety-related messaged. Messages in interval class B 
maybe longer than one time slot and may be non-safety 
related messages. 
(0197) Looking now at FIG. 2 we see the organization and 
timing of one V2V frame. Most of what is shown in this frame 
is prior art, for example, IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.11p. The 
32 us PLCP preamble has two training sequences that allow 
receivers to lock onto the transmitter's signal. The 8 Bs SIG 
NAL field comprises the RATE field at 4-bits; then a 1-bit 
reserved field; then a 12-bit LENGTH field, then a 1-bit 
PARITY field; then a 6-bit TRAIL field. The PLCP preamble 
and the SIGNAL field are compatible with 802.11p. The 
SIGNAL field contains information that informs the receiver 
about the modulation that will be used in the upcoming DATA 
field. This Figure shows the DATA field modulated at a 3 
mbit/s data rate. Symbols (except in the PLCP preamble) are 
8 us in duration and contain 24-bits each. The entire frame 
must fit within one time slot, here shown at 100 us. There is a 
4 LS guard time at the end of the transmission during which 
there is no transmission at all. This guard time is unique. This 
guard time allows different time of flight, up to a maximum of 
about 1.2 kilometer. The preferred embodiment of this inven 
tion is to limit power to an effective range of 250 meters. 
(0198 The DATA field data rate is effectively set by infor 
mation in the SIGNAL field. Shown here, at a rate of 3 mbit/s, 
there is room for 168 bits in this field. At the start of the DATA 
field is a 16-bit SERVICE field. This field maintains compat 
ibility with IEEE 802.11p. The HEADER field is defined by 
this invention. It is used in all frames. It provides information 
on the length of the message and flag bits. At the end of the 
DATA field is a 32-bit FCS or Frame Check Sequence. These 
bits cover the entire DATA field. The use of these bits provides 
receivers with a very high level of confidence that they have 
correctly demodulated the frame. The FCS is defined for this 
frame in this embodiment by IEEE 802.11. 
(0199. After the HEADER and before the FCS is room for 
one or more Sub-messages. It is these Sub-messages that 
contain the V2V information or implementing the V2V appli 
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cation layer functionality. The 114 bits shown in this Figure is 
Sufficient for core messages and many other Sub-message 
types. 
(0200 FIG. 3 is similar to FIG. 2, except that now the data 
rate for the DATA field is 6 mb./s, which permits 282 bits in the 
V2V message. This typically allows more than one sub-mes 
sage in this frame. At this data rate, 8 us symbols now contain 
48 bits each. 

0201 If two transmitters within range of each other 
choose the same timeslot in a basic time interval then there is 
a message collision in that time interval. At least one of the 
transmitters then makes a new time slot selection, using the 
time slot selection algorithm. There is no “back-off delay' in 
the sense of CSMA/CA and CSMA/CD, but rather new time 
slot selection for the next basic time interval. (Fixed roadside 
equipment, Such as signals, may wait up to two basic time 
intervals before selecting a new time slot upon a collision. If 
the collision goes away, then the original time slot may be 
maintained. This generally forces vehicles to change time 
slots, rather than fixed equipment.) Alternatively, a transmit 
ter that must select a new time slot due to a message collision 
may select a new time slot in the same basic interval as the 
collision, assuming the transmitter is able to detect the colli 
sion in time. The transmitter may choose to transmit the same 
message that was collided now in interval class B, within the 
same basic time interval as the collision, then select a new 
time slot in interval class A for the next transmission. 

0202 Transmitters keep the time slot they have selected as 
long as possible; they only choose a new time slot when 
necessary due to a message collision or a re-evaluation inter 
val. Thus, there is a minimum amount of new time slot selec 
tion and thus message collisions due to simultaneous identi 
cal time slot selection. 

0203 When a transmitter selects a time slot, it uses that 
timeslot in the next basic interval, unless the risk factor of the 
frame to transmit is above a threshold, say four. In this case it 
may use the same basic interval for transmission, provided 
that its new time slot selection is for a time slot greater than 
the one used for transmission that had interference; or it may 
repeat the message transmission in interval class B. 
0204 A transmitters should send a message collision noti 
fication Sub-message if its determine that two transmitters 
have a message collision in a time slot, unless a similar 
message collision notification has already been sent. This 
Sub-message identifies the time slot with the message colli 
Sion, or at least one vehicle location. 
0205 The format of the message collision sub-message 
for time slot identification is shown in the Table below: 

TABLE 1 

Message Collision Notification Using Time Slot 
Message Collision Notification Sub 

message W. Time Slot 

Field Name Size in bits 

Sub-message type 
Message collision time slot 1 
Number of detected collisions 
Receive signal power 
Reserved 

Total Bits in Sub-message 30 
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0206. The format for Type 2 Message Collision Notifica 
tion Sub-message is shown in the Table below: 

TABLE 2 

Message Collision Notification Using Location 
Message Collision Notification Sub 

message W. Location 

Field Name Size in bits 

Sub-message type 6 
Message collision time slot 12 
Target location: offset N-S 24 
Target location: offset E-W 24 
Number of detected collisions 4 
Receive signal power 4 
Reserved 4 

Total Bits in Sub-message 78 

0207. The message collision time slot identifies the num 
ber of the time slot in which the message collision occurred. 
12 bits permits up to 2046 time slots. The values of Zero and 
2047 in this field are reserved. The number of detected colli 
sions identifies the number of basic time intervals in which a 
message collision in this time slot is likely to have occurred, 
for at least two of the same transmitters. A reasonable time 
interval in which to count collisions is two seconds. A mes 
sage collision notification Sub-message should only be sent 
when at least two consecutive basic time intervals contain a 
probably collision in the same time slot. If one or both the 
message transmitters is distant, a receiver might have some 
basic time intervals in which a collision is detected and others 
where a message is received properly and no collision is 
detected. Thus, a receiver might accumulate a number of 
counted message collisions before sending this Sub-message. 
Four bits permits number in the range of zero to 15 to be in this 
field. The values of zero and one are reserved. The value of 15 
means, “15 or more.” The receive signal power field uses four 
bits to encode up to 14 levels of received signal power. The 
values of zero and 15 are reserved. There is a reserved field of 
four bits. This field may be used in the future to identify 
additional information about the detected message collision. 
These bits should be set to zero. Various reserved values in 
this Sub-message may be defined in the future for testing or 
simulation use. 
0208. Type 2 is the same as Type 1 except for the two 
Location fields. The location fields are defined the same way 
as other location fields. In this sub-message type, this is a 
“directed message' to the vehicle at the location in the sub 
message. Note, as always, the location is effective at the end 
of the basic time interval in which it is transmitted. This 
message notifies this ONE vehicle to change time slots. 
0209. It is slightly more effective for a single vehicle to 
change time slots rather than two vehicles changing time slots 
simultaneously. If two vehicles each self-select a new time 
slot in the same basic time interval, they may select the same 
time slot and still have message collision. Such a message 
collision is less likely if only a single vehicle changes time 
slots. 
0210. It is likely that the vehicle that detected the message 
collision and sent the notification Sub-message has been 
receiving ongoing messages from one of the two vehicles 
participating in the message collision. Most likely that 
vehicle has been using the same time slot for its communica 
tions prior to the message that collided and the message that 
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collided (although this is not necessarily the case). Therefore, 
there is a good likelihood that the vehicle that detected and 
transmitted the message collision notification knows the loca 
tion of one of the two vehicles participating in the message 
collision. If this is the case, that vehicle should use a Type 2 
notification instead of a Type 1. It should use the Type 2 
message only once for any message collision. If the message 
is not effective in eliminating the message collision in that 
timeslot the sender must revert to a Type 1 sub-message. Note 
that if the vehicle detecting the message collision has been 
receiving regular messages from one of the two vehicle par 
ticipating in the message collision, it is likely that the signal 
from that vehicle is stronger and thus it is more likely that this 
first, Type 2, notification will get through Successfully, than 
for the other vehicle participating in the message collision. 
0211 A vehicle receiving a Type 2 message collision noti 
fication must first check if it is the intended vehicle—the 
target of the directed message. If it is NOT the target vehicle 
but IS transmitting in the identified time slot it may optionally 
choose to select a new timeslot, or not. The preferred embodi 
ment is to wait one basic time interval, then select a new time 
slot, as this minimizes the chances of a new message collision 
occurring. 
0212 Next a vehicle receiving a Type 2 message collision 
notification must check that its last transmission was in the 
timeslot identified in the sub-message. It is possible that it has 
already selected a new time slot. If both the location matches 
and the time slot matches, it must immediately select a new 
time slot. 
0213. A common situation is when two vehicles approach 
each other from a distance. Each vehicle has chosen the same 
time slot as the other vehicle. At some distance, a third 
vehicle, located between the first two vehicles, detects the 
message collision in this time slot. This third vehicle most 
likely can identify one of the two vehicles, because they have 
both been transmitting in the same time slot repeatedly, and 
prior frames were likely received without error. The third 
vehicle is able and is required (in preferred embodiments) to 
send Such a message collision notification Sub-message, if it 
receives two or more consecutive message collisions in the 
same time slot. 

0214. There are three possible outcomes following the 
transmission of Such a message collision notification Sub 
message: (a), neither message colliding transmitter receives 
the notification; or (b) only one message colliding transmitter 
receives the notification (due to range or a Type 2 sub-mes 
sage); or (c) both message colliding transmitters receive the 
message of Type 1. In the first (a) case, message collisions are 
likely to continue, although not necessary, as the two vehicles 
could be in cross traffic or now moving away from each other. 
This case is usually detected quickly by the same vehicle that 
sent the notification because any transmitter receiving Such a 
valid notification for it must immediately choose a new time 
slot. If the message collision is detected again in the next basic 
time interval, a second message collision notification Sub 
message, which now must be Type 1, must be sent. Case (a) is 
relatively uncommon, because the third vehicle must have 
been close enough to both the transmitting vehicles to detect 
the collision, so at least one transmitter should be in range to 
receive the notification Sub-message. However, with message 
collision notifications now being sent in every basic time 
interval from at least one source, the message collisions will 
quickly resolve. In case (b), the one transmitter that received 
the notification will choose a new timeslot and the transmitter 
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that did not receive the notification will continue to use its 
existing time slot. In case (c), both transmitters will choose a 
new time slot. Note that in all three cases, message collisions 
stop quickly. 
0215 Note that more than one vehicle may send a message 
collision notification Sub-message in any one basic time inter 
val. However, a V2V transceiver, if it hears another message 
collision notification in the current basic time interval, may 
choose to not send a duplicate notification. This decision is 
optional. In most cases, only a single message collision noti 
fication sub-message will need to be sent. Thus, very little 
bandwidth is used by this method of rapidly detecting and 
correcting message collisions. 
0216 Transmitting vehicles should attempt to determine 
themselves if there is a message collision in the time slot they 
are using. Such determination may be technically difficult, 
however. That is why other vehicles, which can easily detect 
Such interference, are an important part of this embodiment 
protocol. 
0217 Choosing a New Time Slot 
0218. In one embodiment the target likelihood of any new 
time slot being free from interference is 99%. Transmitters 
may use a variety of algorithms to achieve this target. Note 
that if two consecutive attempts need to be made using these 
odds, then there is a 99.99% of success (no message collision 
after two attempts). For three consecutive attempts the failure 
rate is only one out of 100,000. In practice the odds are even 
better. First, high priority frames are retried in the same basic 
time interval, rather than waiting for the next time interval. 
Second, the algorithm may adjust to use less “weight' and 
therefore more time slots become statistically available. 
0219. Although some people might object to a safety sys 
tem with a failure rate of “one in 100,000, this low rate of 
first-time time slot acquisition failure is completely legible 
compared to other reasons that a V2V system will be unable 
to prevent a collision. For example, not all vehicles are 
equipped. As a second example, not all drivers or vehicles will 
take evasive action, even if warned. As a third example, some 
where between 20% and 50% of accidents are not avoidable 
even with a conceptually perfect V2V system. As a fourth 
example, a Sub-second delay in acquiring a new time slot will 
often still allow sufficient time for communication and avoid 
aCC. 

0220 Note, also, that the target percentage success rate of 
first timeslot acquisition is easily raised to 99.9%, or higher. 
0221 Note also, that by using regular clocking, instead of 
half clocking, 1600 to 2000 time slots become available. This 
is a very large number of vehicles “in range' to need to be 
communicating. After all, the only vehicle one really needs to 
communicate with is one that is close enough to possibly 
collide with one. If there are more than 100 (or some other 
predetermined limit) vehicles in range, the transmit power 
should be reduced (claim). 
0222. The advantage of using a relatively low first-time 
new time slot acquisition percentage of 99% is that it signifi 
cantly clumps regular frames down near frame one. This 
leaves a large fraction of the basic time interval (0.1 sec) for 
low-priority, “convenience' messages, which use Area B, 
which might include audio or video information. 
0223) In one embodiment, all such convenience, low pri 
ority messages are held off for the next time slot following 
any time slot in which there is a collision in an interval class 
A or interval class C frame. Time slot collisions in interval 
class A and C combined should be one perminute, maximum. 
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0224 Note that message collisions between convenience, 
low priority don't count in the previous paragraph back-off. 
Message collisions for interval class B are handled using 
existing CSMA/CA algorithms. The main difference is that 
the size of interval class B changes dynamically. 
0225 Interval class B is defined simply as the space 
between the end of interval class A and the start of interval 
class C, computed as the worst case over the past five basic 
time intervals, plus a buffer Zone (say, 25 time slots) extra at 
each end. Any of these metrics are predefined constants, 
which may be different, or adjust dynamically. 
0226 Typically, the number of simultaneous interval class 
C transmitters will be the number of emergency vehicles 
within range. This means that there will not be very many 
interval class C messages sent each basic time interval. Man 
agement of the expansion of interval class C and the adjust 
ment of the weighting for new time slot acquisition in interval 
class C is the same as interval class A, except interval class C 
takes precedent. Thus, even in a case with hundreds of emer 
gency vehicles within range, the system of this invention still 
works. It just means that interval class A broadcasts are 
reduce to make room for the emergency vehicle broadcasts. 
This is a giant improvement on current proposed V2V sys 
tems (claim). 
0227. One embodiment uses the following algorithm to 
determine which new times lot to use. 

0228 Step One. Determine frame type for message as 
interval class A, B, or C. 

0229 
0230 Step Three. Identify all available timeslots for inter 
Val class A messages. (Algorithm for interval class C is simi 
lar.) Number these consecutively starting at 1. Note that these 
“available' time slot numbers are NOT the same as the actual 
timeslot numbers. The available timeslot number we identify 
as n. An example is shown in the table below. 

Step Two. Determine risk factor of the message. 

TABLE 3 

Timeslot Allocation Example 
Example Time Slot Allocation 

Available 
Actual Timeslot No In USe? Number = n 

1 yes 
2 yes 
3 O 1 
4 O 2 
5 yes 
6 O 3 
7 O 4 

0231 Step Four. A constant k is determined based on 
bandwidth available and message risk factor. More discus 
sion on k is below. 

0232 Step Five. A “time slot selection weight,” or w, is 
calculated from the following formula: w=exp(-n/k)/(k-1), 
for each n. This w represents approximately the chance that 
this available timeslot n will be used. A sample result of the 
first 20 n, for k=11 is shown in the table below. Note that the 
sum of these weights for the first 20 n is about 0.88. 
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TABLE 4 

Time Slot Weighting Example 
Calculation of Weight = w 

k = 6.0 

Aggregate 
Available Number = n Weight = w Weight 

1 O.14108O O.141080 
2 O. 119422 O.26OSO2 
3 O.1O1088 O.361,591 
4 0.085570 O447160 
5 O.O72433 O.S19593 
6 O.061313 O.S80906 
7 O.OS1901 O.632807 
8 O.O43933 O.676740 
9 O.O37188 O.713928 
10 O.O31479 O.74S4O7 
11 O.O26647 0.772O54 
12 O.O.22556 O.794610 
13 O.O19093 0.813703 
14 O.O16162 O.829865 
15 O.O13681 O.84.3546 
16 O.O11581 O.855126 
17 O.OO98O3 O.864929 
18 O.OO8298 0.873227 
19 O.OO7024 O.88O2S1 
2O O.OOS946 O.886197 

0233 Step Six. Select or create a random or pseudo-ran 
dom number between 0 and 1. 

0234 Step Seven. Scan the table created in Step 5 (or, 
more efficiently, do this step while computing step five) until 
the aggregate weight of each n from 1 to the currently exam 
ined n is equal to or greater than the random number selected 
in step six. Use this n. 
0235 Step Eight. Lookup the selected in from step seven in 
the table (or equivalent processing) to find the corresponding 
actual time slot. 

0236. For example, using the above tables, suppose our 
random number is 0.351 . . . . Traversing the table above, we 
find than n=3, because the aggregate weight at n=3 is greater 
than 0.351. From the prior table, we see that the actual time 
slot corresponding to n=3 is time slot 6. Timeslot 6 is our new 
time slot. 

0237 K should be adjusted to meet the target first time 
new time slot acquisition Success rate, such as 99%. 
0238. Note that for the sample formula, the aggregate 
weight exceeds 1.0 at n=34. Thus, the selected n will always 
be in the range of 1 to 34, for k=11. 
0239. Note that the formula given is only one possible 
embodiment. Other formulas and algorithms may be use that 
meet the requirement of “weighted slot number selection. 
For example, a linear weighted, rather than exponential 
weighted, could be used. Also, a flat weighted formula could 
be used, where the number of time slots considered is a 
function of available time slots. 

0240 An appropriate “linear weighted formula is n ABS 
(RANDORAND()-1), where n is the maximum number of 
available time slots and the functions have the usual 
Microsoft Excel definitions. The result of this formula is 
rounded to an integer and the corresponding available time 
slot is the one selected. 

0241 K may be increased for high-risk packets. K may be 
increased each time there is a failure. That is, when a selected 
new time slot has interference. At k=100, using this formula, 
a probability of 50% is about n=70. A probability of 100 is 
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reached at about n=530. Using this formula, with 800 time 
slots, k should not exceed 141. 
0242 One method of assigning k is that k the number of 
used time slots, with a minimum k of 10, and a maximum of 
141. However, adjusting k to meet a target first time new time 
slot acquisition Success rate, as previously discussed, is pre 
ferred. 

0243 When utilization exceeds a set threshold, this 
weighting should be discontinued and random selection, 
evenly weighted, over all unused time slots should be used. 
Such a threshold may be 30%. 
0244 Time slots numbers over a certain threshold, such as 
400, (out of 800) should be abandoned and a new one selected 
after five seconds. Thus, if there is a sudden burst of activity, 
or some vehicle selected a high time slot number, these will 
tend to move back down toward the end of the Area. This 
maintains as a large as possible the Area B. 
0245 Windows that exceed one basic time interval, such 
as 0.5 seconds or five seconds, should be selected by each 
transmitter on random or arbitrary boundaries, to avoid 
clumping or motorboating issues. 
0246. It is worth doing a worst-case analysis. Peak free 
way capacity is about 30 vehicles per minute per lane. With 
two lanes of approaching traffic, plus the speed of the trans 
mitting vehicle, up to about 120 vehicles per minute could be 
entering the transmitting vehicle's range. If time slots are 
25% utilized, then roughly one out of four vehicles entering 
the range will need a new timeslot, or 30 vehicles perminute, 
or one every two seconds. With a basic time interval of 0.1 
seconds, this means a new time slot is needed within range 
every 20 basic time intervals. If 50 time slots represents the 
equally-weighted change of selecting a particular new time 
slot, then the odds of two vehicles selecting the same new 
time slot is approximately one in 20*50 or one in 1000, for a 
first-try success rate of 99.9% In practice, the percent success 
rate will be higher because the new time slots requirements 
arrive at a relatively consistent rate; they are not random. 
Also, at 25% time slot utilization (within interval class A). 
well over than 50 time slots are available. 

0247 Periodically, transmitters re-evaluation their time 
slot selection. This re-evaluation interval may be every 30 
seconds. If, at the end of this re-evaluation interval, the trans 
mitter were to make a new time slot selection, and the odds 
that the new time slot would be less than the current time slot 
(for interval class C: higher than the current timeslot) are 80% 
(or a different percentage threshold) or higher, then the trans 
mitter does select a new time slot. In this way, time slots are 
slowly, but continually, moved back to the ends of the basic 
time interval, keeping interval class B as large as possible. 
Simulations may be used to select optimal re-evaluation inter 
Valand the percentage threshold, as well as parameters for the 
weighted time slot selection. 
0248 When a time slot is chosen by a first vehicle for 
interval class A, and that slot has been used in the prior basic 
time interval for a class B method, the first vehicle should find 
the next largest timeslot after the first chosen timeslot in what 
is currently interval class B that is open that is, has no 
transmission in the prior basic time interval. This extends the 
duration of interval class A and forces the vehicle that sent the 
interval class B message to choose a new time to broadcast 
any Subsequent interval class B messages. This method 
avoids having a long message chain in interval class B 
“block” the duration growth of either interval classes A or C. 
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The process described above operates similarly for the 
boundary between interval classes B and C. 
0249. It is appropriate to leave a buffer Zone of generally 
unused time slots between the highest used timeslot in inter 
val class and the start of interval class B. A similar buffer 
applies below interval class C and interval class B. An appro 
priate buffer size is 25 time slots. These slots may be used for 
emergencies, high priority messages, and for use when a V2V 
transceiver has two consecutive failed attempts at allocating 
itself a non-message-colliding new time slot. The buffer time 
slots are not available for use for interval class B messages. 
0250 In the event that a “message collision storm' is 
detected, the appropriate interval class (A or C) should be 
rapidly expanded. This may be done, for example, by broad 
casting core data messages in a number of time slots in the 
prior interval class B Zone. V2V transponders will detect 
those transmissions, quickly adjusting to the reduced (or 
eliminated) interval class B. 
0251 Interval Class B Message Timing 
0252 Messages sent in interval class B are generally lower 
priority than messages sent in class A or class C. However, 
any message that may be sent in class A or class C may also 
be sent in interval class B. This latter case might happen, for 
example, when more high priority messages need to be sent 
than fit in the sender's class A or class C time slot; or the 
sender's current class A or class C time slot is in a state of 
message collision. 
0253 Interval class B is not managed generally using time 
slots. Unlike interval classes A and C. messages in class B 
may be longer than one time slot—sometimes, much longer. 
Interval class B is managed similarly to traditional IEEE 
802.11 (message) collision-domain management: that is: 
CSMA/CA per 802.11, with modification as discussed 
herein. 

0254 The first restriction on message timing in interval 
class B is that first the window for interval class be must be 
determined every basic time interval. Interval class B is the 
time left over between interval classes A and C, plus the two 
buffer Zones. In the most strict embodiment, interval class B 
begins in the time slot after the last used time slot for interval 
class A, plus the size of the buffer Zone and ends at the time 
slot before the first used time slot for interval class C, minus 
the buffer Zone. However, another embodiment permits a 
small amount of overlap. In this preferred embodiment, the 
start of interval class A is at the timeslot, below which lie 90% 
of the currently used interval class A time slots. 
0255. The second restriction on message timing in interval 
class B is that the sent message may not overlap with ANY 
currently used timeslot in interval classes A or C. 
0256 The third restriction on message timing in interval 
class B is that the sent message may not overlap with the 
period of time used for an interval class B message sent in the 
prior basic time interval unless the “final bit was set on that 
message. This restriction allows along message chain, which 
must be sent as a series of interval class B messages, to 
generally use the same time window within the basic time 
interval for each message in the chain. Note we do not refer to 
this timing as a “time slot because it may not be aligned with 
a time slot, and it may take up more than one time slot. 
0257 The fourth restriction on message timing in interval 
class B is that the typical lowerpriority messages in this class, 
Such as courtesy messages, audio, and video, may be 
restricted to throttling back due to bandwidth management. 
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0258. The fifth restriction on message timing in interval 
class B is that, when possible, a message chain in interval 
class B should attempt to use the same timing for each mes 
sage within the basic time interval, subject to all the other 
restrictions. 
0259 A sixth restriction on message timing in interval 
class B is that, if the message is the start of a chain of mes 
sages, such as might happen with a long audio or video 
message, that the initial time broadcast time be selected So 
that the start of the message is some distance after the last time 
slot used in interval class a and the end of the message will be 
some distance from the first time slot used in interval class C. 
This allows extra space for the expansion of the duration of 
interval classes A and C during Subsequent basic time inter 
vals. 
0260 Receivers may, optionally, correct for Doppler shift 
caused by relative vehicle motion during the sync or training 
portion of the message preamble. Receivers may, optionally, 
attempt to correct for Such Doppler shift by expecting a mes 
sage in a time slot from a vehicle known to be moving at an 
approximate relative speed. Thus, its “starting Doppler shift 
correction, at the very start of the preamble, may be based on 
its expectation of the likelihood that the transmitting vehicle 
in that time slot is the same transmitting vehicle that used the 
same time slot in one or more previous basic time intervals. 
0261 FIG. 2 shows one embodiment of a physical layer 
frame, using a 100 us basic time interval, 3 mbit/sec OFDM 
encoding with 24-bit symbols and a 4 us guard time. IEEE 
802.11 defines this encoding the preamble, SIGNAL field, 
SERVICE field, FCS field, and Tail field. The 4 us guard time 
may or may not be IEEE 801.11 p compliant. The V2V mes 
sage, as shown in FIG. 2, is not an IP packet. The SERVICE 
and Tail fields are used to maintain compatibility with exist 
ing radio designs and convolution encoders and decoders. 
The SIGNAL field defines the data rate and encoding, as 
defined by IEEE 802.11p. The FCS is defined as in IEEE 
802.11p, although the packet is not an IP packet. Bit scram 
bling and encoding is defined by IEEE 802.11 p. Other 
embodiments are possible. 
0262. Note that the 4 us guard time provides a working 
distance of approximately up to 1.2 km. As the nominal target 
range of an embodiment is 250 meters, this working distance 
provides a reasonable margin. It may be desirable to provide 
traffic signals with a range greater than 250 meters so they 
may communicate with each other. The 4 us guard time 
allows them to use time slots for communication up to a 
distance of 1.2 km. In general, traffic signals communicating 
in either direction with vehicles do not require more than a 
250 meter range. Traffic signals communicating with other 
traffic signals are likely exchanging signal timing information 
that is often more appropriate to place into interval class B 
messages. These messages use a longer guard time, and thus 
a range over 1.2 km is Supported. Note that generally the 
maximum range of a traffic signal needs to be no longer than 
one traffic signal cycle length times the average speed of 
approaching traffic. For example, with a 80 second cycle time 
and a average speed of 30 mph, this distance is 1.07 km. 
Generally, both safety needs and optimal traffic light cycle 
simulation is effective using a shorter range. 
0263 FIG. 3 shows one embodiment of a frame using a 6 
mbit/sec encoding rate, but otherwise the same as in FIG. 2, 
above. The V2V message length is now 282 bits maximum. 
0264. Higher density encoding permits longer V2V mes 
Sages. 
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0265 V2V transmitters have several options available for 
sending messages longer than a Type 0 message. One option 
is to use a higher density encoding, and transmit in the trans 
mitters established time slot. A second option is to send the 
message in the interval class B. A third option, particularly for 
high priority messages and proxy messages, is to use an 
additional timeslot. A fourth option is to use multiple sequen 
tial basic time intervals. Options may be combined. 
0266. In general V2V transmitters will have the ability to 
compute with high assurance the likelihood that a particular 
V2V receiver will be able to reliable receive a message. 
Power levels are largely known and generally consistent 
within a range. The signal-to-noise level of all received mes 
sages may be measured. The location of each transmitter is 
generally known. Generally, mobile V2V receivers within a 
range should have comparable radio performance, as that 
consistency is a key goal of embodiments. As those trained in 
the art appreciate, this information, in aggregate, may be used 
to make an accurate estimate of the signal-to-noise margin for 
any intended message recipient (location) for any given radio 
encoding. 
0267. Note that fixed V2V transceivers, such as traffic 
signals or location calibrators, may have significantly differ 
ent radio performance than vehicles. For example, their 
power level may be higher, their physical antenna height may 
be higher; their antenna may have better line of sight; their 
antennas may be directional; their chance of message colli 
sions may be less; and other optimizations maybe available to 
this equipment. 
0268 Vehicle Identification 
0269. The preferred embodiment for vehicle identification 
(vehicle ID) is the vehicle's location. 
0270. There are many ways to identify a vehicle. We do not 

list all possible methods here, but identify four classes of 
identity methodology, below. The first method is a physical 
serial number, which might be a serial number of the V2V 
transceiver, the VIN number of the vehicle, or the license 
plate number of the vehicle, or another unique assigned num 
ber. The second method is a communication address, such as 
a device MAC address, oran internet IPv6 address. There are 
both static and dynamic ways to assign Such numbers. Other 
possible communication addresses include a cellphone num 
ber or a SIM module number. A third method is a random 
number. A V2V transmitter selects a random number. This 
number may be fixed or updated from time to time. If a 
128-bit number is selected (or even a 64-bit number) the odds 
of two vehicles choosing the same number is negligibly Small, 
and the harm done by Such a duplication is also negligibly 
small. A fourth method is to use the location of the vehicle for 
its identification. Two vehicles cannot be in the same place at 
the same time. (In the case of two vehicles in a collision that 
creates this situation, both vehicles will be transmitting nearly 
identical information in two distinct time slots, so there is in 
fact an advantage, not a problem, in Such a rare situation.) 
Vehicle location, as core information should be in every mes 
sage already. There is no reason to add unnecessary bits and 
unnecessary complexity and use up bandwidth unnecessary 
by adding additional, unnecessary vehicle ID. When an 
equipped vehicle is proxying for a non-equipped vehicle, it is 
“pretending to be that vehicle, and thus using that vehicle's 
location for that vehicles ID is appropriate. Also, all proxy 
messages are identified as proxy messages, so there is no 
argument that Such proxying constitutes spoofing. 
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0271 Thus, the strongly preferred method of vehicle iden 
tification is the use of vehicle location. 

0272. Note that this identification changes, typically, with 
each message for a moving vehicle. There is little reason to 
associate one message with another message, as this system is 
designed around the doctrine that most messages are stand 
alone units of information. However, since the basic informa 
tion in the message also includes Velocity, it is a simple 
calculation to associate a stream of messages with the same 
vehicle. Also, time slots used by vehicles to not change fre 
quently, so the messages in the same time slot in contiguous 
basic time intervals have a good likelihood of being from the 
same vehicle. 

0273. Using vehicle location for vehicle ID allows 
“directed messages to be sent. That is, a V2V message may 
be sent to a specific recipient, the “target vehicle.” by using 
that vehicle's location (as computed where it will beat the end 
of the same basic time interval as the directed message). If the 
V2V transmitter is unable to determine the target vehicle's 
location, then it is inappropriate to use a vehicle location for 
this directed message. Directed messages may also be 
directed to a vehicle type. 
0274 There is a substantial social advantage of using loca 
tion for vehicle ID. Privacy is a major social issue. As every 
vehicle is already visible, at a particular location, using this 
information for vehicle ID provide neither less nor more 
private information than is already available. 
(0275 Message validity is a major issue with any V2V 
system. The situation today is that vehicles are neither hidden 
nor anonymous. They are large, visible, physical objects with 
a license plate for reliable ownership identification, should 
that information be needed. Beyond that, drivers are largely 
anonymous entities on the road. Using vehicle location for 
vehicle ID provides exactly the same level of identification, 
anonymity, and credibility as what exists acceptably today. 
0276 Both vehicle based cameras and fixed cameras can 
easily compare vehicle physical and visual identification with 
transmitted location as a way to severely limit any hacking, 
spoofing, or other misuse of the V2V system. Limited trans 
mission range limits remote hacking attacks. 
(0277 
0278 Transmitting location is a fundamental part of any 
V2V system. We have previously discussed that the preferred 
location of a vehicle is the center of the front (back, ifbacking 
up) of a vehicle. For a fixed object (or a vehicle that might act 
as a fixed object in a collision, such as a vehicle protracting at 
an angle into a traffic lane), the most likely collision point is 
the preferred location. For parking spaces, the center of the 
marked parking space is the preferred location. For intersec 
tions, the center of the intersection is the preferred location. 
For messages that need two locations, a preferred method is to 
send two consecutive Sub-messages in the same time slot, 
with a beginning location and an end location, or use a Sub 
message that comprises two locations. The method of using a 
sequence of locations maybe extended to transmit the corner 
points on any polygon shaped area. An alternative method is 
to send longer messages, or messages with more data encoded 
at a higher data rate. 
0279 Location may be encoded as an absolute geophysi 
cal location on the surface of the earth, such as used by the 
GPS system. The preferred geodetic system is the World 
Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84). 

Location and Velocity Coding 
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0280 
0281. 14 different levels of transmit power are supported. 
Messages and algorithms are defined to manage transmit 
power in order to maintain sufficient bandwidth as vehicle 
density changes and to maintain consistency of range within 
a group. 

0282 IEEE 802.11. changes modulation in order achieve 
a desired quality of service, which another way of saying that 
a high rate of corrupted received frames causes a change to a 
lower modulation rate. This mechanism assumes point-to 
point communication with acknowledgments from the 
remote end to determine proper frame receipt or not. This 
mechanism is not appropriate for a V2V system for several 
reasons. First, effective communication in V2V is not point 
to-point. Second, our preferred embodiments do not use 
acknowledgments. Third, this system fundamentally assumes 
failure (corrupted frames) in order to work at all. Such 
“required failure' mechanisms are incompatible the intent of 
a safety system. Fourth, in a V2V system most transceivers 
are moving, thus any one measurement of receive signal 
level, SNR, margin, QoS, or other wireless PHY-level metric 
is highly likely to quickly change. 
0283 Our preferred embodiment uses a significantly dif 
ferent mechanism to assure a very high quality of service 
(QoS). In our preferred embodiment, power levels should be 
low enough that only vehicles in an appropriate wireless 
range receive each other's messages. A large number of Such 
overlapping ranges make up a metro-area operating V2V 
environment. The preferred “range distance' which might be 
measured as the longest distance between to vehicles within 
range, or might be measured as the average distance between 
all vehicles in an operating range, or might be measured as the 
root-mean-square of all vehicles in an operating range, or 
another means of measuring a “range distance' may be used. 
This optimal range distance is likely to be the topic of much 
analysis and discussion, as systems are deployed and operat 
ing experience is gained. Most likely, the selected optimal 
range distance will both change over time and also be a 
function of environmental factors, such as rural versus urban. 
We use a 250 meter radius from a V2V transceiver as a 
discussion optimal range distance herein, with the under 
standing that the actual range distance in use may differ 
significantly from this distance. 
0284. Note that such ranges for emergency vehicles and 
stationary transceivers such as traffic signals and calibration 
beacons should generally vary significantly from these range 
distances. Note also that for emergency vehicles and station 
ary transceivers their transmit power may differ from their 
“requested transmit power.” 
0285. In addition to “range distance, we also define a 
metric, “range count.” Range count is the number of active 
V2V transceivers within range. This optimal range count is 
likely to be the topic of much analysis and discussion, as 
systems are deployed and operating experience is gained. 
Most likely, the selected optimal range count will both change 
over time and also be a function of environmental factors, 
Such as freeway versus city Streets versus mountain roads 
versus parking lots. We use 150 vehicles as a discussion 
maximum optimal range count herein, with the understand 
ing that the actual preferred, optimal, or maximum range 
count in use may differ significantly from this count. Note that 
optimum range count may be a function of average nearby 
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peak vehicle speed on an undivided road or intersection. We 
prefer to use, as a discussion range, the LOWER of 250 
meters or 150 vehicles. 
0286 Our preferred embodiment changes transmit power 
level for several reasons. A first reason is to maintain a pre 
ferred range distance. A second reason is to maintain a pre 
ferred maximum range count. A third reason is limit message 
corruption from the overlap of messages in adjacent time slots 
to distance-caused delays. 
0287. Note that our embodiments still support multiple 
modulations implementing different data rates. A higher than 
minimum data rate may be used for several reasons, such as to 
encode more information within a single time slot, or to send 
relatively lengthy information in an interval class B message. 
If such messages are safety related, they may be sent at a 
higher power level than other messages. If such messages are 
not safety related, they should be sent at the same power level 
as other transmitted messages. 
0288. In our preferred embodiments, it is important that 
the various mechanisms described are used to maintain a very 
high QoS, meaning that a very Small fraction of safety-related 
messages will be lost for vehicles close to each other, and thus 
at highest risk of a collision. Thus, the available bandwidth of 
the channel must be such that nearly all message get through 
to other vehicles in range. A key method to achieve this is to 
reduce the range as necessary to maintain a suitable amount of 
available bandwidth. (Another key method is to reduce or 
eliminate non-safety-related messages that are consuming 
bandwidth desired for safety-related messages.) Thus, 
dynamic changes to transmit power, continually adjusting 
power to achieve a desire range, is a key aspect of preferred 
embodiments. 
0289. We define 14 power levels, although other embodi 
ment may define more or less levels. 
0290 We define three primary reasons to reduce transmit 
power level: (a) too many vehicles are in the current range; (b) 
there is not enough available bandwidth in the current range; 
and (c) there is message interference between adjacent time 
slots due to distance-caused delay exceeding the inter frame 
gap (4 us, typically). We define a Signal Level Sub-message 
type to communicate this information, as shown in the Table 
5 below: 
0291 AS in all Sub-messages, the Sub-message begins 
with a 6-bit field stating this type of sub-message, with the 
value equal to six. The transmit power level field is 4-bits, 
containing one of 14 values from binary 0001 (lowest power) 
through to binary 1110 (highest power). The bit value of 0000 
means “not specified.” The value of binary 1111 is reserved. 
This same bit encoding is used for the field, “recommended 
power level.” 
0292 Appropriate stationary V2V transponders, and 
emergency vehicles set the first two flags in the flag field to 
one, respectively. Two flag bits are reserved. 

TABLE 5 

Signal Power Sub-message Fields 
Signal Power Sub-message 

Size in 
Field Name bits Format 

Sub-message type 6 value = 6 
Flags (Stationary, Emergency, 4 flags 
reserved 2) 
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TABLE 5-continued 

Signal Power Sub-message Fields 
Signal Power Sub-message 

Size in 
Field Name bits Format 

Transmit power level 4 power 
level 

Transmit power reason 3 see below 
Recommended power level 4 power 

level 
Recommended power reason 3 see below 

Total Bits in Sub-message 24 

0293. The 3-bit fields, “Transmit power reason.” and Rec 
ommended power reason are coded per Table 6 below: 

TABLE 6 

Signal Power Reason Encoding 
Power Level Reason 

B 
Reason Encoding 

Default power level OOO 
Too many vehicles (reduce OO 
power) 
Not enough bandwidth (reduce O10 
power) 
Too much distance (reduce O1 
power) 
No change 100 
Not enough vehicles (increase 10 
power) 
Available bandwidth (increase 110 
power) 
Not enough distance (increase 11 
power) 

0294. If power level is being reduced, one of the reasons: 
001, 010, or 011 is given in the sub-message. If power level is 
at the default, this field is coded as 000. 
0295 For the concept of setting power level for all 
vehicles in a range to function ideally, all transceivers in range 
should use the same power level. So, generally speaking, any 
two transceivers in range are either able to communicate 
bi-directionally, or they are not, because they are out of range. 
Note that there is a potentially undesirable situation, where 
one group of vehicles is operating a low power, and a second 
group is operating at high power. Generally, the low-power 
vehicles will hear the high-power vehicle transmission, but 
not vice-versa. The range around the low-power transceivers 
is busy (that is why their power is low), and the transmissions 
from the high-power group then adds to the busyness. How 
ever, the range around the high-powertransceivers is not busy, 
and they do not hear the low-power transmissions. In addi 
tion, transceivers in the high-power group may take time slots 
already in use within the low-power group. 
0296. Thus, it is important that all the transceivers in a 
range or should-be range operate at close to the same power. 
This is achieved in part by the use of the power-level sub 
message. This Sub-message contains two fields, the transmit 
power level and transmit power reason that relate to the trans 
mit power. It also contains two fields, the recommended 
power level and recommended power reason that indicate 
what that particular transceiver would like other devices in its 
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range to do. One reason it is desirable to have distinct transmit 
and “recommended fields is that that a transceiver in the 
low-power group may need to transmit at a high-power to be 
heard by the high-power group. Thus, temporarily, it is trans 
mitting at a high power level to be heard, but wants everyone 
to transmit at a low power level. 
0297. The transmit power level field should always indi 
cate the actual power level being used for the message frame 
that contains this Sub-message. 
0298. A novel embodiment comprises having all V2V 
transceivers average the power level of all other transceivers 
and adjust its own power level to that average. Convergence is 
slow so as to avoid oscillations and other instabilities. Ideally, 
this averaging and convergence would be based on actual 
transmit power, but as we have seen above, in Some cases it is 
necessary to “shout to be heard, even if your message is to 
“be quieter.” Thus, the power level that should be averaged is 
the “recommended' power level. In most cases the transmit 
power level and recommended power level should be the 
same, or one level apart. The preferred embodiment is that 
power levels are increased at the maximum rate of one step 
per basic time interval. Thus, typically, ramping up from 
minimum power to maximum power takes 1.3 seconds, if the 
basic time interval is 0.1 S. Ramping power down should be 
quicker, at the rate of two steps per basic time interval. If 
lower power is needed to maintain QoS, it is important that 
this be achieved quickly. However, vehicles in a high-power 
approaching group should be able to inform each other of this 
impending "ramp down, and they may need more than the 
minimum power level to achieve this. Thus, this moderate 
ramp-down rate meets both needs. 
0299. In general, having all V2V transponders within 
range listen to power levels every basic time interval and 
performan averaging calculation and then adjustment of their 
own transmit power level provides for rapid, ongoing conver 
gence of an appropriate power level, even as the number of 
vehicles in a range changes continually, and vehicles are in 
multiple ranges. Considera situation where, on along road, at 
one end, a large number of vehicles are clumped together, 
perhaps waiting for traffic light with heavy cross traffic. At the 
other end of this long road, vehicles are spread out. There is a 
gradual shift in vehicle density from the high-density end of 
the road to the low-density end. Each vehicle is in a unique 
range, with Some vehicles in that range closer to the low 
density end and some vehicles in that range closer to the 
high-density end. At the high-density end, transmit power 
will below, as vehicles are closely spaced and there are many. 
At the low-density end, transmit power will be high, as the 
vehicles are moving fast, there are few, and thus the vehicles 
desire information on relatively distant (and fast moving) 
other vehicle in range. Note that this novel embodiment pro 
vides for a gradient of transmit power from the low-density 
end of the road to the high-density end of the road. A vehicle 
in the middle notes that some vehicles in its range are using 
lower power, while other vehicles (going in the opposite 
direction) are using higher power. It averages these, placing 
its own power in the middle. The transceivers continually 
adjust their power as they move from one end of the road to 
the other. Thus, the power gradient may stay relatively con 
stant even though vehicles are moving through the gradient in 
both directions. 

0300 Transceivers do not need to send a Signal Power 
Sub-message every basic time interval. If the vehicles in range 
are largely agreed, already on an appropriate power level. 
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there is no reason to transmit a message that says, in effect “I 
am still using the same power and so should you.” This 
Sub-message should be sent (a) at a low rate, such as once 
every two seconds; and (b) when power levels of transponders 
should be adjusted; and (c) when a transponder changes its 
own power level. Note that the recommended power level 
may change faster than the transmit power level. 
0301 Transceivers may implement “hysteresis.' to avoid 
changing power levels too frequently. For example, they may 
require that the their “target' power level, as computed by the 
average of all received recommended power levels, beat least 
one full power level higher or lower than their current power 
level before changing their current transmit power level. 
Thus, they may be recommending a power level one level 
different than their own transmit power level for a while. 
0302 Fixed roadside transmitters operated by government 
entities do not have to implement dynamic power level chang 
ing, although some type of dynamic adjustment is recom 
mended for most roadside transmitters. Also, they are permit 
ted to consistently transmit at a higher power level than their 
recommended power level. In this mode they operate some 
what as “master power level police.” 
0303. The 3-bit reason fields are interpreted as follows. 
For the transmit power reason, this is the primary reason that 
the power level of the transmitter has been changed. If the 
power level of the transmitter has not changed, then code 100 
is used. If the power level of the transmitter is at the default 
power, then code 000 is used. For the recommended power 
reason, the field should be interpreted as the primary reason 
that the transmitter is requesting a change. If no change is 
being requested, code 100 should be used. If the transmitter 
wants the receivers to restore to the default power level, code 
000 should be used. If a transmitter does not which to provide 
its own power, or does not which to make a recommendation, 
it uses 0000 as the power level, respectably, which means, 
“not specified.” In this case the code 000 should be used for 
the reason. 

0304) Note that when a group of low-power transceivers 
meets a group of high-powertransceiver that, in general, there 
will be more low-power transceivers than high-power trans 
ceivers. Thus, there will be more messages containing “low 
power” in the power level fields than messages containing 
“high power in the power level fields. Thus, typically, lower 
power messages will tend to dominate in Such averaging, 
when two disparate groups of vehicles merge towards form 
ing a single range. 
0305. A transceiver is not obligated to send Signal Power 
Sub-messages if it has higher priority Sub-messages. 
0306 Signal Power sub-messages should be generally be 
sent once every five seconds. If vehicles in range are seriously 
out of power level convergence, the rate may be increased to 
twice per second. 
0307 As in all other messages that are sent at regular 
intervals exceeding one basic time interval, V2V transceivers 
should choose an algorithm that spreads out these types of 
messages over time. One method is to randomly adjust the 
time interval up and down. Another method is to observe 
current transmissions and select a time that is not busy. Note 
that random delays in making such a decision should be used, 
to avoid system-level oscillations. 
0308 We define 14 power levels, although other embodi 
ment may define more or less levels. 
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0309 Passive Reflectors 
0310. The use of passive reflectors is a well-known 
method of extending line-of-sight radio communication to 
non-line-of-sight paths. 
0311. On mountain roads, the V2V transmissions of some 
vehicles will frequently be blocked by part of the mountain 
from being received at a distance by another transponder. 
0312 The use of selective placement of passive reflectors 
on the side of the roadway is an excellent way to overcome 
this problem. 
0313. Accident locations on most mountain roads do not 
occurat random locations. Rather, there are certain situations 
that are known to be high risk. For example, on blind curves, 
a driver on the inside of the curve moving too fast may move 
into the oncoming, outside lane, resulting in a head-on colli 
sion, or a vehicle being forced over the outside lane over a 
cliff. Another common unsafe situation is unsafe passing on a 
straight section of road that is not long enough for a driver to 
complete a pass. 
0314. Passive reflectors can help this situation by allowing 
vehicles which otherwise are unable to pickup V2V commu 
nications to now do so. Situations such as excessive speed or 
passing in progress (where prohibited) immediately warn of 
high risk. 
0315 Typically, such passive reflectors do not have to be 
large, because most likely the transponders are broadcasting 
at full power. Also, since the highest risk location on the 
roadway are known, the reflectors may be placed highly 
selectively just to support communication at those locations. 
Knowing the typical speed of vehicles (both the “safe' and 
the “unsafe' vehicle) allow the locations of moving vehicles 
on both sides of a likely collision location to be determined. 
The passive reflector may be positioned specifically to opti 
mize the vehicle-to-vehicle communication of two vehicles at 
those two "critical locations. 
0316 The passive reflector may be parabolic, rather than 

flat, to increase signal gain. Since the "critical locations are 
known for most high-risk mountain road potential collisions 
locations, the relatively narrow effective angle of parabolic 
reflectors is not a problem. The gain of the reflector may be 
selected based on the size of the “critical locations.” Another 
advantage of parabolic passive reflectors is that they may be 
Small, and thus inexpensive and unobtrusive, and thus many 
of them may be economically deployed to cover a large num 
ber of high-risk curves, blind spots, and known problem areas 
on mountain roads. 
0317 Passive reflectors may also be used in parking lots 
and parking structures. For example, they may allow V2V 
transceivers to communicate between concrete floors of a 
parking structure. The passive reflectors may be placed out 
side the structure or at the ends of access ramps. Such intra 
garage communication is valuable in counting vehicles, 
locating empty spaces, billing, and other services. 
0318 Time Slots 
0319 Network Bandwidth 
0320 For a V2V network to be effective, it must maintain 
sufficient usable bandwidth that the most important informa 
tion gets through. Thus, for a preferred embodiment, the 
available bandwidth of the network should be measured by 
V2V transmitters and used to throttle back less important 
transmissions. Such throttling may comprise increasing the 
time between transmissions. Such throttling may comprise 
using a higher threshold of risk fortransmitting packets. Such 
throttling may comprise reducing the number of retransmit 
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ted messages. Such throttling may comprise limiting trans 
missions to only safety related messages. 
0321) A suitable window for measuring available band 
width is one second. A suitable threshold to start throttling is 
33% bandwidth utilization. A suitable threshold for more 
severe throttling is 50% bandwidth utilization. 
0322. In one embodiment an audio message is included in 
one or more messages. If the data portion of one message is 
insufficient to hold the digitized Voice message, additional 
messages are used in a “message chain.” The individual mes 
sages in the chain may be number. However, preferred 
embodiment is to use the vehicle location as an identifier for 
the source of the message. The receiving vehicle(s) then use 
the location to identify that the messages in the chain come 
from the same source, even thought location data itself is 
changing each message. Messages in the chain may be lost, 
but they will always be received in order, because there is no 
routing. Thus, the only requirement is a single bit is to indi 
cate if a message in a chain has more messages following, or 
if it is the “last message' in the chain. The bit is called the 
“final bit and it is included in every message header. If the bit 
is set, this message (which may be the only message) is 
complete and receivers may process it as a logical unit. Once 
all audio messages in a chain are received, the receiving 
vehicle(s) presents the reconstructed audio stream to the 
occupants in one of two modes: (a) either playing the message 
immediately, or (b) notifying the driver that there is an audio 
message waiting, allowing an occupant to select for playback. 
This feature is useful for (a) safety warnings, (b) courtesy 
messages, and (c) social interaction. Note that the actual real 
time to send the audio message chain is often much less than 
the length of record or playback time for that audio clip. Note 
that messages in a chain of audio messages may pause during 
transmission, as a bandwidth preservation measure or for 
other reasons. Such a pause may delay complete transmission 
of an audio message chain, but it does not inherently abort the 
chain. 
0323 Courtesy messages are higher priority than social 
interaction messages. 
0324 Message Collision Notification 
0325 The broadcast system in the preferred embodiments 
of this invention do not obviously support acknowledgments 
(ACK) or negative acknowledgements (NAK) on a per 
packet or per-frame basis as many existing IP protocols. 
0326. It is generally considered difficult for a transmitter 
to detect message collisions in its own broadcast time, 
although this is not impossible. 
0327. Therefore, preferred embodiments provide means 
to send message collision notifications. The most important 
of these is message collision notification. Note that it is 
important to distinguish between “vehicle collisions” which 
are physical collisions resulting in property damage and often 
personal injury from “message collisions, which is a com 
mon wireless term of the art meaning that two transmitters are 
attempting to send at the same or overlapping time. Which 
collision is meant in this document should be clear from 
context. In most cases, vehicles collisions are called, simply, 
“collisions, whereas message collisions are usually so iden 
tified. 
0328. There are two sources of message collision. One 
Source is when two vehicles, not in range of each other, are 
each using the same time slot. Then, when the come into 
range, there will be message collisions in that time slot. The 
second source is when a time slot is empty, and two vehicles 
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within range both decide for the same initial basic time inter 
Val to use the same, previously empty time slot. 
0329. Let is first consider the first case. A first vehicle may 
be using time slot seven and a second vehicle may be using 
timeslot seven. They are not in range of each other, but as they 
approach they both come into range of a third vehicle. The 
third vehicle is able to detect the message collision in timeslot 
seven, although vehicles close to the first vehicle and vehicles 
close to the second vehicle do not detect collisions in this time 
slot and are able to receive properly the messages from 
vehicles one and two in this time slot. 
0330. The third vehicle should send out a message colli 
sion notification. It does this with a message collision warn 
ing Sub-message type 3 or 4. It normally sends this notifica 
tion message in it own time slot. It is easy to identify the 
vehicles that need to receive this message because the iden 
tification is by time slot, not by vehicle ID. 
0331 When a vehicle receives a warning that the time slot 

it is using is in collision, it should immediately select a new 
time slot. 

0332. Note that in the above scenario, the third vehicle 
sends the message collision notification very shortly after 
both vehicles one and two come into its range. Most likely at 
least one of these two vehicles is at the most distant end of 
valid range. Therefore, when the message collision warning 
message is sent, it may be likely that only one of vehicle one 
or vehicle two is able to receive the warning. Thus, only one 
of vehicle one or vehicle two will pick a new time slot. This 
solves the problem, as the other vehicle then continues to use 
its existing time slot seven. On the other hand, perhaps both 
vehicle one and vehicle two receive the warning message and 
choose a new time slot. This also solves the problem. Thus, it 
is not critical which vehicle, or both vehicles, receive and 
respond to the message collision notification. 
0333. If neither vehicle one nor vehicle two is able to 
receive the message collision warning, then they will both 
continue to broadcast in time seven. The third vehicle will 
detect this and will again send out the notification. At this 
time, at least one of the vehicle one or vehicle two, or both, are 
closer to vehicle three and are more likely to receive the 
message. Also, it is likely that by now additional vehicles are 
in both the range of vehicle one and vehicle two and they also 
are sending message collisions notifications. Since these noti 
fications normally occur at the outermost reaches of range, 
immediate receipt and response is not critical. A few notifi 
cation messages to achieve the necessary result is tolerable 
and represents no significant loss of safety messages. 
0334 Receiving vehicles need to be able to distinguish 
between weak transmissions, that may therefore have errors 
and fail to validate with the FCS, and messages that are 
corrupted due to message collisions. Such discrimination is 
not normally a problem for a receiving radio. There are sev 
eral known methods of discrimination. Weak signal strength 
is an indication of excessive distance, rather than message 
collision. Failure to sync, high receive signal strength, a very 
high error rate, invalid symbol timings, and frames that start 
early and end late are all indications of message collisions. 
Two antennas and two radios on a vehicle is a very good way 
to distinguish between weak transmissions and message col 
lisions. Say the antennas are three meters apart. If there is only 
one transmission, they will receive almost exactly the same 
information in a frame, even it fails to passa FCS validity test. 
On the other hand, if two frames are being received from 
opposite directions, the radio signal at the two antennas will 
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be shifted by approximately nine nanoseconds. Typically, this 
means that the decoded data at the two antennas will be 
significantly different. Generally, a high error rate in conjunc 
tion with reasonable signal strength is an indication of a 
collision. Another indication is that as the signal strength in 
that particular time slot increase (as the distance to the trans 
mitting vehicle decreases), and the error rate in the frame goes 
up instead of down, that is also an indication of a message 
collision. If the signal strength in a time slot is weak, but as the 
signal strength increases the error rate in the frame goes 
down, that is an indication of merely a distant transmitter, not 
a message collision. 
0335 A V2V transceiver must reach a “message collision 
threshold number, Such a two, message-colliding transmis 
sions in the same time slot in contiguous basic time intervals 
before it sends a message collision notification. This means 
that a few isolated cases of apparent message collisions will 
not result in a message collision notification being sent. 
0336 V2V transceivers are encouraged to implement their 
own means of detecting message collisions in their transmit 
ting time slot. For example, they may use a second antenna 
and radio. Another way to detect collision is to skip a basic 
time interval and see if anyone else is transmitting in that time 
slot. Another way to detect message collisions is to see if 
anybody else is transmitting in the same time slot after you 
stop transmitting. This is particularly effective when a short 
message is sent. 
0337. A useful hybrid of these means is to occasionally, 
such as once per second, send the shortest possible message, 
Such as only core data, then listen after transmission stops. If 
the basic time interval within a one second window is picked 
randomly, there is a very high chance that a message collision 
will be detected early. Using this means, only a single radio 
and single antenna are needed. 
0338 Table 7 below shows the two sub-message formats 
for message collision warning Sub-messages. If the location 
of at least one of the message colliding transmitters is known, 
the message type 4 which includes that location is preferred, 
as it is less likely that one V2V transponder selecting a new 
time slot will create a new message collision that if two V2V 
transponders both select a new time simultaneously. All of the 
fields in these two Sub-message types are discussed elsewhere 
herein. Four bits are reserved in the last field. 
0339 Receive signal power level uses the same 14-level 
scale as transmit power. However, the units are different. This 
scale goes from binary 0001 to binary 1110 where each step 
represents an approximately equally spaced receive power 
level using a logarithmic (db) scale. The value of 0001 is set 
to the lowest typical usable receive power level and the value 
of 1110 is set to the highest typical expected receive power 
level. A value of Zero in the Sub-message means that the 
receive power level is not included in the sub-message. The 
power level field should be the average power received during 
the applicable time slot. 

TABLE 7 

Message Collision Warning Message Formats 

Field Name Size in bits Format 

Message Collision Warning - Time slot Format 

value = 3 
time slot no 

Sub-message type 6 
Message collision time slot 12 
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TABLE 7-continued 

Message Collision Warning Message Formats 

Field Name Size in bits Format 

Number of detected collisions 4 integer 
Receive signal power 4 power level 
Reserved 4 

Subtotal bits in Sub-message 30 
Message Collision Warning - Location format 

Sub-message type 6 value = 4 
Message collision time slot 12 time slot no 
Target location: offset N-S 24 location 
Target location: offset E-W 24 location 
Number of detected collisions 4 integer 
Receive signal power 4 power level 
Reserved 4 

Subtotal bits in Sub-message 78 

0340 Message Classes 
0341 Message Formats 
(0342 A preferred embodiment uses most of IEEE 801. 
11p for the physical and a portion of the data-link layer 
definition. In particular a frame format for a 100 us time slot 
is shown in FIGS. 2 and 3. All frames in these embodiments 
use the SIGNAL SERVICE, TAIL and FCS fields substan 
tially as defined in 802.11p. The SIGNAL field includes 
modulation and rate information that describes how the sub 
sequent 802.11 DATA field is encoded. There are reserved, 
currently unused, bits in the SIGNAL field. The 802.11 DATA 
field is required to be an integer number of symbols. At our 
preferred most reliable data encoding and rate of 3 mbit/sec. 
using the preferred 100LLS time slot and a 4 us guard at the end 
of each time slot, the 802.11 DATA field is 56 us, or 7 sym 
bols, or 168 bits. The OFDM convolution decoder requires a 
portion of the 16-bit SERVICE and the 6-bit TAIL fields to 
work optimally. We include a Frame Check Sequence, or FCS 
field of 32-bits, as described in 802.11 to provide a high level 
of validation of frame data. This leaves, at this data rate and 
time slot, 114 bits for the V2V message. 
0343 V2V messages, in our preferred embodiment, do not 
use internet protocol. That is they are free from MAC 
addresses and IP addresses. A primary function of MAC 
addresses is to provide a unique hardware identifier for Source 
and destination of frames. Our preferred protocol does not 
require MAC addresses because the vehicle location is its 
unique transmit identifier, and all messages are broadcast, so 
no destination identifier is normally used. For directed mes 
sages, the message contains information, such as vehicle 
class, or location ID, as the directed target for that particular 
message. Our preferred embodiment does not use IP 
addresses because there is no routing. Forwarding is dis 
cussed elsewhere in this document. However, forwarding 
does not function similarly to routing. 
0344 Thus, our message formats are free of the IP frame 
header, and all the bits associated with IP headers. Compat 
ibility with IP networks is achieved in at least four ways. First, 
the V2V spectrum in the US and many other countries is 
reserved for V2V functionality, thus within these reserved 
bands there should be no general use of wireless IP packets. 
Second, all V2V messages are easily encapsulated as the 
payload for IP packets, and thus may readily be moved over 
an IP network. Third, V2V messages in time interval B may 
easily incorporate IP packets within the V2V data area, 
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should it be appropriate to ever move IP packets over this 
preferred V2V network. Fourth, unused bits in the SERVICE 
field may easily be used to distinguish, should this feature be 
desired, between our preferred V2V message protocol and IP 
packets sent in the same spectrum. 
0345 V2V messages, in our preferred embodiment, com 
prise two basic formats. The first format is referred to as a 
Type 0 message. It is the most basic message within this 
embodiment. It comprises all of the key fields to implement a 
fully functional V2V system, as described herein. A Type 0 
message is 114 bits, fitting neatly in the preferred time slot 
and data rate. The second format provides for vast number of 
different Sub-messages. In this format, each V2V message 
comprises one or more sub-messages, permitting a mix-and 
match capability of varying message payloads, priorities, and 
lengths. When Sub-messages are used, the V2V message 
header comprises two fields that describe the operating V2V 
protocol revision level and the message length. All Sub-mes 
sages comprise a 6-bit Sub-message type field that describes 
both the format and length of that Sub-message. One or more 
Sub-messages are consecutive within the message. Since Sub 
messages are all fixed length, as determined by the Sub 
message type, the message length field is used to determine if 
there are more Sub-messages following the first and Subse 
quent Sub-messages. 
0346 FIG.22 shows some key message and sub-message 

fields, which we now discuss. The V2V revision level is 
4-bits. If set to Zero, this indicates a Type 0 message. Any 
value other than Zero indicates a message containing Sub 
messages, with the value indicating the particular V2V revi 
sion level of the V2V transmitter. Initially, this value is one. 
0347 The Flags field comprises four, 1-bit flags. These 
are: Emergency, Final, Forward, and Proxy, in positions B0 
through B3 respectively. The Emergency Flag, if set to one, 
indicates the transmitter is an emergency vehicle; otherwise it 
is set to zero. The Final Flag, if set to one, indicates that this 
frame is the final frame in a chained series of frames; most 
V2V messages are in a single frame, and thus the Final Flag 
is normally set to one. If the Final Flag is set to Zero, it means 
that the message is incomplete, and should be interpreted 
after future frames and been received and appended; this is 
used for chained messages. Chained messages permit the 
transmission of large messages that do not fit within one 
frame, such as audio and video. VehicleID is used to identify 
which frames should be chained to build a complete, chained 
message. The Forward Flag, if set to one, indicates that this 
message is being forwarded; that it, the current transmitter is 
not the original transmitter of the message. Originators of 
V2V messages set the Forward Flag to zero. The Proxy Flag, 
if set to one, indicates that this message is being sent by a 
proxy transmitter for a Subject vehicle, where the message 
concerns the Subject vehicle. 
0348. The Message Size field indicates the total length of 
the message in symbols. At the most reliable encoding, at 3 
mbit/sec, symbols are 24-bits each. At other encodings, sym 
bols are longer. Pad bits are used at the end of the last sub 
message to make up an integer number of symbols. All Sub 
messages are at least 24-bits, and 24-bit null Sub-messages 
may be used as padding, when 24 or more padding bits are 
needed. Coding the message length in Symbols is more bit 
efficient that using other units, such as bytes, or 32-bit words. 
The MessageSize field is not used for Type 0 messages. 
0349. At 3 mbit/sec. using 100 us time slots, the message 
length is fixed at 114 bits. Longer messages are sent by at least 
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four methods. First, faster encoding rates may be used. For 
example, as shown in FIG. 3, at 6 mbit/sec. 282 bits are 
available. Data rates up to 27 Mbit/sec are supported by the 
Standard. Second, interval class B may be used to send much 
longer frames. Third, messages may be broken up in to 
Smaller messages, with each component sent in a different 
basic time interval. Fourth, additional time slots may be used. 
These methods may be combined. The choice of method 
depends in part on the priority of the message(s) being sent, as 
well as other factors, such as available bandwidth and the 
likely ability of the intended recipients to decode reliably a 
faster data rate. 

0350 Message sizes of Zero and 255 are invalid. If the 
carrier of the message does not use wireless, then the symbol 
size is assumed to be 24-bits for the purpose of this field. 
0351. Every sub-message begins with a six-bit Sub-mes 
sage Type field. See below for a list of defined sub-message 
types. Each Sub-message type indicates specific fixed-length 
fields in the Sub-message, and thus the Sub-message length is 
fixed for each Sub-message type. A few generic Sub-message 
types are defined permitting variable and future-defined con 
tents. Such generic Sub-message types may be used to 
encode, for example, IP packets, audio, and video informa 
tion. 

0352 Final Risk is a 4-bit field that encodes an integer 
value of Zero through 15. Final risk is explained elsewhere in 
this document. Defined values are shown in FIG. 14. Note that 
a value of Zero means, "risk value not defined in this mes 
sage. A value of two means, “Zero or minimal risk currently 
identified.” Note that this final risk value is a field in nearly 
every message; this is an important element of most embodi 
mentS. 

0353. The 6-bit Vehicle Type field identifies the type of the 
vehicle transmitting. See below for a table of defined vehicle 
types. Ifa proxy is sending for a subject vehicle, then this field 
defines the vehicle type of the subject vehicle. If a message is 
forwarded, the vehicle type field is the vehicle type of the 
original message. The vehicle type is important for several 
reasons. First, just common sense, it is important to know 
WHAT is moving a car, truck, bicycle, pedestrian, or deer, 
for example. Or not moving, for example, a traffic signal, 
bridge abutment, detour diverter, location calibrator, or dead 
end. Second, the Vehicle Type field encodes the maximum 
size of the vehicle. Since the transmitted location of a vehicle 
is the front center of the vehicle, the maximum size is impor 
tant in order to know the maximum bounds of the vehicle. The 
Vehicle Type MUST BE at least as large as the actual vehicle. 
Third, the Vehicle Type field encodes the maximumweight of 
the vehicle. The Vehicle Type MUST BE at least as heavy as 
the actual vehicle. The Vehicle Type field is an efficient way to 
encode 99% of the critical information about a vehicle with 
respect to V2V collision prevention. Other message types 
may be used to accurately describe a vehicle, such as its 
number of axles, exact dimensions, exact weight, or danger 
ous cargo. Vehicles such as bicycles, pedestrians, and animals 
should generally include a vehicle type encoding that most 
accurately describes the characteristics of that vehicle. For 
example, a runner pushing a stroller may chose to be coded a 
“bicycle.” because that encoding more closely represents the 
behavior than "pedestrian.” As another example, a motor 
cycle pulling a trailer may decide to encode as 'small 
vehicle.” rather than “motorcycle.” An embodiment of the 
Vehicle Type coding is shown in a Table, below. Exact dimen 
sions and weights of the vehicle types in the table may be 
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determined from published tables or Standards, or may be 
based on statistical distribution. For example, “small size” 
may be the smallest 10% of motor vehicle on the road. “Large 
size' may be the largest 20% of private cars, pickups, SUVs 
and vans, on the road. 

TABLE 8 

Vehicle Type Coding 

Code 
Vehicle Type value 

no vehicle type in message O 
fixed road-side, collision na 1 
fixed center of intersection 2 
fixed center of intersection w signals 3 
fixed location calibrator 4 
fixed road-side, collision possible 5 
temporary road-side, normal 6 
temporary road-side, abnormal 7 
road-side, other 8 
private car, pickup, or van, typ. Size 9 
private vehicle, Small size 10 
private car, pickup, or van, large 11 
motorcycle 12 
limousine -- long or stretch 13 
commercial pickup or van, large 14 
medium size commercial truck 15 
stopped medium size delivery vehicle 16 
Semi tractor only 17 
Semi, one trailer 18 
Semi, two trailers 19 
semi, three trailers 2O 
semi, oversize width 21 
short bus 22 
full-size bus or RV 23 
emergency vehicle, Small or medium 24 
emergency vehicle, large 25 
farm vehicle 26 
oversize vehicle 27 
in roadway still equipment 28 
in roadway still obstruction or barrier 29 
in roadway debris 30 
accident 31 
bicyclist 32 
bicyclist, double or trailer 33 
pedestrian, upright 34 
pedestrian, high speed, e.g. runner 35 
handicapped person, e.g. wheelchair 36 
person down on roadway 37 
crowd on roadway 38 
event on roadway, e.g. crafts fair 39 
domestic animal, e.g. guide dog 40 
non-domestic animal, e.g. livestock 41 
wild animal, e.g. deer 42 
other tiny (size TBD) 43 
other Small (size TBD) 44 
other medium (size TBD) 45 
other large (size TBD) 46 
other very large (size TBD) 47 
other oversize (size TBD) 48 
reserved 49-62 
unknown vehicle type 63 

0354. The purpose of the vehicle type code is not to create 
a comprehensive list of vehicle types, but rather to provide 
approximate size and capabilities of vehicles, people and 
objects. The different types are specified when there are 
important attributes for quick recognition or that should 
change a drivers (or automatic) response, based on vehicle 
type. If a V2V transmitter is unsure of a vehicle code or 
vehicle size, it should broadcast the next larger size. Detailed 
size limits will be determined later. 
0355. A key advantage of providing vehicle type is the 
type defines the approximate size of the vehicle so that receiv 
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ers of the message can make reasonable, conservative esti 
mates of where the four corner of the vehicle are based on a 
single location, such as the front center of the vehicle. 
0356. A second advantage of providing vehicle type is that 
audio messages to drivers are particularly effective. For 
example, "avoid pedestrian ahead,” or “caution: bicycle on 
right” or, “slow farm equipment ahead or “debris in lane 
ahead.” In some cases the vehicle type will determine the 
level of automatic response appropriate. For example, avoid 
ing a pedestrian is extremely important, even at the risk of a 
minor collision with another similar-sized vehicle. As another 
example, a car should avoid a collision with a semi, even if it 
means emergency braking which might result in a rear-end 
impact. As another example, debris in any lane ahead may 
cause drivers to Swerve at the last second. Therefore, a defen 
sive measure is to position and maintain the message receiv 
ing vehicle so that there is no front-to-back overlap with 
vehicles in the lanes left and right, thus avoiding a sideswipe 
in the case of a sudden Swerve by one of those vehicles. As 
another example, consider that fully loaded semi tractor 
trailers have a typical stopping distance significantly longer 
than automobiles. Thus, either a driver or an automatic sys 
tem should take into account the probable stopping distance 
of a semi. As another example, consider an animal or wheel 
chair in an intersection, where the view of that is blocked to a 
driver. That driver may honk or try to move around a view 
blocking vehicle that is stopped for no apparent reason. 
Knowledge of the hidden animal or wheelchair avoids frus 
tration, a possible horn honk or unnecessary courtesy mes 
sage, improper warning transmission, or dangerous 
go-around maneuver. 
0357 An excessive number of defined vehicle types is 
inappropriate as adding unnecessary complexity, inconsis 
tency, and confusion of purpose into a V2V system. 
0358 Note that the case of a vehicle moving slowly, the 
speed of traffic, high-speed or stopped is handle by the veloc 
ity information in the packet. Thus, there is no reason to code 
a stopped emergency vehicle differently from a moving emer 
gency vehicle in the vehicle type field. Stopped delivery 
vehicles are coded differently because the typical behavior of 
a stopped delivery vehicle is different than most other stopped 
vehicles. Here, code 5 means a vehicle making a delivery, 
such as pulled to the right of a traffic lane, with blinkers on. 
This code is not for a "normal stop. Such as at a stop sign. 
0359 The 4-bit Collision Type field encodes sixteen pos 
sible values. These are defined in FIG. 23. A value of Zero 
means that no collision type is included in this message. A 
value of 15 means that the collision type is unknown. Over 
95% of collisions are one of four types: rear-ender, sideswipe, 
side-impact, or head-on. Thus, this four-bit field is contained 
in nearly every message and covers the vast majority of col 
lision types. There are also defined values for pedestrian or 
bicycle collisions, and single-vehicle collisions. More 
detailed information about a collision is available in another 
Sub-message type. Values of 11 through 14 are reserved. 
0360. Note that the final risk transmitted in most messages 

is the general risk for the entire range of the transmitting 
vehicle. It is up to individual vehicles, generally, to assess 
their own role in causing or preventing a collision. If a trans 
mitter has clear information about which vehicle is the cause 
(or primary cause) of a potential collision, it may proxy that 
particular vehicle, using that vehicle's location, speed and 
direction. Any V2V transponder receiving this information 
will compare the location speed and direction of the subject 
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vehicle with its own location, speed and direction. Along 
with the Collision Type field it will be quite clear to the 
vehicle that it is about to be hit, from which direction, and by 
what. If, alternatively, a vehicle notes from a message that its 
own location is being transmitted in a proxy, along with a 
collision type and a non-low risk, then it is the presumed 
cause of the potential collision and should change its behavior 
immediately. 

0361 Because a number of collisions are, “no fault” or 
“shared fault, or are multi-vehicle collisions, the use of a 
generalized risk value and collision type for a range is the 
most broadly useful embodiment. As discussed above, there 
is specificity to identify the causal vehicle and the non-causal, 
most-at-risk vehicle, with no loss of generality. As a specific 
example, Suppose two vehicles were about to sideswipe each 
other. Independent of the fault or cause, a V2V transponder 
aware of this risk is able to transmit two proxy messages, one 
for each of the two vehicles, with the risk set to a high value 
and the collision type as “sideswipe.” The transmitter may 
optionally use two additional time slots for these messages, 
one for each proxy, if the risk is high enough. Thus, within a 
single basic time interval, any V2V receiver within range, 
which might be in one, or both, or none of the to-be-involved 
vehicles will receive two vehicle locations, direction and 
speeds, along with risk and collision type. Thus each V2V 
receiver within range will have knowledge of the impending 
collision without any reliance on its own sensors, other than 
its own, potentially crude, location. Note that the transmit 
ting vehicle will be using its own location coordinates, suit 
ably offset as discussed herein, for both proxies. Thus, there 
will be zero relative location error between the two proxy 
messages. If one of the two involved vehicles, for example, 
were to have a relatively large location error at the moment, 
and that location error is contributing to its lack of knowl 
edge about the impending collision, the receipt of the two 
proxy messages will be sufficient to inform that vehicle that it 
is about to be involved in a collision and needs to take imme 
diate corrective action. Note that all of the necessary infor 
mation fits within one or two Type 0 messages, and thus may 
be sent highly compactly and reliably. 
0362. A 4-bit Risk Source Field comprises four, 1-bit 
flags. The four flags are: Vehicle, Local Conditions, Traffic, 
and Location History, on bits B0 through B3, respectively. 
When a flag is set to a value of one, it means that the final risk 
value comprises a significant portion from that Source. A 
Vehicle flag means that the source of the final risk comprises 
the real-time behavior of one or more vehicles. This is the 
most common and obvious source of vehicle collisions. Local 
Conditions comprises road conditions and weather condi 
tions. A slippery road Surface, a detour, or thick fog, are 
examples of local conditions. The Traffic flag refers to overall 
traffic, rather than to one or two specific vehicle behaviors. 
Stop and go traffic is an example. Location History flag refers 
to a particular location, such as an intersection or mountain 
road as having a history of accidents or close calls. 
0363 The exact selection of one or more Risk Source flags 

is up to each implementation of a V2V transponder. One 
possible implementation is as follows: A single flag is 
selected if no other source contributes more than one third to 
the final risk value. Two flags are selected if the remaining two 
sources each contribute less than /4 to the final risk value. All 
four flags are selected if they each contribute at least 20% to 
the final risk value. 
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0364 Understanding risk source is valuable to both a 
human driver and an automatic collision avoidance system in 
deciding what defensive mechanisms to implement. In par 
ticular, warnings. Such as audio warnings to a driver, are often 
based on the risk source, rather than potential collision type. 
0365. Another advantage of communicating primary risk 
Source is that it strongly supports audio warnings to a driver. 
For example, “watch traffic.' or "dangerous driver approach 
ing from right, or "unsafe roadway, or "dangerous intersec 
tion ahead.” 
0366 While it mean seem unnecessary to inform a driver 
about “poor visibility,” or “heavy traffic. many sources are in 
fact not obvious to drivers, such as an icy spot in a road, oran 
intersection with a history of bicycle collisions. Poor visibil 
ity may become a risk source quite quickly, such as being 
blinded by high beams. 
0367 Sharing location history sub-messages are low pri 
ority. These are sent in interval class B. 
0368 Continuing with the Fields in FIG.22, we now see in 
Rows 9 and 10 two Location Fields. Location coding as here 
described applies to all 24-bit location fields. As discussed 
elsewhere herein, vehicle location is coded as a hybrid of both 
geographical latitude and longitude grid points (on a /2 
grid), plus Surface-of-the-earth (not straight line) offsets in 
distance. The offsets are 24-bit signed integers that encode the 
number of cm from the nearest (or almost nearest) grid point 
on a one-half degree latitude or longitude gridline. The range 
of these fields is approximately +83.89 km. The worst-case 
spacing between any two adjacent grid points on a single 
latitude or longitude line is approximately 56 km. The two 
Location Fields generally encode the current distance of the 
subject vehicle to the nearest grid point. Positive refers to 
North or East. Negative refers to South or West. Measurement 
is on the Surface of the ideal earth model, using the same 
geodesy model of the earth as used by the GPS system, 
currently WGS 84. Compass headings are absolute, not mag 
netic. 
0369 Generally, each V2V transmitter selects the nearest 
grid point to use as its location reference. There is no chance 
of confusion in the V2V receiver as to which grid point has 
been chosen by a transmitter, due to the spacing of grid points 
in the tens ofkm range. V2V receivers must be able to process 
V2V messages using different grid reference points. The grid 
consists of the intersection points of 720 longitude lines with 
179 latitude lines (89.5° S to 89.5° N), plus the two poles, or 
1,381.882 grid points. 
0370. There will be boundary Zones, where some vehicles 
are using one grid point and other vehicles are using another 
grid point, as their reference. This should not generally be a 
problem, as changing grid points should not generate any 
computation, alignment or rounding errors. Nonetheless, it is 
desirable to have all vehicles in range using the same grid 
reference point. Therefore, vehicles should continue to use 
the same grid reference point they were using previously, 
until the following occurs: (a) another grid point is closer, or 
less than a predetermined distance; and (b) a majority of 
vehicles in range are using a different grid reference point; 
and (c) there are no known risks at the moment. In general, 
this will cause groups of vehicles to Switch grid reference 
points as a group. In the example case of a boundary within 
and near the edge of an isolated town, generally the resident 
vehicles in the town will be using a single grid reference 
point. An appropriate overlap distance where a non-nearest 
gridpoint may be used is ten percent of the grid point spacing. 
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0371. The Angle of Travel Field is 10-bit unsigned integer 
in the range of 0 to 1023. This integer represents the 360° 
compass heading, using true North, divided into 1024 equal 
parts, starting from Zero. Each consecutive integer represents 
360/1024 degrees. The V2V transceiver chooses the nearest 
heading for this field. 
0372. The Speed of Travel Field is an unsigned integer that 
represents the forward speed of the subject vehicle in units of 
0.1 m/s. (about 0.2 mph), with an offset of 10 m/s. Thus the 
range of this field is -10 m/s (field value of 0) to +92.3 m/s 
(field value of 1023). A stopped vehicle uses a field value of 
100. Speeds in the range of -10 m/s to -0.1 m/s represent a 
vehicle backing up. For a vehicle backing up at a speed 
greater than 10 m/s, the vehicle should be “turned around.” 
that is, the reference point should be moved to the center of 
the back of the vehicle and the speed now encoded as positive. 
This field has an approximate range of-22 mph to 206 mph. 
0373 Lane Designation is an 8-bit field that encodes one 
of approximately 254 defined lane types. A value of zero 
means that the message does not contain a lane type. A value 
of 255 means the lane type is unknown. Assigned values for 
one embodiment are shown below in the Table below—Lane 
Designation Field. 

TABLE 9 

Lane Designation Field 

Lane Type Value 

lane information not in message O 
Indeterminate - not intersection 1 
Indeterminate - intersection 2 
Intersection - shared 3 
Intersection - reserved 4 
Turning right at intersection 5 
Turing left at intersection 6 
changing lanes leftward 7 
changing lanes rightward 8 
merging lanes leftward 9 
merging lanes rightward 10 
Lane 1 11 
Lane 2 12 
Lane 3 13 
Lane 4 14 
Lane 5 15 
Lane 6 16 
Lane 7 17 
Left shoulder 18 
Right shoulder 19 
Center shared left-turn lane 2O 
Left-side off-road 2O 
Left-side off-road 21 
Right-side off-road 22 
Merging lane on left 23 
Merging lane on right 24 
Right lane must exit 25 
Left lane must exit 26 
Shared merge on-off lane 27 
Short merge 28 
Lane or road classification change 29 
Left-turn lane 1 30 
Left-turn lane 2 31 
Left-turn lane 3 32 
Right turn lane (farthest right) 33 
Right-turn lane (2nd from right) 34 
Right-turn lane (3rd from right) 35 
Traffic lanes with no lane markings 36 
Shared bicycle lane straight ahead 37 
Shared bicycle lane left 38 
Shared bicycle lane right 39 
Clover-leaf section 40 
Traffic circle 41 
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TABLE 9-continued 

Lane Designation Field 

Lane Type Value 

Traffic circle - entering 42 
Traffic circle - leaving 43 
Two-way driveway, right side 44 
Two-way driveway, left side 45 
One-lane driveway, proper direction 46 
One-lane driveway, improper direction 47 
Unpaved, unmarked 48 
Construction detour 49 
Accident detour 50 
Contradictory lane information 51 
One-way lane, two-way traffic 52 
Bridge lane 53 
Cul-de-sac S4 
HOV 55 
HOV- 56 
Bicycle parking 57 
Crosswalk 58 
Sidewalk 59 
Single parallel parking space 60 
Single diagonal parking space 61 
Parking on non-standard side 62 
Parking lot, set spaces 63 
Parking lot, open parking 64 
Oversize vehicle parking space 65 
Valet parking pickupi drop-off space 66 
Red parking Zone 67 
Yellow parking Zone 68 
Green parking Zone 69 
White parking Zone 70 
Ferry or elevator parking space 71 
Farm or construction equip parking 72 
Handicap parking space 73 
Private garage 74 
Motorcycle parking 75 
Off-road bicycle path 76 
Off-road pedestrian path (paved) 77 
Off-road pedestrian path (unpaved) 78 
Off-road animal path 79 
reserved 80-254 
unknown 255 

0374. A lane type of Zero means that no lane information 
is included in the message or Sub-message. Two indetermi 
nate lane types of 1 and 2 are used when the lane is not in an 
intersection or is in an intersection, respectively. If no infor 
mation about a lane is available, then a lane type of 255 is 
used. A line type of 3 refers to part of an intersection that is 
shared between multiple lanes. 
0375. The beginning and end of a lane definition is deter 
mined by each V2V transceiver, then improved and perhaps 
discarded as lane information is shared. In general, lanes start 
and endatintersection boundaries. Thus, the pavement within 
the intersection proper may be encoded simply as an “inter 
section, or a more definitive lane type may be used. Lanes 
longer than 100 meters are typically broken into multiple 
lanes. These “shortlanes' typically allow a lane to be encoded 
with a small number of points, such as two end-points, or 
Small number of b-spline points. Short lanes facilitate coding 
of turn lanes, driveways, shared center-lanes, and the like. 
Short lanes also facilitate relatively accurate accident and 
near-miss history recording. 
0376 Lane types 11 through 17 number lanes from the 
center, outward. For drive-on-the-right regions, Lane 1 is the 
left-most lane. 
0377. A substantial number of lane types are defined for 
parking. This is because parking information, and avoiding 
parking lot and parking in/out scrapes is a major advantage of 
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some V2V embodiments in this invention. For example, lane 
types 57 through 75 define various types of parking, low 
speed, or specialty locations for vehicles. 
0378. The “Lane or road classification change.” value 29, 

is appropriate when the prior lane purpose. Such as a freeway 
lane, changes at this location to another purpose, such as a 
signal-controlled city Street lane. This designation is not 
meant for common configurations, such as a merging lane 
ending 
0379 A number of lane types are defined for pedestrian, 
bicycle and animal lanes and paths. These lane types facilitate 
using V2V embodiments for safety involving pedestrians, 
bicycles and animals. These lane types also facilitate uses of 
V2V data for benefits in addition to anti-collision. For 
example, V2V messages could be used to assist in emergency 
rescue on a hiking trail. 
0380. It is possible that two equipped vehicles will not 
agree on a designation for a lane. Thus, they may transmit 
conflicting lane information. Generally, detection of conflict 
ing lane information should be regarded as a risk condition. 
Note that not all lane designation values are contradictory. 
Multiple lane designations may be sent by using more than 
one Sub-message in a message containing a lane designation. 
0381. It is desirable for a government, Standards body, de 
facto or pseudo standards organization to define a compre 
hensive and structured lane classification system. Such a sys 
tem should include the specific physical boundaries, entry 
and exit points, and permissible behavior for each vehicle 
type for each lane. 
0382. A relatively large number of parking lot situations 
are encoded. Although usually minor, parking lot, low-speed 
collisions are extremely frequent. Therefore, there is signifi 
cant advantage to V2V users of having good encoding for this 
information. For example, if two vehicles are next to each 
other in diagonal parking, and one vehicles is backing out at 
an angle such that a scrape is a neighboring vehicle is likely, 
it is useful to code both vehicles as being in "diagonal parking 
spaces, with a 'side-swipe collision' coded in a message, to 
communicate exactly what the problem is. Compare this with 
one car backing out while another car approaches at an exces 
sive rate of speed. Now, the two lane encodings will be 
"diagonal parking space.” “parking lot, with a "rear-ender 
as the collision type. 
0383 Message Types 
0384 The 6-bit sub-message type field at the start of all 
Sub-messages provides up to 63 Sub-message types, in one 
embodiment. Some of these Sub-message types are reserved 
for future definition. There are many more than 63 actual 
message types, because some types indicate a 'sub-message 
category, where additional information in the Sub-message 
selects different formats of data within that sub-message. 
Some Sub-message types define only a fixed length, permit 
ting a wide range of information within the Sub-message, as 
further defined by fields within the sub-message. 
0385 XML, for some sub-message types, provides agen 
eral-purpose method to add information to V2V messages. 

TABLE 10 

Sub-message Types 

Bit 
Sub-message Type Value Length 

Type O Message na 114 
Null message O 24 
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TABLE 10-continued 

Sub-message Types 

Bit 
Sub-message Type Value Length 

Vehicle position 1 64 
Vehicle core data 2 112 
Message collision warning - time slot 3 30 
Message collision warning - location 4 78 
Data request 5 
Signal power 6 
Risk detail 7 
Vehicle size detail 8 74 
Vehicle identity detail 9 
Traffic detail 10 
Conditions detail 11 
Location detail 12 
Accident detail 13 
Detour detail 14 
Forwarding detail 15 
HOV detail 16 
Calibration beacon 17 
Emergency message type 18 
Roadside message type 19 
Traffic signal detail 2O 
Courtesy message 21 
Parking detail 22 
Location history 23 
Lane data sharing 24 
Message encryption and signing 25 
Audio data 26 
Video or image data 27 
Commercial information 28 
Network Warning 29 
IP embedded 30 
200 bit 31 2OO 
400 bit 32 400 
800 bit 33 800 
1600 bit 34 1600 
3200 bit 35 3200 
6000 bit 36 6OOO 
12000 bit 37 12OOO 
Reserved ..-62 
Test - ignore message 63 

0386 Table 10, above, identifies some sub-message types. 
This table provides examples of sub-messages. Some of these 
Sub-messages are described in more detail elsewhere in this 
document. The Type 0 message is not a Sub-message; it has 
been described extensively, above. The Type 1 Vehicle Core 
Data Sub-message provides essentially the same fields, as a 
Sub-message as the basic Type 0 message. Type 63 is a Null 
message, used as filler or pad. It contains two fields: the 
Sub-message type and a length field. 
0387. The Type 62 is a test message; it is to be ignored. It 
may contain whatever data is desired for system testing: 
actual V2V transponders should ignore the contents past the 
length field. 
0388. The two message collision warning sub-messages 
are described in detail below. The Vehicle size sub-message is 
described in detail below. The Data request sub-message type 
5 is shown below in Table 11. Following the sub-message type 
field is n 8-bit Flags field. Each of these eight bits, it set to one, 
indicates to what type of V2V transponder the request is 
directed. The General flag indicates that any V2V transponder 
may respond. The Location flag indicates that the vehicle 
identified by the Location fields should respond. The Vehicle 
type flag indicates that vehicles matching the Vehicle type 
field should respond. The Lane field indicates that vehicle in 
the lane identified by the Lane designation field should 
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respond. The Roadside flag indicates that Roadside V2V 
transceivers should respond. The last three flags are reserved. 
The Location, Vehicle type, and Lane designation fields indi 
cate the identity of one or a class of V2V transponders to 
respond. The Request bit field comprises a 64-bit field where 
each bit corresponds to a sub-message type desired in the 
response. 

TABLE 11 

Data Request Sub-message Fields 
Data Request Sub-message 

Length in 
Field Bits Value 

Sub-message type 6 5 
Flags (General, Location, Vehicle 8 
Type, Lane, Roadside, reserved3) 
Request bit field 64 
Location: offset N-S 24 
Location: offset E-W 24 
Vehicle type 6 
Lane designation 8 
Reserved 16 
Subtotal 154 

0389. The Signal Power sub-message is described below 
in the Power Level section of this document. 

0390 The Risk detail sub-message describes risks in more 
detail. 

0391 The Vehicle size sub-message is described below in 
Table 12. The Vehicle length, width, corner radius, projec 
tions, and height are in units of cm are the maximum, Such 
that the plan-view shape defined by these fields fully encom 
passes the vehicle. The shape is fundamentally a rectangle, 
with the corners removed by the corner radius. The Projec 
tions field defines projections outward from the rectangle; 
this field is specifically for rear-view mirror projections. 
Other types of projections from the vehicle must be within the 
defined rectangular shape. The remainingfields are defined in 
the table. The Vehicle number of trailers and Vehicle number 
of axles fields contain unsigned integers. A vehicle that 
weighs more than 65.535 kg must use this value in this field. 
The hazardous material flags field comprises 16 flags; each 
flag identifies one type of hazardous material. Definitions for 
this field should be developed by appropriate government 
agencies, such as the US Department of Transportation and 
the US EPA, in the US. Typical flags are: explosives, corro 
sives, fuel, oxidants, poisons, liquid, bulk, radioactive, refrig 
erated, pressurized, animals, etc. Flags may be reserved to 
indicate spill response requirements or transport regulatory 
agency. 

TABLE 12 

Vehicle Size Sub-message Fields 
Vehicle Size Sub-message 

Sub-message Fields Bits Max Units 

Sub-message type 6 na value = 8 
Vehicle length 12 4096 cm 
Vehicle width 10 1024 cm 
Vehicle corner radius 6 64 cm 
Vehicle projections 8 256 cm 
Vehicle height 10 1024 cm 
Vehicle number of trailers 2 3 trailers 
Vehicle number of axles 4 15 axles 
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TABLE 12-continued 

Vehicle Size Sub-message Fields 
Vehicle Size Sub-message 

Sub-message Fields Bits Max Units 

Vehicle gross vehicle weight (kg) 16 65535 kg 
Hazardous material flags 16 flags 

Total bits 90 

0392 The Vehicle Identity sub-message is defined below 
in Table 13. The identification flags, when set to one, are used 
to indicate which of the following fields are applicable to this 
vehicle. Each flag corresponds with one field, respectively. 
The 102-bit VIN number uses a 6-bit modified ASCII code, 
with 17 character positions. Each symbol is from the ASCII 
table, minus 0x020 (hex 20). This provides for space, punc 
tuation characters, digits, and upper-case Roman alpha char 
acters. The license plate field uses seven 7-bit ASCII charac 
ters. License plates shorter than seven characters are left 
justified with spaces following. The two DOT fields are six, 
4-bit digits each. These maybe used for USDOT and State 
DOT numbers, or other govt issued DOT numbers. The State 
ID field comprises three 7-bit ASCII characters to identify the 
US State or country code that issued at least one of the DOT 
numbers. US State abbreviations begin with a space. Country 
codes are left justified. A 56-bit reserved field is defined. If a 
vehicle comprises more than one portion with applicable ID, 
it may send more than one Vehicle Identity Sub-message, in 
the same order as the vehicle portions. For example: cab, first 
trailer, and then second trailer. The two DOT fields may be 
merged if necessary for longer IDs. For example, a toll tran 
sponder ID. If a toll transponder is used, the State ID field 
indicates the issuing authority for the transponder. The 
reserved field may be used for ISO 6346 reporting mark for 
intermodal containers, using the format of four 7-bit ASCII 
characters followed by seven, 4-bit digits, for example. Alter 
natively the ISO 6346 reporting mark may be placed in the 
two DOT fields, using four 6-bit ASCII characters (7-bit 
ASCII- 0x20) and six, 4-bit digits. The number of occupants 
field is a 6-bit unsigned integer. This field may be used in 
conjunction with HOV lanes, bus passenger counts, or other 
similar purposes. 
0393 Vehicles should generally send Vehicle Identity sub 
messages once every five seconds. Such sub-messages may 
be sent more often based on a request or a special situation, 
Such as approaching a garage, Scale, or checkpoint. 

TABLE 13 

Vehicle Identity Sub-message Fields 
Vehicle Identity Sub-message 

Sub-message Fields Bits Format 

Sub-message type 6 value = 9 
Identification flags 8 flags 
VIN 102 ASCII-Ox2O 
License Plate 49 7-bit ASCII 
DOT1 24 digits 
DOT 2 24 digits 
State ID 21 7-bit ASCII 
Number of occupants 6 integer 
Reserved 56 

Total bits 296 

0394 The Roadside message type is reserved for trans 
missions from roadside equipment. The Traffic Signal detail 
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message type is reserved to hold information relating to traffic 
signal timing. We have already discussed Courtesy messages. 
The Parking detail message type is reserved to contain infor 
mation about parking lots or parking spaces. We have already 
discussed parking messages. The Reply message type is 
reserved to contain information in response to a Request. The 
Location history message type is reserved to contain more 
detailed information about the accident history of a location. 
The Clear data message type is reserved to clear data already 
received or already stored. The Audio message type contains 
digitized audio. A preferred embodiment has a field at the 
start of this message type indicating the type of audio encod 
ing used in the remainder of the Sub-message. Other fields 
may also be included, such as a sequence number. The Video 
or Image data message type contains video or image data. A 
preferred embodiment has a field at the start of this message 
type indicating the type of video or image encoding used in 
the remainder of the sub-message. Other fields may also be 
included. Such as a sequence number. The Commercial infor 
mation message type is reserved to hold information about 
nearby commercial product or services available. For 
example, gas stations may be advertised using this sub-mes 
sage type. The IP embedded message type indicates that the 
Sub-message contains an IP packet. 
0395. The network warning sub-message indicates an 
accidental or intentional violation of V2V protocol. This 
warning serves two purposes. First, it cautions all vehicles in 
range that V2V messages are possibly invalid, and therefore 
caution in interpretation should be used. Second, it requests 
all vehicles in range to capture information that may be used 
immediately or Subsequently to identify the cause and Source 
of the network problem. Typically, vehicles receiving a Net 
work warning Sub-message record a number of received mes 
sages, possibly for further analysis. Also, vehicles use their 
other sensors, such as radar and cameras, to record informa 
tion. Vehicles receiving a Network warning Sub-message may 
respond with some or all of the recorded data. For example, if 
cameras are used by all vehicles in range, most likely at least 
one license plate capture of a causing vehicle will be captured. 
If a V2V transponder is transmitting properly in a time slot, 
then the delay of the message in the time slot may be used to 
triangulate the position of the transmitting vehicle, if at least 
three vehicles participate in the triangulation. Received 
power level of the causing transmissions also provides for 
crude triangulation. Directional antennas, or phased array 
antennas, if available, also assist in locating the causing trans 
mitter. Network warning Sub-messages are forwardable. 
Examples of reasons to transmit a network warning Sub 
message include: invalid core vehicle information, jamming, 
denial of service attacks, excessive transmissions, gross fail 
ure to follow protocol, grossly inappropriate messages, and 
other reasons. 
0396 Message encryption and signing Sub-messages may 
comprise public PKI keys. 
0397. Audio information may include voice data from one 
driver or authority to one or more other drivers. Such infor 
mation may be safety related or may be a courtesy message or 
may be a social message. Message priority varies by purpose. 
One example is parking instructions for an event. 
0398 Video information may be still image or moving 
images. One example is nearby image capture by vehicles in 
range in response to a network warning Sub-message. 
0399 Video and audio typically includes the format of the 
information in a field following the Sub-message type. One 
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example is a four-character 8-bit ASCII field that mimics a 
file type suffix, such as “way' orpg for a wav or jpg file 
format. A field should be included that indicates the nature of 
the message. Fields should be included that indicate the 
intended recipients of the message. Such fields might be 
location, vehicle type, or lane. 
0400 Some sub-message types, such as types 33 through 
39 merely encode a sub-message length. Additional fields 
within the Sub-message are required to indicate contents. 
04.01 Risk Determination 
0402. A 1985 study by K. Rumar, using British and Ameri 
can crash reports as data, found that 57% of crashes were due 
solely to driver factors, 27% to combined roadway and driver 
factors, 6% to combined vehicle and driver factors, 3% solely 
to roadway factors, 3% to combined roadway, driver, and 
vehicle factors, 2% solely to vehicle factors and 1% to com 
bined roadway and vehicle factors. A chart showing this is in 
FIG. 6. 
0403 Computation of risk for every message is an impor 
tant embodiment. The ideal risk value is an integer in a fixed 
range, say Zero to ten. It is important that the risk Vale be 
fine-grained enough (have enough possible values) to be use 
ful as a gradual priority determinator, yet not have so many 
values that it is difficult to create a simple, understandable 
standard. 
04.04 The use of the risk value had many applications 
within this invention. For example, it is ideally used to pri 
oritize messages. It is ideally used for the allocation or de 
allocation of bandwidth. It is ideally used to select an appro 
priate response in a receiving vehicle. It is ideally used as a 
determinator for forwarding of messages and storing of mes 
sages. Risk value may be used in selecting a message encod 
ing format, where high risk value messages use a more reli 
able encoding that contains less information. 
04.05 The risk value should be on a scale with human 
understandable meanings. It is important that the “false warn 
ing rate of a V2V system not be excessive, or drivers will 
become annoyed and turn it off. It is important that drivers 
understand the decisions of their V2V system and so come to 
trust it. The computation of a risk value may be complex, but 
the final value should be simple. The ideal computation of a 
risk value comprises both the addition of sub-risk values from 
various computations and parameters, and also the selection 
of the highest sub-risk value when that sub-risk value exceeds 
a threshold. 
0406 A preferred 11-point scale is shown in FIG. 14. 
Generally, high numbers mean higher risk and lower numbers 
mean lower risk, with Some exceptions. A final risk value of 
Zero means that this message or Sub-message does not contain 
any risk value. A final risk value of one means that the trans 
mitting vehicle is not aware of any risks at this time. A final 
risk value of two has similar meaning to a final risk value of 
one, with a subtle difference. The final risk value of two 
means that the transmitting vehicle has made an assessment 
of the current situation and has determined that the situation 
comprise no risk or a minimal risk. The difference between 
the final risk values of one and two is that the value of two 
implies a more comprehensive situational assessment; and 
thus communicates a higher confidence level than a value of 
O 

0407. A final risk value of three indicates that some cau 
tion is appropriate. This final risk value should be transmitted 
no more than 10% to 20% of the time. One appropriate 
response might be a caution light. 
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0408. A final risk value of four indicates that drivers 
should definitely exercise caution. An appropriate response 
would be to indicate at least one nature of the risk, such as 
slippery streets, unmarked lanes, an historically dangerous 
intersection, stop-and-go traffic, or a tailgater. 
04.09. A final risk value of five implies a specific risk and 
that drivers should modify their behavior accordingly. A 
driver warning is required at this final risk value. 
0410 Final risk values of six and seven are currently unde 
fined, but represent risks in between the severity of level five 
and level eight. 
0411. A final risk value of eight represents very high risk. 
Drivers should immediately initiate defensive driving based 
on the nature of the risk. Automatic vehicle collision avoid 
ance measures, if available, are recommended. 
0412. A final risk value of nine indicates that a collision is 
predicted. Automatic avoidance and mitigation measures, if 
available, are mandatory. 
0413. A final risk value often indicates that a collision has 
occurred. This is not a risk level per se, but rather a notifica 
tion. A final risk value often may be used alternately with 
other final risk. Final risk values of eight and nine have higher 
priority as messages than a final risk value often. 
0414. When a vehicle receives a message with a final risk 
value of ten it is mandatory that it record in its memory 
situational information, which should include all recent mes 
sages sent and received, as well as any available and appro 
priate sensor data, including still or video images. Note that 
Such data is generally stored encrypted and signed, as dis 
cussed elsewhere. 

0415 Messages with a final risk value above five should 
include or be accompanied by a second message that identi 
fies a location of highest risk, Such as a predicted point of 
impact, if known. Not all high risks have such a determinable 
specific location. Message formats permitan area of risk to be 
broadcast, such as area on a street with slick ice. 
0416 Note that final risks are computed for the entire area 
within range, not just for the transmit vehicle and a proxy 
Subject vehicle. Sometimes, more than one vehicle in a range 
may detect and therefore transmit a high-risk message. This is 
desirable, as it increases the likelihood that a Such a high risk 
messages will be received. 
0417. If a first V2V transponder detects a particular risk, 
and then hears that risk being transmitted by a second V2V 
transponder in a message prior to its own similar transmis 
Sion, the first transponder may choose not to transmit the risk. 
This avoids an unnecessary flurry of similar messages, which 
might result in message collisions. AV2V transponder should 
ideally consider the proximity of the risk to itself and the 
likelihood of its own involvement in the risk in making such 
a determination. If the first V2V transponder is directly 
involved in the risk it should always transmit the risk. If the 
first V2V transponder is in the first or second range circle 
transmission is advisable. 
0418 V2V transponders are permitted to “borrow” their 
own (or proxy) time slot for a single time interval in order to 
transmit a high-priority message. When Such borrowing is 
done, the basic interval before and after the borrowed basic 
time interval must contain the usual core data for the trans 
mitting or proxy vehicle. 
0419 Note that risk values transmitted in messages are 
computed generally for a situation, not for a specific vehicle. 
Each receiving vehicle is responsible for computing its own 
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risk, which may be significantly different than the risk value 
received in a particular message. 
0420. A preferred method of computing final risk value is 
to add the sub-risk values from four sources: (a) specific 
vehicle behavior; (b) weather and road conditions, collec 
tively called “local conditions; (c) current traffic conditions: 
(d) location history. Although generally the Sub-risk values 
from these sources are added, there may be a cap on the final 
value, unless specific conditions are met. For example using 
the above final risk value table, a cap of8 is appropriate unless 
the specific conditions for 9 (accident predicted) or 10 (acci 
dent occurred) are met. 
0421 FIG. 15 shows one embodiment of a vehicle behav 
ior sub-risk value table. For a given observed vehicle behavior 
in the right column, the appropriate Sub-risk value to use in a 
final risk value calculation is shown in the left column. 
Observed vehicle behavior may be via local sensors or via 
V2V messages received. 
0422 One method to convert from quantitative metrics to 
the vehicles behaviors in this Figure is to use focus groups, 
where group consensus on a term, such as “very unsafe 
vehicle behavior” is used for this conversion. The focus 
group may be looking at videos, or may be driving, wherein 
cumulative driving and rating experiences makes up the data 
base for this conversion. An alternative method is to simply 
assign behaviors as a percentage of all observed behaviors. 
For example, 98.0% of vehicle behavior is classed as safe; 
1.2% is classed as slightly unsafe: 0.5% is classed as some 
what unsafe; 0.2% is classed as definitely unsafe; 0.09% is 
classed as very unsafe, and 0.01% is classed as extremely 
unsafe. Characteristics such as exceeding average vehicle 
speed, deviation from the center of a lane, failure to use turn 
signals, violating traffic laws, tailgating, and other behaviors 
are used in this determination. 

0423 FIG. 16 shows one embodiment of a weather and 
road condition sub-risk value table. For a given observed 
weather and road condition in the right column, the appropri 
ate Sub-risk value to use in a final risk value calculation is 
shown in the left column. Observed weather and road condi 
tions may be via local sensors or via V2V messages received, 
or via another source, such a weather or road conditions 
service. 
0424 One method to convert from quantitative metrics 
regarding weather and road conditions to the textual descrip 
tions in this Figure is to use focus groups, where group con 
sensus on a term, such as “poor visibility,” is used for this 
conversion. The focus group may be looking at videos, or may 
be driving, wherein cumulative driving and rating experi 
ences makes up the database for this conversion. An alterna 
tive method for conversion is to have experts in this field 
provide the conversions. An alternative is for drivers of pas 
sengers to dynamically indicate to the V2V system their 
assessment of the weather and road conditions. V2V broad 
casts could be used to determine a “weather and road condi 
tion consensus. So that vehicles with a range or area predomi 
nantly use the same weather and road condition rating. 
0425 FIG. 17 shows one embodiment of a braking sub 
risk table. For this table, the sub-risk value to assign to a 
specific observed braking behavior depends on the current 
traffic conditions. Current traffic conditions are first ranked as 
“light,” “moderate or “aggressive or challenging.” Then for 
each traffic condition ranking, that column is used to deter 
mine the sub-risk value for the observed braking behavior 
shown in the left column. 
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0426 One method to convert from quantitative metrics to 
the vehicles behaviors in this Figure is to use focus groups, 
where group consensus on a term, such as "strong braking is 
used for this conversion. The focus group may be looking at 
Videos, or may be driving, wherein cumulative driving and 
rating experiences makes up the database for this conversion. 
Similar to classifying driving behavior, percentages of all 
observed braking behavior may be used in the classification. 
0427 FIG. 18 shows one embodiment of a turning sub 
risk table. Similar to the braking sub-risk table, the sub-risk 
value depends on traffic conditions. Categorizing turning 
behavior as one of the descriptive terms in the left column 
may be accomplished using similar methods as for the other 
sub-risk tables discussed above. 
0428. A camera may be used to identify and monitor road 
and traffic conditions. The distinction we make is that “road 
conditions” are relatively static, while “traffic conditions” are 
relatively dynamic. There is not a bright line distinction 
between the two. For example, a stalled vehicle may be con 
sidered either a road condition or a traffic condition. Simi 
larly, observing cars sliding on a slippery road may be con 
sidered eithera road condition or a traffic condition. Also road 
conditions include the state of fixtures such as the current or 
predicted state of traffic lights. 
0429 Such road and traffic conditions include but are not 
limited to: identifying an intersection; identifying a red light 
at an intersection; identifying a stop or yield sign; identifying 
merging traffic lanes or merging traffic; identifying cross 
traffic; identifying a crosswalk or a pedestrian; identifying a 
driveway or a car positioned to leave a driveway; identifying 
a stopped vehicle; identifying an emergency vehicle; identi 
fying a road hazard; identifying lane markers; identifying 
signage. 
0430. Such identification is highly useful in optimal iden 

tification of a risk condition. For example, the V2V system 
may now identify a vehicle about to run a stop sign or red 
light. The V2V system may be able to identify a vehicle not 
obeying legal signage, although otherwise driving what 
appears to be safely. The V2V system may be able to identify 
a vehicle not responding appropriately to road or traffic con 
ditions. 

0431. Thus, one embodiment uses observed road or traffic 
conditions as part of risk assessment. 
0432. Note that the inclusion of collision type information 
in a message is generally non-required information, but infor 
mation that may be helpful in creating a response. Indeed, the 
appropriate response in most cases to an increased likelihood 
of each of these collision types is significantly different. Con 
sider the appropriate response that most drivers would take 
given only this limited information. If warned of a possible 
“two vehicle collision, most drivers would slow consider 
able, and watch carefully for oncoming or cross traffic, focus 
ing on other vehicles. If warned of a possible "pedestrian or 
bicycle involvement, most drivers would driver over a cross 
walk with Substantially increased vigilance, look carefully at 
sidewalks and the space between moving traffic and parked 
vehicles, and be extremely cautious making a right turn. If 
warned of a “single-vehicle accident, most drivers slow con 
siderably (unless on a slippery road), and look for what road 
risk might be difficult to see. If warned of a “rear-ender, most 
drivers would look in front and in the rear-view mirror, and 
then attempt to gradually increase the space both in front and 
behind them. If they notice a tailgater, they would slow very 
slowly and change lanes or pull over. If a V2V system 
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included automatic vehicle responses, those responses would 
be similar to the human responses discussed above. 
0433 Location History 
0434. Historical location risk is an important embodiment. 
Experts in traffic safety are aware that some road locations 
represent a far higher statistical risk of accidents than other 
locations. Making drivers and automated vehicle systems 
aware of these historical risks permits the driver or the vehicle 
to exercise additional caution at high risk locations with a 
negligible impact on overall trip travel time. 
0435 The sub-risk value to use for a given location 
depends on the current risk level from other factors. The 
reason for this is that the actual total risk may already be 
determined from other factors. Adding in a high historical risk 
may overstate the risk. 
0436 FIG. 19 shows one embodiment of an historical 
sub-risk table. The historical risk for an area of a road, such as 
an intersection, a turn on a mountain road, or an entire length 
of road, is ranked on a scale of Zero to five, where Zero is no 
historical risk and five is the highest possible historical risk. 
The current risk level from other considerations is first deter 
mined. This is shown in the left column. Based on the histori 
cal risk and the current risk level, the value table is the current 
historical sub-risk level to be used in computing the final risk 
value. For example, is the current risk level is zero (the bottom 
row), then the full value of the historical risk level is used for 
the historical sub-risk value. However, for higher current risk 
levels, the historical sub-risk value is “de-rated so as to not 
overstate the total, final risk. 
0437. Instead of a table, a formula may be used. Fractional 
Sub-risks are not a problem because fractions are rounded 
prior to create an integer valued final risk value. 
0438. Historical risks are best determined solely by acci 
dent history for that location. A percentage ranking may be 
used, first ranking all locations by accident history (which 
should first be normalized), then assigning the top X percent 
age of the list, such as 1.0%, a risk level of five. This process 
continues for historical risk values four through one, until all 
locations on the list are assigned. Locations not on the list 
receive a historical risk level of Zero. 
0439 Eventually, the V2V system will update the histori 
cal risks based on sharing data on collisions and high-risk 
incidents at each location. High-risk incidents may also be 
called, “near misses.” 
0440 Generally, the preferred embodiment is to add the 
various Sub-risk values to produce a final risk value for each 
message. The final risk value may be capped, Subject to one or 
more specific events. For example, our preferred embodiment 
caps at eight unless an accident as actually predicted (great 
than 50% probability unless immediate action taken) or has 
occurred. 
0441 There are two underlying concepts to support this 
approach. The first concept is that, in most cases, there is a 
single dominant risk, Such a vehicle about to run a red light, or 
an icy Street, or a lane blockage. Adding Sub-risk values 
simply selects that dominant Source. The second concept is 
that in Some cases an accident results from a number of 
less-than-ideal factors. This second concept is what is behind 
most major man-made disasters, such as most airplane 
crashes, and the high loss of life from the sinking of the 
Titanic. For example, an icy street, poor visibility, a traffic 
light that is out, a detour, and a non-attentive driver all at the 
same time, is a clear recipe for an accident. The preferred 
embodiment properly handles these situations. Also, as the 
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system matures and more sources of risk are identified, these 
new sources are simply added into the final risk value with 
minimum other changes to the system, parameters, or archi 
tecture. Also, adding multiple Sub-risk values minimizes the 
error from any one Sub-risk having a less than ideal weighting 
value. 
0442. Note that it is appropriate to use more fine-grained 
values for sub-risks than integers. The use of fractional sub 
risk values permits Small, continual adjustments to these val 
ues as experience and more data is available. Again, a Suitable 
initial method for assigning values to specific Sub-risk 
Sources is by the use of focus groups. 
0443. In one embodiment drivers or owners of vehicles 
may select a threshold for driver notification of received risk 
messages. Below this threshold a driver will not be notified. 
At or above this threshold the driver will be notified. Begin 
ning drivers, insecure drivers, or drivers in an unfamiliar 
environment may wish to set a low threshold. Owners of 
rental vehicles or business vehicles may wish to set a low 
threshold. 
0444. In one embodiment drivers or owners of vehicles 
may select a threshold for automatic Vehicle response to 
received risk messages. Below this threshold the vehicle will 
not take automatic protective, mitigation, or avoidance 
action. At or above this threshold, the vehicle will. Beginning 
drivers, insecure drivers, elderly drivers or drivers in an unfa 
miliar environment may wish to set a low threshold. Owners 
of rental vehicles, business vehicles or parents with teenage 
drivers may wish to set a low threshold. 
0445. Insurance rates may be a function of set thresholds. 
0446. Both the driver warning threshold and automatic 
vehicle response thresholds should be subject to both mini 
mums and maximums. Exceeding maximum values dimin 
ishes or the effective value of the aggregate V2V system. 
Below minimum values produces a large number of false or 
unnecessary warnings, not only diminishing the value of the 
system, but also creating negative impressions of V2V. 
0447 For a V2V system to be aware of historical risk value 
in a location is a valuable feature. Often, certain intersections 
have a much higher accident rate than would be predicted by 
simple factors such as traffic Volume. Adding in the Sub-risk 
value based on this history is a critical way to more accurately 
communicate risk to the driver of a vehicle. 

0448. One method of placing location historical sub-risk 
values into a V2V transceiver is by loading a table from a 
source, such as the manufacturer of the V2V transceiver, a 
government agency, or a third party. A second method of 
obtaining location historical sub-risk values is for a V2V 
transceiver to accumulate this information based on its own 
operating experience at this location. A third method of 
obtaining location historical sub-risk values is for V2V trans 
ceivers to exchange information from the second method via 
use of V2V messages. All three methods are the preferred 
embodiment of this invention. 
0449 Another method of obtaining V2V location histori 
cal sub-risk values is from a roadside transmitter. While this 
may be viewed as a specific subset of the third method above, 
a potential distinction is that a government agency (for 
example) may place a roadside transmitter at a high-risk 
location where that transmitter has the primary purpose of 
informing vehicles of the location historical risk of that loca 
tion. Such a transmitter might be temporary. For example, a 
city might place Such a transmitter at one intersection for a 
week, then move it to a different intersection. Because a large 
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fraction of vehicles that are “educated during that week are 
habitual users of that intersection, those vehicles will con 
tinue to inform other vehicles of this location historical sub 
risk value each time (generally) they pass through the inter 
section. 
0450 Another method of receiving location historical 
sub-risk values is from satellite radio. 
0451. The proper place and time for vehicles to share 
location historical sub-risk values is for the location where the 
vehicle is currently located, within some range. This method 
has the advantage that no additional complexity is required to 
specify location. The message essentially says, “here' is 
where this historical average location-based Sub-risk applies. 
The range should be a reasonable range applicable. For 
example, collisions that are intersection related usually hap 
pen within three vehicle lengths of any approach to the inter 
section. 
0452. The described “here' approach to identifying a loca 
tion permits “advance' locations to be broadcast simply by 
changing the location in a message to be, for example, the 
center of the intersection prior to the transmitting vehicle 
reaching that point. Because the message content (message 
type) is communicating an historical risk, there is no confu 
sion that the transmitting vehicle is describing its own loca 
tion. In Such a message the usual risk value field in message 
should be zero. 
0453. One metric of location history is the number of prior 
accidents at a location. Another metric of location history is 
the number of prior accidents as a ratio of accidents per 
vehicles passing through this location. Another metric of 
location history is the number of accidents per unit time. Such 
as one year. Another metric of location history is a factor 
normalized to risk associated with all similar locations. The 
preferred metric is an “absolute.” rather than relative metric, 
as drivers are not experienced at judging risk based on inter 
section or road type. For example, most drivers do not know 
if a four-way stop or a signalized intersection is more danger 
ous. The preferred metric is accidents per year in this location. 
The metric should be weighted to count more serious acci 
dents more heavily than minor accidents. For example, a 
minor accident has a weight of 1. A major accident with no 
injuries has a weight of 3. An accident with minor injuries has 
a weight of 5. An accident with major injuries has a weight of 
10. An accident that resulted in a death has a weight of 15. 
0454. Another method to determine weighting of accident 
seriousness in generating a location history metric is to use 
the ratio of the number accidents at each seriousness level. 
For example, if accidents causing death are one-fifth as many 
as accidents causing a major injury, then the weight of acci 
dents involving death is five times the weight of accidents 
causing a major injury. These ratios may be from data for a 
large area, such as a state or the US. 
0455 If more than one collision type is applicable to a 
particular situation, then additional messages may code for 
different collision types. For example, two different collision 
codes may be broadcast in alternating messages. If signifi 
cantly more information about a possible or actual collision is 
available, a “collision detail message may be sent. 
0456. These collision types are also appropriate for coding 
most historical accidents at a location. 
0457 Drivers falling asleep at the wheel is a major cause 
of vehicle accidents, particularly among truckers. A proper 
V2V system will detect a likelihood that the driver of a 
vehicle has or is about to fall asleep at the wheel and take 
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active steps. One Such step is a Subtle warning or request 
communication to the driver. This warning is not sufficient to 
wake a sleeping driver. The warning must be cleared within a 
minimum period of time, say five seconds, or the system 
assumes that the driver is in fact asleep or drowsy and takes 
action to slow and stop vehicle automatically. In addition, 
both the warning and any Subsequent action send V2V mes 
sages so indicating the appropriate risk. 
0458. Note that when a V2V equipped vehicle encourages 
a driver to move out of a lane (or location) with a high accident 
(or near miss) history, that vehicle is not only operating more 
safely for itself, but also for other vehicle, including in par 
ticular non-equipped vehicles in the vicinity. By moving 
vehicles out of a high-risk lane, the vehicles remaining in the 
lane have improved sight lines and increased vehicle spacing, 
reducing the chance of future accidents. This is one example 
in which V2V equipped vehicles increase the safety of non 
V2V-equipped vehicles. This is one example of why govern 
ments, vehicles manufacturers, and insurance companies 
should encourage the rapid adoption of V2V technology. 
0459 Time Slot Assignment and Message Collisions 
0460 Position Determination 
0461 Location is determined more accurately than GPS 
by the use of a novel algorithm called “location consensus.” 
0462. Note that as used herein the terms, “location' and 
“position' are similar. Generally, the term “location is pre 
ferred when the context refers to a more global use of the 
term. Generally, the term, “position' is preferred when the 
context refers more to the relative position of two or move 
vehicles. 
0463. One of the most ingenious aspects of this invention 

is a preferred embodiment for dynamic calibration of location 
information. As currently implement in most GPS receivers, 
absolute geolocation is accurate to roughly plus or minus 15 
feet, or about 3 meters. 
0464 Typically, raw position information into the V2V 
transceiver comes from a local or embedded GPS receiver, 
although other sources of position are possible. The actual 
position of the vehicle as calculated may include corrections, 
calibrations, adjustments, and the incorporation of other 
information. There are many known methods of improving on 
the accuracy of a single GPS receive position. Differential 
GPS is one method. An inertial navigation system may pro 
vide improved accuracy or provide all of the location infor 
mation. Roadside markers. Such as still images or video 
images taken to the side from a vehicle, forward or backward 
road images, road signage, beacons, targets, and other physi 
cal, detectable from the roadway, identifiable objects may be 
compared with a map or database to determine or improve 
position. 
0465 Location determined from the use of cellular tele 
phone or data communications may also be an appropriate 
source of location data, if and when such data is both suffi 
ciently accurate and widely available (for example: without a 
fee). 
0466 Note that preferred embodiments improve on GPS 
(or other source) geolocation data with inertial navigation. In 
the short to intermediate term, inertial navigation is quite 
accurate. For example, a vehicle at a particular heading, mov 
ing in a straight line, will not jump sideways' as might be 
indicated by a received GPS coordinate set. Similarly, if a 
vehicle knows its speed within, say 1%, its range of possible 
locations may be considerably smaller than received GPS 
coordinate sets. Algorithms are well known in the art to aver 
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age multiple received GPS coordinates with inertial informa 
tion to provide improved geolocation position. The Sources 
and nature are GPS errors are well known in the art. 
0467. It is important for a V2V system to not generate 
location or Velocity artifacts. Such artifacts could make a 
vehicle appear to be operating in a very unsafe way, when in 
fact it is being operated safely. 
0468. Thus it is important and preferred embodiment that 
inertial navigation be used to assure that Sudden, improper 
vehicle locations shifts are not transmitted. A suitable inte 
gration period is ten to thirty seconds. 
0469. Using position information as data to compute pos 
sible vehicle collisions requires that the position data for the 
vehicles in the computation be “aligned in the sense that any 
absolute position errors are far less important than the 
vehicles having the same error. Thus, the ideal “calibration 
for vehicle position is not so much accuracy compared to a 
geographic ideal, but rather that nearby vehicles agree with 
each other. 
0470 The preferred embodiment involves all vehicles 
making continual, Small corrections in order to reach close 
agreement. We refer to this process as “consensus of loca 
tion. 
0471. We use the term “location alignment to indicate 
that multiple vehicles are in “consensus, in that their relative 
locations to each other are in agreement. In a perfect system 
all vehicles within range are "perfectly aligned, meaning 
there are no residual errors or disagreement about the relative 
locations of each vehicle in this set. Note that this theoreti 
cally “perfectly aligned’ coordinate system typically will not 
be in perfect alignment with the reference geolocation model. 
Note also that each vehicle on the road is likely to have a 
different set of other vehicles within its range, and also that 
the set of vehicles with range is constantly changing. Thus, 
one set of vehicles could be perfectly aligned while an over 
lapping set is not. 
0472. We introduce the term “offset which means the 
difference between the reference geolocation model coordi 
nates and the location a vehicle is currently transmitting. If 
the transmitted location is precisely the position provided by 
the geolocation input to the V2V transceiver, such as GPS 
coordinates, the offset would be zero. Offset applies to both 
latitude and longitude, and possibly other parameters such as 
elevation and time. We use the term offset to include all of the 
offsets for all possible individual parameters. 
0473. There are numerous ways to use local sensors to 
improve position matching, or calibration. Consider, for 
example, a situation with a first vehicle stopped at a light in a 
lane, with a second vehicle directly in front, a third vehicle 
directly behind and a fourth vehicle directly to the left. Using 
local sensors such as Sonar, radar, and video, it is easy for 
vehicle one to compute the position of vehicles two, three and 
four, with respect to vehicle one, within a few cm or better. 
Each of these four vehicles, if equipped, is regularly trans 
mitting the location of each respective vehicle. By comparing 
the V2V received locations from vehicles two, three and four 
and comparing these locations to the locations observed by 
the local sensors, it is possible to achieve with 100% confi 
dence a one-to-one relationship between the received mes 
sages and the locally observed vehicles, even though the 
locations in the received messages are not precisely the 
observed locations of the vehicles. 
0474 The preferred embodiment algorithm to achieve 
location consensus uses the previously discussed "offset.” 
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One embodiment of the algorithm works as follows. (a) The 
first vehicle determines its absolute geolocation using the best 
means available to it, such as GPS coordinates. (b) It records 
the location in received messages from all vehicles in its 
range. (c) It makes its best determination of the relative loca 
tion to itself of every vehicle within sight or sensor distance 
(the vehicles “in sight”) (d) It compares the data received in 
(b) with the data computed in (c) to map the equipped vehicles 
in range to the vehicles in sight, where possible. Note that not 
all vehicles in sight may be equipped, and Vice versa. Vehicles 
that may be so mapped are called the "consensus building 
set. (e) It then compares, for each vehicle in the consensus 
building set, the absolute geolocation as computed in (c) with 
the location in the received message received in (b). (f) These 
differences, as determined in (e), are the offsets for each 
vehicle in the consensus building set. (g) All of the offsets in 
(f) are averaged. This is called the “average offset.” Note that 
there is an average offset for every parameter in the offsets, 
such as latitude and longitude, or N-S and E-W distance. (h) 
The average offset is multiplied by an offset weighting factor, 
such a 99%, to produce a “weighted average offset.” This step 
moves the average offset closer to Zero, where Zero is the 
absolute geolocation. (i) The weighted average offset is now 
compared to the first vehicle's current offset. If there is no 
difference, this iteration of the algorithm is complete. If there 
is a difference, the first vehicle's own offset is increased or 
decreased to be closer to the weighted average offset. (j) The 
new own offset is used when computing the next location 
transmitted by the first vehicle. The own offset is added to the 
absolute geolocation determined in (a) to generate the actual 
transmitted location. (k) This algorithm is repeated every 
basic time interval. Such as 0.1 seconds, by all equipped 
vehicles. (1) The maximum amount that the own offset may be 
changed each iteration is set by an offset drift factor. The 
preferred offset drift factor is +0.1 m/s per second in both the 
N-S direction and the E-W direction, each. For a 0.1 s basic 
time interval, this is +0.01 m/s per iteration. 
0475. The effects of the above algorithm are now dis 
cussed. The algorithm averages the offsets of all the vehicles 
surrounding the first vehicle, for which the algorithm can be 
computed. This average is then used by the first vehicle. Note 
that ALL vehicles are doing the same averaging, every basic 
time interval. Thus, all the vehicles are going to converge on 
a consensus, so that the relative positions of all the vehicles in 
the consensus building set are in agreement. Note that the 
value of the offset is computed for each vehicle relative to its 
own perception of its absolute geolocation. Thus, even when 
all the vehicles in range are in perfect match, they will still 
have (possibly considerably) different offsets. Nonetheless, 
the locations as transmitted will provide highly accurate rela 
tive position between all the vehicles. 
0476. The computation of this averaging is done only for 
vehicles whose position relative to the first vehicle may be 
determined by local sensors, such as radar, Sonar or video. 
(Other sensors specifically adapted to this task may also be 
used. Such as lidar or magnetic sensing.) The decision of 
which vehicles pass this test is simple: the first vehicle deter 
mines for each vehicle it can see not only its relative position 
but also the accuracy of that determination. For example, a 
stopped vehicle in the next lane, using side-looking Sonar, the 
relative position of that vehicle may have an accuracy of 10 
cm. For a vehicle approaching head-on at high speed on the 
other side of the street, the accuracy might be 2 meters. For 
each vehicle, and for each parameter in the offset, if the 
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accuracy of the relative position determination from local 
sensor is better than the computed offset for that vehicle, then 
that vehicle is included in the consensus building set for that 
parameter. If the accuracy of the relative position determina 
tion is worse than the computed offset then that vehicle is not 
included in the consensus building set. 
0477. Note that this algorithm, and the creating of consen 
sus building sets is done separately for N-S and E-W position. 
(Or, latitude and longitude, if those are the parameters used 
for transmitted location). This is because, often, one of these 
positions may be accurately determined while the other can 
not be. Consider, for example, the situation of a vehicle 
approaching at high speed on the opposite of a road that runs 
North-South. Using a vision sensor, it is determined that the 
vehicle is in the middle of its lane. The location of the lane, at 
the location of the approaching vehicle is known, perhaps 
from an internal lane map or from another source. Thus, the 
E-W location of the vehicle may be determined quite accu 
rately. The distance to the approaching vehicle along its N-S 
axis of approach is much harder to determine. Also, the 
vehicle is moving quickly so there may be additional error 
from its speed. 
0478. There is a maximum convergence rate for align 
ment. We prefer 0.1 m/s per second, which is about 0.2 mph. 
This may be viewed as offset “drift.” For example, a stopped 
vehicle may appear to be drifting sideways at 0.2 mph, as it 
continually adjusts its offset, and thus transmits slightly dif 
ferent locations each basic time interval. However, note that it 
is “drifting into the proper advertised relatively location 
compared to its closest neighbor vehicles. Note, too, that all 
of the nearby vehicles are also drifting, as they too attempt to 
align by consensus their advertised locations. 
0479. This maximum convergence rate means that it takes 
about 10 seconds for a vehicle change its advertised position 
(relative to its best absolute location) by one meter. It takes 
about a minute to shift 5 meters, which a widely usedestimate 
of average consumer-grade GPS accuracy. 
0480. Note, however, that a 5-meter shift in consensus 
should occur rarely. First, by averaging a number of vehicles 
the GPS error rate is considerably reduced. The GPS error is 
improved for two reasons. The first is simple arithmetic aver 
aging. The second is that the different GPS paths to the 
different vehicles actually improves the accuracy of the GPS. 
0481. This algorithm uses an “offset weighting factor.” 
such as 99%. The effect of this factor is to subtly but continu 
ally “add in the absolute location of the vehicle, as it can best 
determine it. This step in the algorithm tends to slowly drive 
the converged offsets to Zero. After 100 iterations, the 
weighted offset will move to within 37% of Zero, assuming 
there are no other inputs to the averaging equation. What this 
means if a vehicle is completely by itself, with no other 
vehicles around, that within a few minutes its own offset will 
essentially reset to zero. It also means, that if a set of 50 
vehicles in range and within sight of each other, but in sight of 
no other vehicles, has fully converged on an offset that is not 
Zero, that they as a group will slowly shift their consensus 
offset to Zero, too. This step in the algorithm prevents a group 
of vehicle moving together in a range to have a “stuck’ 
non-zero offset. 
0482. There is an additional means for improving posi 
tional accuracy, and that is lane maps. Vision system, in the 
current art, are well capable of determining painted lane lines 
under a wide variety of circumstances. A V2V equipped 
vehicle may have a lane map of high confidence. Its local 
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vision system is able to determine the position of lane lines 
relative to the vehicle with high accuracy. This determination, 
in conjunction with the lane map provides a high-accuracy 
location Source. When such a high accuracy location source is 
available, it should be weighted with the location consensus 
algorithm. Consider the embodiment where the lane-map 
determined location is averaged with the location consensus 
location, each with 50% weighting. If the other vehicles do 
not have a high-confidence lane map, then the continual loca 
tion consensus algorithm will converge towards the lane 
map-determined locations. 
0483 Our preferred embodiment is to use lane map 
weighting in proportion to the confidence level of the lane 
map and local sensor lane determination. 
0484 FIG. 5 shows how location consensus works. What 

is important to prevent vehicle collisions is the relative posi 
tions of vehicles. GPS in the current art typically does not 
provide sufficient accuracy to implement usable V2V. The 
solution is for vehicles to improve on the GPS accuracy by a 
process we identify as “consensus. Each equipped vehicle, 
here shown as vehicles 1, 2 and 3, has what it thinks is its best 
geolocation, perhaps from GPS. However, it does not broad 
cast this exact location. Rather, it constructs its "own offset 
in two axis (such as N-S and E-W), and adds that offset to its 
believed exact location to create the transmitted position. 
Each basic time interval, each vehicle recalculates its own 
offset. A preferred algorithm is provided elsewhere herein. In 
Summary, each vehicle compares the broadcast location of 
every vehicle it can also “see” (with local sensors such as 
Video, Sonar, radar or lidar) with its transmitted location. It 
then computes the offset being used by each of these vehicles 
in this consensus set of vehicles. It averages these offsets, and 
uses that average as its next own offset. The rage of change of 
each own offset is ideally limited to a maximum “drift' rate, 
Such as 0.1 m/s. Since ALL vehicles in the consensus set are 
also averaging, the offsets of all the vehicles in the set con 
Verge to a consensus value. By having the same consensus 
offsets (each relative to each vehicles own believed “exact 
geolocation), highly accurate relative position information is 
used in V2V messages. 
0485 FIG. 5 shows how one vehicle is include in a con 
sensus set and one is not. Vehicle 1, whose broadcast position 
as the front center of the vehicle is shown as an “X” can both 
see vehicles 2 and 3, both of which are equipped. For vehicle 
2, vehicle one computes the relative position using its local 
sensors. It determines the accuracy of the computation, here 
shown as an ellipse near the front center of vehicle 2. (This 
Figure is shown in a bird’s eye view, although the ellipses are 
more accurately though of as being in on the plane of the 
surface of the earth, with no height.) The transmitted position 
of vehicle 2 (as perceived by vehicle 1) is shown by the “X” 
near the front of vehicle 2. The transmitted position is MORE 
ACCURATE than the locally determined position, and so 
vehicle 2 is NOT included in the consensus set. For vehicle3, 
vehicle 1 has also computed the position and the accuracy of 
that computation, as shown by the ellipse near the front of 
vehicle 3. Vehicle 3 is transmitting a location outside of this 
error-limit ellipse. Thus, vehicle 3 will be included in vehicle 
1's consensus set. It is necessary to correct offsets so that 
transmitted position of vehicle 2 more accurately aligns with 
its actual, relative position. Note that all three vehicles are 
running the location offset consensus algorithm every basic 
time period. 
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0486 FIG. 11 show in an overhead view the results of 
before (FIG. 11A) and after (FIG. 11B) location consensus 
algorithm is run. In FIG. 11A, vehicle 1 observes the apparent 
X- and Y-errors in vehicle 2's transmitted location relative to 
its known position relative to vehicle 1 by vehicle 1. The solid 
vehicle outlines indicate the each vehicle's ideal location, as 
perceived by vehicle 1. The dotted outlines indicate the loca 
tions as transmitted. Vehicle 2 sees a similar error for vehicle 
1, from its point of view. As both vehicles average their own 
“ideal location with the observed other-vehicles errors, they 
arriveata consensus offset, shown in FIG. 11Bas X-error and 
Y-error, now the same for both vehicles. These "errors' rep 
resent the offsets as transmitted in vehicle locations by each 
vehicle. There relative position errors to each other are now 
Zero, or close to zero. Note that only two vehicles are shown, 
although in many cases more than two vehicles will be par 
ticipating in location consensus. As shown in FIG. 11B 
vehicle 1 moved its transmitted position up and to the left, 
while vehicle 2 moved its transmitted location down and to 
the right. 
0487. Lane Maps 
0488 Lane information is accumulated, computed, and 
shared entirely within the V2V system, not requiring outside 
maps that currently do not exist. 
0489. A unique feature of embodiments of this invention is 
the ability to create detailed and accurate lane information 
internally in the overall system, without the need for external 
data sources. As discussed elsewhere herein, while the V2V 
system is functional without lane information, lane informa 
tion is highly desirable. Embodiments use location history to 
build lane information. Note that location history is different 
that location risk history. 
0490 Location history tracks all nearby vehicle location 
transmissions. It is useful to think of these individual trans 
missions as dots on a map. As a vehicle traverses the same 
road day after day, it accumulates a large number of map dots. 
Vehicles exchange map dot data. After a while, those recorded 
dots connect, or nearly connect, to form the history of all 
equipped and proxied vehicle travel on that roadway. The 
lines formed by the dots are the effective lanes. In some ways, 
they are better than painted lane lines, as this history shows 
how vehicles actually use the road, which is more effective 
than how they are Supposed to use the road, for anti-collision 
purposes. 
0491. The type of lane is generally discernable from this 
history information. For example, traffic lanes V. parking 
lanes, and north-bound lanes V. Southbound lanes, by exam 
ining average speed and direction. Merging lanes and new 
lanes (when a single lane becomes two lanes) are easily 
determined by observing the intersection points of distinct 
lanes. Left and right turn only lanes may be identified by the 
fact that nearly all vehicle in this lane turn. Because V2V 
messages include the vehicle type, exceptions for “must turn” 
for busses and bicyclists are easy to determined, too. 
0492. One method of lane identification comprises the 
following steps. (a) connect adjacent map dots; (b) determine 
lines from connected map dots; (c) break up lines into regions 
100 meters (for example) long; (d) use the statistics of the 
map dots in that region and of the vehicle reports that pro 
vided the map dots in that region to assign a lane identifica 
tion; (e) improve the exact location of key road features (such 
a merge point, or an intersection, or a stop sign) by examining 
the data in the region more carefully, (f) assign a confidence 
level to the derived lane identification based on (i) the number 
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of distinct vehicles that made up the underlying data, and (ii) 
the number of distinct map dots that made up the underlying 
data; and (iii) the statistics, such as mean deviation and non 
compliant map dots, of the underlying data. Reasonable 
thresholds for a “moderate confidence rating might be a 
minimum of 10 different vehicles and a minimum of 100 
distinct map dots with no more than 2% of map dots deviating 
from the determined lane designation. 
0493 Map dots should only be placed into the map dot 
history when there is high confidence in the accuracy of the 
transmitted location for that map dot. There should be a 90% 
confidence in a location accurate to 50 cm, for example. 
0494 Certain types of classifications, such as parking 
spaces and driveways, use a different standard. For example, 
a single vehicle turning into or out of a driveway should be 
sufficient to classify that line as a “private driveway.” More 
vehicles Suggests a better designation as a “public driveway.” 
Similarly, a single parked vehicle in the history is sufficient to 
tentatively identify a parking space or a shoulder. 
0495 FIG. 20 shows one embodiment of lane data confi 
dence levels, on a four-bit scale: 0 not determined; 1="in 
flux: “2="possible.” 3="low:” 4 =“moderate:” 5="high.” 
6="very high. A value of 0 means “no determination. A 
value of 7 means "confirmed. Such as data from a govern 
ment source that also matches an actual history confidence of 
“very high. A value of 1 means “influx. This value is used 
when recent data is not consistent with a confidence level or 
“moderate' or higher. 
0496 A key embodiment is the method of increasing con 
fidence level by the continual sharing of lane data. For 
example, each confidence level from one through 6 requires a 
minimum of five received instances of “original data. Sup 
pose a range confidence of two, “possible.” requires twenty 
unique vehicles to have participated intransmitting V2V mes 
sages comprising a location in that lane. These message may 
have been accumulated by a single V2V transceiver. That 
transceiver may then assign a confidence level of “possible” 
and share that original information using a confidence level of 
two. If that vehicles then receives four other, original sets of 
lane data that are consistent, each with a 
0497. A series of map dots may be readily transmitted in 
compressed form by first grouping the map dots into speed 
ranges (0 to 2, 2 to 5, 5 to 10, 10 to 20, 20 to 40 m/s, for 
example), then ordering the dots in each speed group by 
location, then using Huffman Coding. 
0498 Lane designations determined by a V2V device may 
be readily transmitted by including two end points, or a set of 
way-points, the lane designation, and the confidence level. 
Efficient encoding of digital map data is well known in the art. 
B-splines may be used. Specific features, such as the location 
of a stop sign, the corners of an intersection, or a lane merging 
area may readily be sent by sending the location of the feature 
and the feature type. See method of identifying geographical 
locations elsewhere herein. 
0499 Lanes should most generally start and end at inter 
section boundaries, or when the lane itself starts or ends. 
Lanes longer than 1 km should be cut into additional lanes 
whose length is in the range of 0.1 km to 1 km. For most 
under- and overpasses, a lane should be defined for each lane 
on the road(s) that starts and ends at approximately where the 
slope of the road starts to change from the primary road grade. 
0500. The preferred embodiment for lane data representa 
tion includes a two-bit field, coded effectively as follows: (00) 
means there are no known under- or overpasses that intersect 
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with this lane; (O1) means there is at least one overpass that 
intersects with this lane; (10) means there is at least one 
underpass that intersects with this lane; (11) means there is at 
least one underpass and at least one overpass that intersects 
with this lane. By underpass and overpass we mean a non 
grade-level crossing that Supports a V2V vehicle type (includ 
ing animals, pedestrians, bicycles, etc). The preferred 
embodiment is that lanes be shorted so that there is never 
more than a single overpass and a single underpass intersect 
ing with the lane. In a few cases, this restriction may be 
impossible. 
0501) A preferred embodiment is a special sub-message 
for under- and overpasses that describes the type of the under 
or over-pass in more detail. If equipped vehicles are aware 
that they are such a lane segment they should transmit Such a 
Sub-message. These sub-messages Substantially improve the 
ability of the V2V system in distinguishing traffic at different 
grade levels, and may also assist in Safety response and navi 
gation information. Such Sub-messages should include: type 
of vehicles permitted; surface type; curvature direction; 
safety rail information; lighting; special risks (ice, flooding, 
glare, extreme height, etc.); toll information; and lane width. 
Bridges qualify for this type of Sub-message. 
0502. Effective sharing of lane data requires a novel algo 
rithm. One such embodiment is shown by example in FIG. 21. 
For each lane, three different counts of the unique vehicles 
whose V2V location points make the lane are kept. These are: 
(a) Total Internal Count; (b) Total Internal+Original Count; 
and (c) Total Shared Count. These counts are shown in three 
respectively labeled columns in the Figure. Lane map data is 
generated in one of three classes: (a) internal; (b) received as 
original; (c) received as shared. Transactions representing 
various combinations of generated or received data are shown 
in the respectively labeled columns in the Figure. Internally 
generated map data comprises locations determined by the 
vehicle itself, including the use of various sensors in addition 
to the internal V2V system; V2V messages sent, including 
proxy messages; and V2V location messages received in real 
time. Internally generated lane map data comprises individual 
location points, which are “connected to create lanes. 
Received as original lane data comprises data received from 
other V2V transceivers, (which may be communicated by 
various means other than V2V transmissions), wherein the 
data was internally generated data from that V2V transceiver. 
Received as shared lane data is lane data marked as “shared.” 

(0503 When lane data is received by a V2V transceiver, the 
actual lane information is compared with the internal lane 
information. If the lane information reasonably matched, the 
lane data is accepted and counts are increased, as discussed 
below. If there is no comparable internal lane, a new lane is 
created in memory or an accessible database. If the lane 
information does not match, counts are generally cleared and 
the lane confidence is changed to “influx.’ 
0504 Ideally, but not necessarily, the exact locations that 
comprise the lane are averaged, using the various sources of 
lane data. Also, the averaging is based on the respective 
counts. Thus, in an internal count is 30, and lane data received 
as original has a count of 100, the weighting of the locations 
would be 30/130 and 100/130 respectively to determine the 
new “average” locations, for the end points of the lane, for 
example. Such averaging is not done if endpoints or lane data 
is “locked.” due to its source being a calibrated and trusted 
Source. Such as governmententity or formal, appropriate, lane 
map provider. 
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0505. When lane data is shared by a V2V transmitter, it is 
marked by the transmitter as one of two of above named 
classes, either “Original” or “Shared.” The “Total Internal 
Count' is transmitted as “Original.” The “Total Shared 
Count” is transmitted as “Shared.” 
0506. The three counts, as discussed above, are main 
tained as follows. Only Generated Internally Counts are accu 
mulated as Total Internal Counts. The Total Internal+Original 
Count contains the sum of the Total Internal Count plus 
received Original counts. The Total Shared Counts contains 
the larger of the prior Total Shared count or the Total Internal+ 
Original Count. Thus, to simplify: Both Internal and Original 
counts are accumulated, while Shared counts are not accu 
mulated, but are maintained as a “maximum” field. 
0507. The reason for this is so that shared counts, moving 
repeatedly between multiple vehicles are not generally 
counted more than one. Original counts are assumed to gen 
erally comprise actual data from unique vehicles. This is 
because most vehicles within range are unique, within a mod 
erate time period. 
0508 To avoid having original data get counted more than 
once (at least in a short time period), there are some restric 
tions. First, original data for a lane should only be transmitted 
once for that lane, while the transmitting V2V transmitter is 
within range of that lane. An exception to this rule is that a 
V2V transmitter may transmit such lane data twice, if it has 
not changed location between the first and second transmis 
Sion. (Thus, a vehicle stopped at a light may transmit lane data 
to vehicles moving on a cross street, more than once.) Second, 
original data should not be used when received at a common 
location, such as at home and work. This is because at those 
locations, nearby vehicles in range will frequently be the 
same, day after day. Since these locations are well known, 
there is no reason to accumulate additional lane counts. 
0509. This algorithm is best understood by the examples 
shown in the number rows in FIG. 21. These counts are for a 
single lane. In row 1, we start this new lane with all zero 
counts. In row two, our vehicle has recorded locations for this 
lane from 20, presumably unique, vehicles. Note that each 
vehicle has likely produced a significant number of location 
points for this lane. For example, a vehicle in a one km long 
lane, traveling at 40 k/h, will generate approximately 900 
location points. If each location “dot' is about 100 cm in 
diameter, these 18,000 (900*20) location points will effec 
tively merge into a single, nearly contiguous, “lane.” Simple 
curve fitting will provide an excellent “average” lane line. 
0510 Thus, in row 2 in FIG. 21, we see a first transaction 
of recording an Internally Generated count of 20 vehicles, as 
the lane definition is first created. Note that in the last column 
the confidence level is set to '2' based on the count. There 
may be other embodiments that use other methods to provide 
a confidence level. 
0511 Note that the three Count columns each now contain 
a value of 20. The Total Internal Count holds that total. The 
Total Internal+Original Count holds the same value, an no 
Original data has yet been received. The Total Shared holds a 
value of 20, as it maintains the maximum of the prior two 
Counts. 

0512. In the next transaction row 3, a count of 10 is 
received from another V2V transponder. The Received as 
Original count is set to 10. The lane data received is compared 
against the internally created lane map created in conjunction 
with the transaction in row 1. They reasonably match, and so 
they are averaged, using weighting as discussed above. The 
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Total Internal+Original count is increased to 30, and the Total 
Shared shows the new maximum as 30. 
0513. In row 4, we again record another 20 internally 
generated counts, from presumably 20 more unique vehicles. 
Perhaps, we have just driven on the same lane the next day. 
Note that it does not matter if these vehicles are the same as 
the prior vehicles, because their motion in the lane is unique, 
as they, too, must be on a different trip. The Total Internal 
Count increases to 40. The Total Internal+Original count 
increases to 50, which is also reflected in the revised Total 
Shared count. 
0514. In row 5 in FIG. 21, we now receive a count of 150 
marked as “Shared.” We set out Shared count to this new 
maximum of 150. We also average the lane data between what 
was received and what was stored internally, because we 
increased the Total Shared count. We again weight the aver 
aging appropriately. The Confidence Level is now raised to 
“3.” because the Total Shared count has reached the necessary 
threshold for this confidence level. 
0515. In row 6 we receive 60 more counts as “Shared. We 
do not increase the Total Shared and do not perform averag 
ing. The received data may be a copy of data we have already 
used. 
0516. In row 7 we receive 190 as shared. We increase the 
maximum Total Shared to this 190. We average, but weight 
the received data only as 40 (=190-150), because much of this 
data may already have been used in our current average lane 
locations. 
0517. In row 8 we again record 15 real-time vehicles 
transmissions. This increased out Total Internal Count to 55 
and our Total Internal+Original to 65. 
0518. In row 9 we receive a count of 70 as Original. We 
average this data using the count of 70, because this repre 
sents 70 unique vehicle trips. The Total Shared Count does not 
increase. 
0519. In row 10 receive an Original count of 100. This 
increases the Total Internal+Original count to 235. Since this 
is larger than 190, the Total Shared count increases to match 
this. 
0520. In row 13 we receive a count 650 as Shared. This 
increases our Total Shared count to 650, and also now raises 
the Confidence Level to 4, as that threshold has been reached. 
0521. In row 14 we receive as Original a count of 10. 
However, the lane data received with this count does NOT 
match our internal lane data. As the V2V transceiver would 
not transmit this lane data unless there was a level of consis 
tency among the 10 vehicles making up this count, clearly 
Something about the lane has changed. Perhaps there is a 
detour. We reset all of our counts to Zero; set our Total Inter 
nal+Original Count to 10; and change the Confidence level to 
“1,” or “In Flux. 
0522 Note that detours and accidents will have a ten 
dency, using this embodiment, to reset high-count, confident 
lane information back to Zero. This is appropriate, as we wish 
to have the most current information in our lane maps. When 
the detour or accident is cleared, it will not take long to 
re-establish the prior lane. This time, too, is appropriate, 
because some drivers, unfamiliar with the recent reconfigu 
ration, may not follow the new lane boundaries. Thus, it is 
appropriate to keep the lane data as low confidence for a time. 
0523 Note that such changes to lanes DO reset “high 
confidence’ lane information that comes from an institutional 
Source, as Such lane data is likely far more current, perhaps 
within minutes or seconds, of the lane change. 
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0524 Low confidence or “in flux' lanes increase com 
puted risk values by increasing the risk in the “weather and 
road conditions' sub-risk. 
0525. When we transmit, that is, “share.” lane data, we 
transmit our lane coordinates and the Total Shared count. If 
we have recently accumulated data points Generated Inter 
nally, we also merge those points into a valid lane (if pos 
sible), and send that valid lane data tagged as “Original.” 
0526 In generally, we keep our lane data from internally 
generated location points separate from lane data that has 
been received as shared. This is necessary to avoid having the 
V2V system constantly re-average old, previously used data. 
However, the buffers for the internally generated lane data 
does not typically need to be very large. A few days worth, for 
example, provides a highly effective V2V map generation 
capability. Note that shared lane data is kept continuously, 
until overwritten or deleted due to a lane reconfiguration. 
0527 AV2V transceiver may send out regular, unsolicited 
lane map data, once per lane. These messages are low priority 
interval class B messages. 
0528. A V2V transceiver may send out lane data in 
response to a request for Such data. The response to Such a 
request is a regular priority interval class B message. In 
response to a request, a power and encoding should be chosen 
to reasonably assure that the requestor receives the requested 
data. 
0529 Note that for unsolicited lane data transmissions, a 
higher density encoding may be used; the general goal is for 
as many receivers to receive valid data as possible, not that the 
messages are widely received as valid. Using shorter mes 
sages, with the overall system sending more, may be prefer 
able to sending longer, fewer messages, even if fewer recipi 
ents of the shorter messages are able to receive them due to the 
higher density encoding. 
0530. In one embodiment a vehicle desiring a lane map or 
a more confident lane map may request from other vehicles 
their confidence level for one or more lanes. Then, the 
requesting vehicle may direct a request to the vehicle that 
responds with the most confident lane map, or, in the case of 
a tie, the lane map from the closest vehicle, or a vehicle that 
will be closest in the future. 
0531. As shown below in Table 14, a 3-bit confidence level 
may be used to compactly describe the confidence in a current 
lane map. The number of vehicles shown in the third column 
in the Table is one suggested embodiment. A lane map is not 
considered usable until it reaches a confidence level of two or 
higher. A level of seven indicates that the lane map comes 
from a government or other reliable, well-calibrated source. A 
value of Zero indicates that no confidence level for the lane 
has been determined. When a V2V transceiver receives con 
flicting lane information it must place the lane confidence at 
one, “influx.’ 

TABLE 1.4 

Lane Map Confidence Levels 

Min. 
Confidence Number of 

Meaning Level Vehicles 

Not determined O na 
In flux 1 na 
Possible 2 2O 
Low 3 100 
Moderate 4 500 
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TABLE 14-continued 

Lane Map Confidence Levels 

Min. 
Confidence Number of 

Meaning Level Vehicles 

High 5 2SOO 
Very high 6 12SOO 
Confirmed 7 na 

0532 FIG. 9 shows how transmitted location points may 
be built up to create a lane map. The dotted outlines with the 
arrows show potential lanes. 
0533. V2V transceivers constructing lane maps from 
vehicle locations in received V2V message should also record 
the speed and heading of each vehicle. A vehicle at a different 
heading than most other vehicles may be changing lanes or 
turning, and thus its transmitted locations, most likely, should 
not be used to define the lane. 
0534. As part of constructing the locations of lanes, main 
taining average speed and speed distribution provides signifi 
cant value. For example, this information allows a V2V trans 
ceiver to determine if a vehicle is travelling outside of a 
typical speed in a lane. Such a determination is an important 
factor in determining vehicle behavior sub-risk. Such infor 
mation also is assists the V2V system in making lane recom 
mendations. Some portions of some lanes may have a higher 
average speed, or generally more consistent speeds. For 
example, on some roads, the left lane may have to stop for 
vehicles waiting to make an unprotected left turn. On other 
roads, the right lane may slow frequently for vehicles to make 
right turns. Such as into driveways. A large variation in speeds 
Suggests increased vehicle spacing and increased vigilance. 
An example V2V recommendation is an audio recommenda 
tion to a driver to move into a faster lane; another example is 
a visual recommendation to a driver to move out of a slower 
lane. It the driver's goal, at the moment, is to conserve gas, an 
appropriate recommendation would be to move into the lane 
with the most consistent speed, on average. 
0535. Vehicle Elevation 
0536 There is a necessity for some vehicle elevation infor 
mation to be present in the system. If all locations or positions 
were merely projected on to a surface of the earth (“a sur 
face, rather than “the Surface, because more than one geo 
detic model is possible, thus there might be more than one 
'Surface') then on any type of non-grade-level crossing. Such 
as an overpass, the vehicles would appear to be passing 
through each other. Clearly, a V2V system must be able to 
distinguish non-grade-level traffic from grade-level traffic. 
Note that this applies to train, bicycle and pedestrian over 
passes and underpasses, too. 
0537. There are two specifically defined embodiments 
herein that address this issue. The first is to add vehicle 
elevation to position messages. Because elevation changes 
much slower than horizontal position, such message informa 
tion does not need to be sent ten times per second. The 
recommended time interval is once per second. A specific 
“elevation' message is provided for this purpose. The pre 
ferred format for this message is to provide a signed 10-bit 
number that represents the elevation of the transportation 
Surface (e.g. Street or path) in units of 10 cm from the nearest 
100 m interval above mean sea level, using the same geodetic 
system as for location. Thus, this number has a range of -51.2 
to +51.1 meters. 
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0538 A preferred embodiment is for vehicles to use a 
“consensus based averaging for elevation, similar to the 
consensus based averaging use to achieve consistent position 
coordinates. For those vehicles within range of a local sensor, 
a vehicle averages its own best computation of “true’ eleva 
tion with the transmitted elevation of nearby vehicles (cor 
rected for detected relative elevation differences in the Sur 
face), then uses this average in future transmissions. Vehicles 
should minimize the rate of change of elevation broadcasts 
due to consensus adjustments to avoid an artifact of apparent 
climbing or descending. The preferred maximum rate of 
elevation change due to such consensus adjustments is 0.1 
m/s/s. 
0539. The location on the transportation surface should be 
the same location used for position. For example, the eleva 
tion of the street under the front center of a vehicle. 
0540 Receiving vehicles should maintain a rate of rise (or 

fall) for each vehicle, as in the short term, this provides the 
best predictor. Also, at a critical distance for worrying about 
possible collisions, a street slope is in place for most under 
and over-passes. A receiving vehicle may also wish to average 
or consider the elevation received by vehicles in front of and 
to the sides of a given vehicle as away of judging the elevation 
or elevation change of a transportation Surface. 
0541 Vehicles should use an accelerometer, inclinometer, 
or other inertial navigation sensors to maintain a smooth 
continuum of elevation changes while moving. 
0542. A second preferred embodiment is to include eleva 
tion in lane information. For relatively linear lane (segments) 
a starting and ending elevation may be used, although a 
Bézier or B-spline point at each end is preferred. For most 
under- and over-passes, a small set of Bézier of B-spline 
curves in the vertical plane are preferred. Typically three such 
points (each with a center location and two control points), 
one at the maximum (or minimum) of the overpass (or under 
pass), plus one each at appropriately chosen side locations are 
adequate. The data in the Bézier of B-spline curves should use 
the same 10-bit format described above. 
0543. Note that the preferred embodiment for elevation is 
Sufficient to indicate curbs, potholes, speed bumps, and other 
permanent, temporary, intentional or accidental variations in 
Surface height. For the purposes of safety, high precision (say, 
1 cm) in not necessary in representing these objects, only that 
that exist. Thus, identifying an object (by type. Such as curb, 
pothole or speed bump), or simply as a lane discontinuity, 
using described data formats for either vehicle height or lane 
elevation, is supported in the described embodiments. For 
example, if a vehicle hits a pothole (recognizing that the 
pothole is most likely under a wheel, not in the center of the 
lane), it might choose to broadcast three elevation messages 
in Succession (say, 0.1 s apart) indicating the effective eleva 
tion change. Even with a single bit change (10 cm) receipt of 
Such a message sequence is a clear indication of the object. 
0544 Similarly, as a pedestrian steps off of a curb, a 
mobile device (a Smartphone, using, for example, its internal 
accelerometer) could broadcast that elevation change, allow 
ing V2V equipped vehicles (and mobile electronic devices 
receiving V2V messages) to record the curb. In this way, 
“curb maps' could be created easily, without the need for a 
government entity or third party to create and distribute Such 
a database. 
0545. The most preferred embodiment is the use of both 
elevation messages every second from vehicles plus elevation 
information included in all lane descriptions. 
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0546) Note that the “once per second transmission rate 
(or other predetermined rate) should have some dither 
imposed on the time interval, or at least randomly selected 
initial transmission time (within a one second window), so 
that such elevation messages to not tend to "clump' in time. 
0547. Note that vehicles may generate their own, internal, 
stored, set of non-grade-level crossings, in a minimal case, by 
observing that a number of vehicles appear (using Surface of 
the earth locations) to be passing through each other. 
(0548. Forwarding 
0549. In some embodiments, a message is “forwarded.” 
that is retransmitted by a recipient. When a message is for 
warded, the Forwarded Flag in the Flags field of the message 
header is set to one. There are two basic modes that limit the 
extent of forwarding: hop count and geographical distance. 
When a message is forwarded, the hop count is increased by 
one. When the hop count reaches a threshold, forwarding is 
stopped. Ideally, the hop count threshold is a function of the 
risk value and the message type. 
0550 The second mode to limit forwarding extent is use of 
geographical distance. When the distance between the loca 
tion in the message and the location of the potential forwarder 
exceeds a threshold, forwarding is not done. This mode has an 
advantage over hop count. Consider the case of an accident at 
the side of the road. There is oncoming traffic from both 
directions. Suppose the forwarding threshold is one kilome 
ter. The approaching traffic is continuously reducing its dis 
tance to the accident, while the receding traffic is increasing 
its distance. Therefore, there are likely to be more hops in the 
direction of the approaching traffic than in the direction of the 
receding traffic. This is appropriate, as the “one kilometer 
range' is relevant for its distance, not the arbitrary number of 
hops it took a caution message to reach a vehicle. 
0551. This example brings up another aspect of forward 
ing. The value of some messages is direction dependent. For 
a problem in a fixed road position, the value of a warning 
message is particularly relevant for approaching traffic, and 
less relevant to receding traffic. Note, however, that receding 
traffic serves a function as forwarding the message to oncom 
ing traffic, which otherwise might not receive the message at 
all. 
0552. However, if the warning is of a vehicle exceeding the 
average speed of vehicle. Such as might occur with an emer 
gency vehicle, or a high-speed chase, the warning is particu 
larly relevant to vehicles ahead of the message origination 
location. 

0553 Thus, a key embodiment is the use of direction 
dependent forwarding where the forwarding threshold is a 
function of the message type. We define “forward-flow for 
warding as forwarding in the direction of traffic flow, and 
“reverse-flow forwarding as forwarding in the direction 
opposite traffic flow. Similarly, we define “side-flow forward 
ing as forwarding that is neither forward-flow nor reverse 
flow. Originally, the direction of traffic flow is defined by the 
nature of the problem or the direction of the original sender 
(or proxy subject vehicle). Generally, this directionality 
should be preserved. However, forwarding by a vehicle mov 
ing in a different direction than the original transmitter may 
serve to effectively change the effective base direction of 
traffic flow for these labeling purposes. As core information 
includes Velocity, it is normally a simple matter to determine 
direction of forwarding. 
0554 All message forwarding introduces a potential prob 
lem of exponential growth. If all vehicles that receive a for 
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wardable warning retransmit the message, the number of 
retransmissions could grow rapidly. Thus, a mechanism 
needs to exist to limit the number of retransmissions. 

0555. The preferred embodiment for this mechanism is 
particularly elegant in the context of V2V. Forwarded mes 
sages should generally include the current location of the 
transmitting vehicle. The original message being forwarded 
contains the original location. Each vehicle listening to the 
forwardable or forwarded message knows its own location. 
Each listening vehicle computes the distance from the trans 
mitting vehicle to the message origination location. Each 
listening vehicle also computes the distance between itself 
and the message origination location. Finally, each listening 
vehicle also computes the angle formed by the forwarding 
vehicle to the originating location to the listening vehicle. If 
the forwarding vehicle is farther than the listening vehicle 
from the originating location, and the computed angle is less 
than a fixed threshold (such as 30') then the listening vehicle 
does not forward. In this sense, the forwardable message has 
already “passed by the listening vehicle. If the computed 
angle is more than the threshold, and there is no vehicle that 
has already forwarded the message farther away within (less 
than) the angle, then the listening vehicle forwards. This 
allows the message to be forwarded along each road leading 
to an intersection. 

0556. In addition, a listening vehicle may not forward if 
the number of copies of the forwardable message heard 
within a single basic time interval exceeds a threshold, such as 
three. 

0557 Consider the case of collision that just occurred in 
an intersection. The collision is detected by at least one 
vehicle (which may or may not be involved in the collision) 
and a message is sent with risk value 10 ("accident 
occurred’). This is a forwardable message. Say that there are 
fifteen cars within range of the transmitting vehicle. As the 
message has not yet been forwarded once, many of these 
vehicles will start to forward. Thus, the next basic time inter 
Val is likely to have multiple copies of the original message. 
This is appropriate both because of the urgency of the mes 
sage and the fact that each of the forwarding vehicles has a 
slightly different range. However, some of the close-in 
vehicles notice that the there are more than four copies in the 
basic time interval, so they do not need to “add their voice to 
the fray.” The forwarded messages are then used to compute 
distances and angles by all the vehicles in range of the all 
vehicles that generated the first forward. This might now be 
25 vehicles. The message will quickly propagate, with a mini 
mum number of duplications, up each road leading to the 
intersection. 

0558 Note that each message being forwarded has a lim 
ited lifetime. For example, Suppose a message has a forward 
limit of one mile and 15 hop counts (the limit could be either 
the lessor or the greater of these two limitations). If it is 
retransmitted 15 times, with a spacing of one basic time 
interval of 0.1 seconds, the message likely dies after 1.5 
seconds (assuming 15 forwards). However, the accident is 
still in the intersection, and is likely to be there for some time. 
As new vehicles approach the intersection, observe the 
obstruction, and do not detect any messages being broadcast 
about this obstruction, they will initiate an appropriate mes 
sage, which depending on the risk value in the message, will 
again be forwarded. Thus the overall system of this embodi 
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ment has a limited life for forwarded messages, but provides 
for regeneration of messages broadcasts risk using rapidly 
updated information. 
0559 Emergency vehicles have slightly different rules. 
For example, an emergency vehicle on a scene may continu 
ally broadcast warning messages, the same way that a road 
side barrier may continually transmit a warning. 
0560. There is an embodiment that uses a third method of 
limiting the lifetime of forwarded messages. This method 
uses time. If a message is time-stamped its forwarding life 
may be limited by age. A typical maximum age of a forwarded 
message is two seconds. 
0561. There is an embodiment that uses another method of 
limiting the number of duplicated forwarded messages. This 
method calculates a probability that other vehicles in range of 
the original transmitter are capable of forwarding. Then the 
vehicle chooses a random number threshold so as to reduce its 
own odds of forwarding, in order to achieve an overall aver 
age duplicate forwarding percentage. Each equipped vehicle 
is aware of the number of other vehicles within range. This 
number is used to create a probability of retransmission. For 
example, if there are ten vehicles in range, a reasonable esti 
mate of the number of possible forwarders is ten. Suppose the 
target number of duplicate forwarded messages is four. 
Therefore, on average, four of the ten possible forwarders 
should actually forward in the next basic time interval. If a 
random number range is between Zero and one, a retransmit 
threshold of 0.4 accomplishes this goal. Note that no forward 
ers are detected in the next basic time interval, the process is 
repeated. Thus the odds of no transmission of a forwarded 
packet for any length of time are Small. 
0562 Distance based forwarded packet lifetime limitation 

is the preferred embodiment, with hop-count the second pre 
ferred, and age-based the third. Note that all thresholds 
should be (but do not need to be) both risk-based and mes 
sage-type based and may also be based on other factors. A 
system may use hybrid lifetime limitation methods. 
0563 A preferred method of limiting duplicate forwarded 
messages is to the previously described first message in the 
basic time interval method, with the above statistical method 
less preferred. 
0564 Forwarded messages ideally contain both the origi 
nal information and information about the forwarding 
vehicle. However, that is not required. The information in the 
forwarded message may be far more urgent than a transmis 
sion of core information with a low risk value about the 
forwarding vehicle. The forwarding vehicle may “borrow' its 
own time slot to send the forwarded message. 
0565 Forwarded messages are usually sub-messages. 
Additional sub-messages may be included with the for 
warded Sub-message to identify forwarding information, if 
appropriate, such as hop count. 
0566 Hacking and Security 
0567 Hacking of any electronic V2V system is inevitable. 
Preferred embodiments include methods to identify improper 
use and record Such use in order to discourage, catch and 
prosecute hackers. We refer any abuse of a V2V system, any 
intentional false information or blocking of valid information 
as hacking. 
0568 One possible form of hacking is to hide a transmitter 
near a roadway that transmits invalid information. It the trans 
mitter broadcasts its correct location, then presumably find 
ing and stopping the hacker is straightforward. Vehicles could 
record the location of a possible hacker and forward that 
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information to authorities. Such activity is ideally completely 
automatic and involves no actions, knowledge or approval of 
the vehicle's occupants. 
0569. Thus, it seems unlikely that hackers wish to broad 
cast their correct location. Radio waves travel about one 
meter in 3 ns. The GPS time base is generally considered 
accurate to about 14 ns, but many V2V implementations will 
improve on this accuracy. Because the start of each time slot 
is fixed by the GPS time base at the transmitting vehicle, the 
distance from a transmitting vehicle to the receiving vehicle 
may be determined by timing the message frame within the 
time slot as seen by the receiving vehicle. For example, if the 
distance from the transmitting vehicle to the receiving vehicle 
is 200 meters, the frame will be delayed about 667 ns. 
0570. By timing received frames within the receive time 
slot, V2V receivers will generally be able to determine the 
approximate distance to the transmitter. If this distance is not 
within tolerances to the location being transmitted, there is a 
problem. The problem may be a hacker, or a failed V2V 
transmitter. Either way, this represents a significant risk to the 
network and information should be recorded and the risk 
broadcast. 
0571. A hacker may be sophisticated enough to also spoof 
the GPS time base, essentially setting his own transmit time. 
However, he can make this spoof work with receivers at 
disparate locations. For example, as a receive vehicle passes 
by a transmitter, the delay of the received frame in the receive 
time slot should get shorter until the two V2V transceivers are 
at a minimum distance, then get longer. Thus, even if a send 
ing time is spoofed, unless they are random, a receiver will be 
able to tell the “closest point to the hacker. The sending of 
random or arbitrary time delays is essentially a Smoking gun 
of hacked transmissions. 
0572 Wide spread alarm by all receivers that a hacker is 
within range should bring authorities, with directional receive 
antennas and other tools, quickly to the scene. 
0573. In a denial of service (DoS) attack, once vehicles are 
out of range of the hacker, they may easily send appropriate 
alarm messages. 
0574. Some people are concerned that a V2V system 
should be immune to hacking and provide Some level or 
sender confidentiality. Such concerns are seriously mis 
placed. 
0575 First, any electronic communication system is sub 

ject to abuse. We have email and phone spam. We have 
vehicles on the road today that are neither safe nor legally 
compliant nor insured. There are a great many ways to hack, 
spoof, or misuse ANY V2V system. Even if the communica 
tion protocol were bulletproof, which it cannot be, sensor 
input to the V2V systems is nearly trivial to spoof. Everything 
from GPS position to information from radar detectors to 
video feeds is easy to alter. Denial of service attacks and just 
plain jamming are trivial to implement. 
0576. The basis of public usability will be both legal rami 
fications to abuse; public acceptance of the system; and an 
understanding of the risks of abuse. People can now throw 
rocks at cars, dump nails on the Street, or shoot out signal 
heads. Yet, these events are quite rare. Therefore, it is not 
reasonable to expect that complex electronic protection will 
be either required or effective against intentional abuse 
designed to cause harm. 
0577 Vehicles are not anonymous. They are large, visible, 
and have license plates. Considering that every usable and 
valid V2V packet has a transmitter's location in it, it is a 
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simple matter to identify the transmitting vehicle through 
visible means. Other means, such as directional antennas or 
crowd-based or statistical identification may be used for a 
transmitter who attempts to illegally be invisible. Thus, there 
no little reason to add attempted anonymity into a packet. In 
fact, a sender ID may be highly valuable. The ID is easily 
done in a way that provides some control against abuse. Such 
as using hashed VIN numbers, or assigned ID numbers from 
a gov't agency, or using a built-in transmitter ID. Such iden 
tification numbers are difficult for a general consumer to 
trivially trace back to a specific individual. 
0578. Using the vehicle's location as its ID provides 
adequate ID for V2V application purposes. 
(0579. Recording and Encryption 
0580. In some embodiments, all messages transmitted or 
received are stored. In some embodiments, a fraction of all 
Such messages are stored. A preferred embodiment is storing 
a fraction of all transmitted and received messages that 
exceed a risk threshold. 
0581. In some embodiments, deletion of stored messages 
may be blocked except by a qualified technician or by the 
entering of a special code. For example, if an accident is 
detected, the storage of messages around the accident (both 
temporally near and spatially near) may be valuable in deter 
mining fault. Government based roadside transmitters or 
emergency vehicle based transmitters may instruct equipped 
vehicles, via a transmitted V2V message, to both store mes 
sages and to block deletion. 
0582. In order to maintain privacy of vehicle operators, 
stored messages may be encrypted. Public key cryptography 
may be used so that either the owner's private key, or a 
government entity’s private key, or both, are required to 
recover the cleartext messages. 
0583. It is sometimes valuable to send a message via the 
V2V system that the sender wishes only one particular recipi 
ent, or one particular recipient class, to be able to read. There 
is an encrypted Sub-message to Support this. The preferred 
embodiment is the use of intended recipients PLI public key 
to encrypt the message. Then, only the recipient (or the recipi 
ent class, such as a police department or public works), is able 
to decrypt the message using the recipient’s private key. 
0584. It is sometime valuable to send a message than may 
be authenticated. A signed message Sub-message format is 
available for that. The preferred embodiment is for the sender 
to generate a hash of a message combined with the senders 
private PKI key. A recipient may use the sender's public key 
to authenticate the message. 
0585 Messages may be both encrypted and signed. 
0586 Note, however, that the primary purpose of a V2V 
system is safety. The use of secret or private messages rarely 
contributes to public safety. PKI keys may be used directly 
with V2V messages, rather than the more complex, bi-direc 
tional steps used typically to implement virtual private net 
works (VPN), because the size and quantity of the messages 
is highly limited. The Sub-message formats for encryption 
and signing may be used in one-way and one-time transmis 
sions, with no advance activity between the parties required. 
PKI certificates are widely available. 
0587 Encrypted and signed messages, due to their neces 
sary length, should be sent class B messages. They may be 
linked to a class A or class C message by the use of vehicle 
location as an identifier. 

0588 Having access to information about the vehicles 
involved in a collision is valuable in determining fault, or 
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relative contributory fault, and also in shaping future safety 
elements and laws to improve future driving and road safety. 
0589 However, privacy concerns cause drivers and 
vehicle owners to wish to not have information about their 
driving history available to others. 
0590 A preferred embodiment provides a solution. Infor 
mation available to the V2V device is stored in encrypted 
form, using public key infrastructure (PKI), where the infor 
mation is encrypted using the public key of a law enforcement 
agency and the private key associated with the V2V device or 
its owner. This information may only be decrypted using the 
private key of the law enforcement agency. This means that 
the stored information is (a) only available to selected gov 
ernment parties and only after due process or Suitable regu 
lations restricting and controlling Such activity; and (b) the 
information is “signed by the private key, reducing the 
chance that the information has been placed in Storage 
fraudulently. For example, it would be difficult for police or a 
hacker to “plant' information in memory unless they had 
access to the associated private key. 
0591 Additional assured privacy is available if the infor 
mation encrypted is also encrypted by the public key of a third 
party, Such as an automobile manufacturer, an association 
representing the interests of drivers, or the driver's insurance 
company. To then decrypt the stored information requires the 
private keys of both the law enforcement agency and the third 
party. Such a process would generally be available only via a 
court order, assuring both full due process and additional 
safeguards against inappropriate decryption. 
0592 Traffic Signal Optimization 
0593. A V2V system, in embodiments described herein, 
has the ability to dramatically improve traffic flow in con 
gested area without the expense and land needed to build 
additional lanes or expensive air structures. 
0594. The basic operation consists of traffic signal con 

trollers (“signals') listening to V2V messages of vehicle 
approaching the intersection, then altering its timing for 
improved or optimized performance. Improved performance 
criteria may comprise (i) minimizing total vehicle delay; (ii) 
minimizing total person-minute delay; (iii) minimizing total 
fuel consumption; (iv) maximizing the total number of 
vehicles that pass through the intersection in a particular 
period of time; (v) providing differing quality of service 
(QoS) to different classes of vehicle: (vi) participating with 
other signals to optimize traffic flow over a wide area: (vii) 
combinations of these criteria and other criteria. 
0595 Prior art typically consists of a fixed length total 
cycle with binary lane sensors to control phase timing. While 
this technology is a large improvement over fixed phase tim 
ing, it is simply unable to optimize over a larger area, where 
the real strength of a V2V based signal optimization becomes 
significant. 
0596 Prior art signal engineering comprises counting 
vehicles to create a statistical foundation for the intersection 
design and signal timing. Phase timing is then adjusted by 
sensor primarily so that a phase does not stay green where 
there is no vehicle present to take advantage of that phase. 
0597. The preferred embodiment of this feature has the 
signal collect all the V2V messages for vehicles with range 
that are approaching the intersection. The signal then runs 
simulations of different timing patterns in order to find an 
optimum timing, base on the selected criteria for “optimum.” 
One improvement over prior art is variable length total cycle 
time. Another improvement is arbitrary phase sequencing. Yet 
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another improvement is lower “all red delay' and reduction of 
other inter-phase delays. The reason that prior art uses certain 
phase sequences and certain inter-phase delays is to assure 
that all of the vehicles from one phase have cleared the inter 
section before enabling (“turning green') the next phase. 
With V2V messages, the signal considers the location and 
speed of every vehicle clearing the intersection in order to 
turn on the Subsequent phase with an optimally short delay. In 
fact, the entire concept of a fixed length total cycle should be 
abandoned in favor of simulation based timing. A consider 
ation is the “worst case delay' that a single vehicle or pedes 
trian may have to wait. Such a consideration would be built 
into the signal-timing algorithm. Note however, that in Such 
an optimized traffic environment people, in general, will be 
willing to wait longer at a given signal if overall, their trip 
time is shortened. Note, also, that through V2V the exact time 
may be provided to the waiting driver, helping to avoid frus 
tration due to the delay. Yet another advantage is the shorten 
ing of the minimum phase time, based on the actual time it 
takes for vehicles or pedestrians to clear the intersection. 
0598. In one embodiment, a signal operates “stand-alone.” 
meaning it considers the V2V messages and optimization in 
the context of its own intersection. 
0599. In a preferred embodiment, adjacent signals com 
municate with each other their “proposed upcoming signal 
timing. Then, each signal re-computes its simulation based 
planning. It then communicates this revised plan to appropri 
ate adjacent signals. Multiple signals continue to simulate, 
plan, share, and adjust their proposed, then actual, timing in 
order to reach a more optimal overall timing than is possible 
to achieve in any isolated signal-timing scheme. 
0600. As people trained in the art will appreciate, such a 
system will develop patterns. For example, it may be common 
that a large group of vehicles passes through a series of lights 
unimpeded, only to be frequently stopped at a particular cross 
street. Drivers who frequent this area will then adapt their 
behavior to this pattern. They may slow, speed up, space 
themselves appropriately, or take different routes to take 
advantage of an expected pattern. 
0601 Thus, in the long run both the signals and drivers 
will evolve their behavior to provide increasingly optimized 
overall traffic flow. 
0602. The cost of implement V2V electronics, including 
the necessary Software and hardware to implement real-time 
simulations is very much less than cost of building additional 
lanes. 
0603 Improved traffic flow increases overall productivity 
in a Society, because less time is wasted in traffic. 
0604 Improved traffic flow improves the overall GDP of 
an economy by reducing the total amount of fuel used in that 
economy. 
0605 Proposed signal timing messages may comprise in 
part lane end-points and time stamps, both discussed else 
where herein. For example, one lane endpoint and two times 
tamps would indicate a proposed green phase for that lane. An 
additional field may comprise an expected vehicle count for 
that phase. If the lane enters the intersection the count indi 
cates the expected traffic to move from that lane into the 
intersection. If the lane exits the intersection the count indi 
cates the expected traffic flow out of the intersection in that 
lane. 
0606. In this way, a signal may communicate to adjacent 
signals its expected traffic flow for any lane for any period of 
time in the next 23 hours. Signals, may, if appropriate, for 
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ward this information to their own adjacent signals. In this 
way, traffic at a distance. Such as on an expressway, may be 
forward communicated to signals more than the direct V2V 
range away. 
0607 Time stamps less than an hour in the past indicate 
past (actual) flow. Time stamps from the present moment up 
to 23 hours in the future indicate expected flow. 
0608 Consider one scenario. A city has extensive cross 
town commuter traffic. Much of this traffic commutes to 
businesses within the city. The city desires to optimize the 
experience of employees and businesses within its borders. 
Thus, it implements priorities for the signals on Streets and 
expressways so that commute traffic to work in the morning 
and from work in the afternoon is provided with a higher QoS 
than either traffic in the opposite direction or cross-traffic. 
Considerable time delay and throughput improvement is pos 
sible with the embodiments described herein. 
0609 Similar scenarios apply to large events such as ball 
games, or students, faculty and staff entering and leaving a 
college campus. 
0610 Consider another scenario. Traffic heading north is 
given QoS preference from the hour to halfpast the hour, such 
as 8:00 to 8:30. Then traffic heading south is given preference 
for the second half of each hour. People will learn such QoS 
preferences, and in many cases be able to adjust their schedule 
to take advantage of the shorter and more comfortable travel 
experience. The QoS preference may be substantial. Such as 
no red lights at all, once a vehicle is synchronized with a block 
of moving vehicles. The additional delays to non-QoS traffic 
are nominal, because the total phase times at each intersection 
remain the same-only the synchronization is changed. 
0611 Prior art for intersection design uses fixed lane des 
ignations, such as straight through or turn lanes. The lane 
designations are typically designed in conjunction with phase 
planning. For example, if a particular lane is used for both left 
turn and straight through, then it is desirable to have a green 
left turn and a green straight on at the same time. 
0612 However, with the V2V-based simulation embodi 
ments as described, lane designations may be variable. Elec 
tronic signage may be used to indicate lane function, rather 
than painted arrows and fixed signs. In addition, V2V mes 
sages describing lane functions would be sent regularly (as 
govt provided lane maps) by the signal to vehicles, so that 
equipped vehicles would automatically know lane assign 
ments. In this way, considerably improved signal flow opti 
mization is possible. The cost of electronic signage is far less 
than the cost of building additional lanes. 
0613. In many areas, traffic flow changes dramatically 
with different times of the day or different days of the week. 
Earliest in the day are commercial delivery vehicles, then 
commuters going to work and parents dropping off kids at 
schools. Then, there is a lull, followed by shoppers, then 
afternoon rush hour. Then, people go to restaurants or the 
aters. Prior art intersection design is unable to accommodate 
these variations in traffic flow. The real-time simulations and 
optimizations discussed in embodiments herein does adapt to 
these daily fluctuations. 
0.614 Signals may request and use predictive movement 
messages, discussed below. 
0615 Table 15 below shows one embodiment of a dataset 
that describes a planned, current, proposed, or past signal 
phase for one lane. Typically a message could contain a 
message length, or number of lanes in the message, then as 
many of these datasets as necessary. There could be up to one 
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dataset for every lane entering and leaving the intersection. 
The eight flags are reserved. Flags may be used to indicate 
protected V. unprotected turns, for example. A flag may be 
used to indicate a closed lane. For each lane, an end-point, 
typically at the boundary of the intersection is provided, using 
the standard two Location fields described above, herein. Two 
timestamps mark the start and end of a phase, when the light 
is “green” for that direction, in essence. Then the lane type is 
provided using standard lane type encoding, and aheading for 
the lane using standard heading encoding. The lane type and 
heading are not strictly necessary, but are convenient in 
removing ambiguity. There is also and advantage to vehicles 
monitoring these messages, as discussed below. The Vehicle 
count contains a 10-bit unsigned integer. 

TABLE 1.5 

Dataset for Signal Lane Traffic Flow 
Signal Lane Traffic Flow Dataset 

Field Name Size in bits Format 

Flags 8 
Location N-S lane end point 24 
Location E-W lane end point 24 
Start time stamp 32 
End time stamp 32 
Lane type 8 
Heading 10 
Vehicle Count 10 

Subtotal bits per lane-phase 148 

0616) In one embodiment V2V equipped vehicles listen to 
signals broadcasting the upcoming phase timing, using the 
above message format. The V2V transponder and the driver 
use this information to optimize behavior approaching a sig 
nal. For example, knowing when the light will turn green 
allows a vehicle to choose a speed that avoids a stop and then 
an immediate start. Or, knowing that the light will turnyellow 
shortly allows a driver to begin slowing. Or, knowing that the 
light will turn yellow shortly allows a driver to potentially 
speed up to just make the light while staying with legal and 
safe speeds. Alternatively, a driver may change lanes into a 
faster lane in order to make the green light. The V2V system 
might Suggest Such actions to the driver, or perform them 
automatically. 
0.617. In one embodiment the information in the above 
Table is also used by vehicle to know the current function of 
a particular lane. This is particularly valuable for signalized 
intersections where lane functions are dynamic. 
0618. In one embodiment the information if the above 
Table constitutes lane calibration information. By providing 
an exact location (the center) of a lane, and the lane type, and 
exact lane heading, vehicles passing through the intersection 
may calibrate their own positions. All vehicles will then be 
fully position calibrated. If V2V equipped vehicles have lane 
maps, they may fully calibrate at least one end-point of each 
lane terminating at that intersection, the lane type, and the 
lane heading. 
0619. In another embodiment, the first time stamp may be 
shortened to 20 bits, encoding tenths of a second from 0:00: 
000 for the start of the phase; while the second time stamp is 
shortened to 12 bits, indicating the number of tenths of a 
second the phase lasts. The message comprises the location in 
24-bit/24-bit format for the center of the intersection, then, all 
lane end-points are offsets from the center point in signed 
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12-bit format. These two changes for this embodiment 
shorten the data set from 148 bits to 92 bits. 
0620 Predictive Vehicle Movement 
0621. In one embodiment, V2V vehicles estimate the 
future movement of the vehicle. There are two modes for 
doing this. In one mode, a route or destination has been 
programmed into the navigation system in the vehicle. Typi 
cally, the driver will follow the navigation plan and com 
mands. In a second mode, the vehicle has traveled this route 
multiple times in the past. The route taken most frequently is 
then the route predicted. Time of day or day of week may be 
a consideration in making this determination. 
0622 Note that these predicted movements are prior to an 
intersection, or, typically, prior to entering a turn lane. 
0623 There are at least three uses for this predictive move 
ment data. First, other vehicles may take advantage of these 
predictions to plan their own lane changes or other behavior, 
such as slowing down (particularly when behind a driver who 
slows to turn, but fails to signal). Second, vehicles may use 
these predictions to improve the behavior of the driver of the 
vehicle. Such as automatic deployment of turn signals. Third, 
signals may use this information to closely estimate the num 
ber of vehicles desiring each light phase and the location of 
those vehicles, in advance of finalizing phase timing. 
0624 The data required to predict movement as described 
in this embodiment is particularly compact. As shown below 
in Table 16, only 24bits are required. The Future lane type is 
selected to pick an appropriate lane for the expected move 
ment, such as a turn lane or straight through lane. Such a lane 
might not actually exist at the intersection, but intent is clear. 
The next field encodes the distance from the vehicle to the 
movement. The units are meters. Up to one km may be 
encoded. Typically, this is the distance to the next intersection 
(based on the vehicle location at the end of the basic time 
interval in which this sub-message is transmitted). However, 
in some cases, such as a driveway, this distance may not be the 
distance to an intersection. 
0625. Note that such movement of the vehicle is not man 
datory it is merely being predicted by the V2V transponder. 
Note that the location, direction and speed of the vehicle are 
known, as these are core vehicle data. 
0626 Predictive Movement sub-messages may be broad 
cast in advance of a turn, or upon request. 

TABLE 16 

Predictive Movement Sub-message Format 
Predictive Movement Sub-message 

Field Name Size in bits Format 

Sub-message type 6 value = 18 
Future lane type 8 lane type 
Distance 10 integer 

leters 

Total Bits in Sub-message 24 

0627 Vehicles Optimizing to Learned Signal Timing 
0628. In one embodiment an equipped vehicle learns the 
timing of traffic signals. This learned traffic signal timing 
information is stored. Stored traffic signal timing information 
may be transmitted via V2V messages. Stored traffic signal 
timing may be uploaded to an internet cloud using a non-V2V 
communication means. Ideally, such stored traffic signal tim 
ing information is used as part of the V2V transceiver's risk 
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assessment computation. Many modern traffic lights operate 
on a fixed cycle time using GPS for a time-base and 12:00am 
as a starting point for the cycles. By observing one full signal 
light cycle it is often possible to calculate all of the times 
throughout the day when the light is going to change. Thus the 
V2V transceiver will often be able to compute ahead of time 
if a light is going to change from red to green, or green to 
yellow. More sophisticated timing parameters of a traffic 
signal may be determined by observation. For example, the 
sequence of “phases in a signalized intersection are usually 
fixed. This sequence may usually be learned by observing one 
complete cycle. Knowing the phase sequence allows a more 
accurate prediction of the next phase. For example, observing 
a yellow light in a previous phase, or observing moving traffic 
in that phase come to a stop at the intersection indicates that 
a green light for the next phase is imminent. As a second 
example, a minimum green time and a maximum green time 
for a phase is a common limitation. The minimum green time 
may be observed if only a single vehicle is available to take 
advantage of a green light in a phase. The maximum green 
time may be observed if there is heavy traffic in a phase, but 
the light changes from green to yellow anyway. The knowl 
edge of maximum green time for a direction that a vehicle is 
headed may provide a “stale green” warning that permits an 
accurate computation of the exact time that the light will turn 
yellow. With this information, the V2V system of this 
embodiment is able to provide clues to a driver to prepare to 
stop, speed up to make the green, change lanes to make the 
green, or other useful information. With this information the 
V2V system of this embodiment may be able to compute a 
high-risk situation earlier, Such as a vehicle approaching a 
stale green light at high speed. Similarly, the V2V system of 
this embodiment may be able to observe a vehicle approach 
ing an intersection at high-speed in a cross Street or oncoming 
lane, with the knowledge that the vehicle will not be able to 
stop in legal time, even though the signal light(s) visible to 
that high-speed vehicle are not visible to the V2V system. 
0629 Parking, Courtesy Messages and Gateways 
0630 Parking lot information is shared between V2V 
equipped vehicles, adding to the immediate perceived value 
to owners and encouraging rapid penetration. 
0631 “Courtesy messages” are fully supported to add 
value to the system and Support more complex improvements 
in overall safety. 
0632 Courtesy of drivers is a fundamental aspect of 
safety. Courtesy sets a standard of behavior that other people 
follow. The courtesy of using turn signals provide an accurate 
and advance indication of vehicle behavior. The courtesy of 
not blinding oncoming drivers by failing to lower high beams 
avoids blinding those drivers. Operating a vehicle in high 
courtesy conditions reduces driver stress. 
0633 Embodiments of this V2V system provide methods 
and capabilities of encouraging polite behavior. 
0634) “Courtesy messages” are generally in the non-safety 
message class, even though they contribute to safety. Some 
behaviors may generate both a courtesy message and increase 
risk values. 
0635 Consumer Reports magazine, in their April, 2012 
issue, page 13, identified the top 20 complaints about rude 
drivers. Having encodings for these 20 complaints and the 
ones following cover a large fraction of all rude driving 
behavior. The complaints are, from highest complaint rate to 
the lowest: texting on a cellphone while driving; able-bodied 
drivers parking in handicapped spaces; tailgaters; drivers who 
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cut you off speeding and Swerving in and out of traffic; taking 
up two parking spaces; talking on a cellphone while driving; 
not letting you merge into a lane; not dimming high-beams 
when approaching; not using turn signals; slow drivers in the 
passing lane; jaywalkers stepping in front of your car; exces 
sive horn honking; slowing down to rubberneck at accidents; 
not turning on lights when its raining or at dusk, drivers who 
are indecisive about where to turn; slow drivers who won't 
pull over on a two-lane road; not going when the light turns 
green; bicyclists who don't let you go by; cranking up the 
radio Volume. Additional courtesy messages could include: 
not pulling completely in to parking spaces; taking up more 
than one traffic lane; stopped in a parking lot isle, rather than 
moving; vehicles that fail to yield to bicycles; vehicles that do 
not stay fully within lane markers often driving partially on a 
shoulder or bicycle lane); passing in the parking lane; non 
functioning brake lights; unsafe loads; not moving to the right 
when moving slower than other traffic; using HOV lanes 
improperly; using bus lanes improperly; driving too fast in a 
parking lot; Sticking into a traffic lane. 
0636. In some embodiments detection of some rude 
behavior and sending of courtesy messages is automatic 
within the V2V system. 
0637. However, often it is the driver or passenger who 
detects the rude behavior. Often the decision to send a cour 
tesy message should be up to the driver's discretion, not up to 
the automatic algorithms in the V2V system. 
0638. Thus, it is necessary for the driver to provide two 
basic inputs to the V2V system regarding courtesy messages. 
One input is identification of the vehicle that courtesy mes 
sage concerns. The second input is the rude behavior to be 
identified in the courtesy message. 
0639 Hand gestures of the driver are a preferred embodi 
ment for the first input. Such as pointing at a vehicle. 
0640 Voice identification of the courtesy message is a 
preferred embodiment for the second input. The two inputs 
maybe provide by the driver or passenger in any order, or at 
the same time. 
0641 An alternative embodiment for entering one or more 
courtesy message inputs is via a touch screen. 
0642 An alternative embodiment for entering one or more 
courtesy message inputs is via an app on a personal mobile 
electronic device. 
0643 Courtesy messages received are stored, in one 
embodiment. Such messages received may be used for sev 
eral purposes. One such purpose is feedback to the driver so 
that the driver may improve his or her future driving courtesy. 
Another such purpose is to provide a parent with quantitative 
indications of their child's driving performance. Another 
Such purpose is for use in driver training. Another such pur 
pose is by a court, which may require Such information as part 
of a penalty, or to assure conformance to a court order. 
Another Such purpose is by a court to analyze the recent 
behavior of a driver just prior to an accident. Another such 
purpose is by an insurance company, which may provide a 
preferred rate for drivers that meet certain thresholds as deter 
mined at least partially by Such stored courtesy messages. 
0644. Note that some courtesy messages may be positive 
in nature. For example, a vehicle in heavy traffic that stops to 
allow another vehicle to enter a crowed lane. Another 
example is a vehicle that stops in heavy traffic to permit a turn 
or cross traffic across his lane. Another example is a vehicle 
that yields in a situation where the right-of-way is uncertain or 
unusual. Another example is a vehicle that stops prematurely 
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in order to assure that a cross-lane remains clear, perhaps 
when a light ahead changes to red. 
0645. In one embodiment the driver may signal a warning, 
called a “driver-initiated warning.” This could be via button 
on the steering wheel, easily accessed like a horn. This warn 
ing indicates that the driver sees either a vehicle or road 
condition that the driver views as risky. In one embodiment, 
when this warning is initiated by the driver, the transmitting 
vehicle transmits proxy information on the identified risk 
causing vehicle, along with the indication that a driver warn 
ing was given. For example, a driver may see another driver 
talking on her cellphone, or turning away from an observant 
driving position. A driver-initiated warning may also be 
“automatically’ generated by any emergency action, includ 
ing but not limited to: using the horn, Swerving, Sudden brak 
ing, unusually fast acceleration, rough road Surface, slippery 
road Surface, use of dynamic traction control or anti-skid 
braking control, detection of an accident, deployment of air 
bags, or use of emergency flashers. Adriver-initiated warning 
is an example of a courtesy message. The Subject vehicle may 
be equipped. By proxying such a subject vehicle, with the risk 
identified, constitutes one form of a courtesy message. 
0646. In one embodiment, if a receiving vehicle receives a 
driver-initiated warning from more than one vehicle, the 
receiving vehicle upgrades its internal risk assessment. This 
mode is, in a sense, a "crowd-sourced warning to other 
drivers of an unsafe local condition. 

0647. Several variations of V2V protocol apply to parked 
vehicles. First, vehicles in a parking lot should generally 
continue to monitor received V2V messages. When a nearby 
vehicle is detected that is moving (rather than parked), trans 
mission should resume as normal. If there has been no nearby 
moving vehicle for a while, Such as five or ten seconds, the 
parked vehicle may change into “parking lot mode. In this 
mode the vehicle makes an occasional transmission of its 
location, such as once every five seconds. Interval class B 
should be used for these parking lot mode transmissions. A 
reasonable distance for this “nearby threshold is 20 meters 
for slow moving vehicles (less than 10 m/s). If there are fast 
moving vehicles nearby (greater than or equal to 10 m/s) then 
the “nearby threshold should be increased to the normal 
range. 

0648. Another change in parking lot mode is reduced 
power. In a large parking lot, where all nearby vehicle are 
parked or moving slowly, range may be restricted by lowering 
power. 

0649 Broadcast Versus Point-to-Point 
0650. It is worth discussion how the current V2V safety 
notification system works compared to any proposed V2V 
safety system. 
0651. The current system is based on two communication 
technologies: the horn and the siren. Both are broadcast: 
everyone within audible range hears a horn or siren. There is 
one level of risk. Either a horn is on or not. 

0652 There are perhaps two bits of information in such a 
broadcast. A horn toot may be short, medium or long. In 
general, a short toot indicates a courtesy; a medium toot 
indicates a non-critical problem; a long toot indicates a seri 
ous safety alert. Sirens often have two modulations: one for 
when the emergency vehicle is braking, and one when it is not 
braking. 
0653. This prior art system has functioned effectively on 
every continent for over 100 years. 
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0654 Some V2V systems proposed are filled with infor 
mation and features extraneous to the V2V application. Such 
information as privacy, security, authentication, MAC 
addresses, IPv6 addresses, and point-to-protocol establish 
ment and teardown are unnecessary and add overhead, cost, 
complexity, delay, and obscurity. Such unnecessary and inap 
propriate features consume important bandwidth, delay 
receipt of critical messages, are fundamentally neither real 
time nor deterministic, and will significantly delay introduc 
tion, acceptance, deployment and use, thus negating the entire 
purpose of V2V systems. 
0655 Time Base and Timestamps 
0656. The preferred embodiment for a time base is Coor 
dinated Universal Time (UTC). There are known corrections 
to convert from GPS time to UTC. GPS time is generally 
considered accurate to about 14 ns. 
0657 Zero time of the basic time interval, which also 
determines the timing for time slots, begins at 12:00:00am 
GMT. This resets to zero every 24 hours. Time units for time 
stamps also reset to Zero the same way. 
0658 Time stamps, when used, have a resolution of one 
millisecond (ms). There are 86,400,000 ms in 24 hours. A 
32-bit integer is used in a time stamp to represent the number 
of ms that have elapsed since 12:00:00 am GMT. Note that 
time stamps are unaffected by time Zones and Daylight Sav 
ings Time. 

TABLE 17 

Time Stamp Sub-message Format 
Time Stamp Sub-message 

Field Name Size in bits Format 

Sub-message type 6 value = 25 
Time stamp in ms since 0:00:00 32 unsigned 

integer 

Total Bits in Sub-message 38 

0659 Most messages to not need a time stamp. There is an 
“implied time stamp.” which is used for all messages that do 
not contain an explicit times stamp. The preferred embodi 
ment for the implied time is the end of the basic time interval 
in which the message is sent. The implied time stamp is an 
important and novel part of most embodiments. 
0660 Thus, ALL messages (without different time 
stamps) received in a basic time interval have data valid at the 
SAME time. This is a major advantage for computing future 
trajectories and possible collisions. 
0661 There is a second advantage of this embodiment. 
The core information of location and Velocity does not com 
municate, typically, all of the information available to a trans 
mitting vehicle. For example, it does not include acceleration, 
braking, or turning. Thus, typically, a transmitting vehicle has 
“better information about its own future trajectory than is 
contained in a core data message. The use of a future time (the 
end of the current time interval) allows the transmitting 
vehicle to make a more informed estimate of the likely loca 
tion, Velocity and heading at that future time, and transmit that 
information. 
0662. There is a third advantage to this embodiment. A 
vehicle will have sensors and processing electronics or soft 
ware for the raw data from those sensors. Different imple 
mentations will result in different delays of this information 
to the V2V transceiver. By setting a definitive future point in 
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time, each implementation may make its own internal adjust 
ments, compensations, corrections, estimates and computa 
tions (collectively, “adjustments') to produce its best possible 
prediction for the implied time stamp. The ability of the 
transmitting vehicle to make these adjustments will always be 
Superior to a receiving vehicle attempting to make the same 
adjustments. 
0663 There is yet a fourth advantage to this embodiment. 
The underlying motion model for the preferred embodiment 
of this invention is that each vehicle makes a linear motion 
during each basic time interval. This linear motion is pre 
cisely the continuation of the core data, include acceleration 
(forward or turning) based on recent messages. That is, start 
ing at the location transmitted, at the speed transmitted, at the 
heading transmitted, for the next 0.1 seconds (or the actual 
basic time interval), adjusted for constant acceleration. In 
Some cases, the transmitting vehicle knows that this compu 
tation model will not produce an accurate result for the next 
0.1 seconds. For example, the vehicle is just entering emer 
gency braking mode. A transmitting vehicle has the option of 
adjusting the core data transmitted so that it will produce the 
“most accurate' result for the end of the basic time interval 
FOLLOWING the current basic time interval. 
0664) A fifth advantage to this embodiment is that as V2V 
systems evolve and become more Sophisticated, this embodi 
ment permits “better information to be transmitted in a mes 
sage with no loss of compatibility to older V2V transceivers, 
no additional bandwidth, and no changes to the communica 
tions specification. 
0665. This is the mechanism by which more sophisticated 
calculations—taking into account acceleration, deceleration, 
skidding, turning, and other factors may be communicated, 
while keeping the core transmitted information simple and 
Succinct. 
0.666 Note the transmitting vehicle is not obligated to 
make these Sophisticated estimates and changes to transmit 
ted core data. It may simply transmit its most accurate loca 
tion, speed and heading as of the end of the current basic time 
interval. 
0667 V2V transmitters may not change core data to rep 
resent “expected information for more than one basic time 
interval into the future. 
0668. Note that if a V2V transceiver desires to send infor 
mation that is accurate as of a different time than the implied 
time stamp, it must include an explicit time stamp in a mes 
Sage. 
0669. Note also that a V2V transceiver may adjust its 
transmitted risk value based on information not contained in 
the same or related V2V message. One example is that a 
vehicle is expected to come to a complete stop prior to a near 
collision. Another example is a vehicle that is not expected to 
maintain expected motion, perhaps because it is in skid dur 
ing a sharp left turn. A third example concerns a vehicle that 
has an immediate vehicle history suggesting a drunk driver. 
At the moment, the vehicle's core information is low risk. 
However, the vehicle's immediate history suggests that the 
driver may not stay the lane, or may not respond properly to 
a traffic light. Thus, risk value adjustment is another method 
of transmitting “additional information over a V2V system. 
0670 XML Enhancements 
0671. In one embodiment V2V messages are enhanced by 
using XML to add information. XML consists basically of a 
field name followed by a field value. In this way, receiving 
vehicles that "know that field’ can use the information and 
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vehicles that “don’t know that field’ can either ignore the 
information or put it on a display for the driver or passengerto 
See. 

0672 XML may be used in sub-message types that encode 
a length. In such messages, an embodiment uses a 28-bit field 
comprised of four, 7-bit ASCII characters to describe the 
contents of the sub-message. This field follows immediately 
after the Sub-message type field. For Sub-message containing 
XML, the four ASCII characters in this field are: “XML. 
0673 
0674. In one embodiment the transmitting vehicle trans 
mits the number of vehicle occupants, determined by an algo 
rithm that considers: weight in the seat, change of weight to 
Zero (normalized, for example, because a child car seat may 
be semi-permanent) when the car is turned off (driver leaves), 
seatbelt on, and door opened. Also, this number of occupants 
is displayed to the driver. An alternate method to determine 
number of vehicle occupants is to use a camera inside the 
vehicle or to use an IR detector. Number of occupants is 
useful for determination of HOV+ and carpool lane compat 
ibility and fare computation. 
0675. The Vehicle Information sub-message comprises a 
number-of-occupants field. 
0676 In one embodiment roadside V2V transmitters 
transmit a message requesting that vehicles transmit number 
of occupants. Such a message is a Data Request Sub-message 
type. 
0677 Another embodiment tracks when there is a child in 
the car, but no adult. If the child is left too long, a high-risk 
message is sent, asking for assistance. A first message may be 
a text message, email or phone call to the owner or adult 
previous occupant of the vehicle (known, because the cell 
phone was linked to the onboard Bluetooth system), and then 
after an additional delay, to emergency response personnel. 
Every year, children are accidentally abandoned in vehicles. 
This feature significantly minimizes the danger or such an 
accidental abandonment. This feature provides a V2V pur 
chase motivation. 

0678. There is a good reason to have an inside-the-vehicle 
video camera associated with the V2V system. This video 
camera may be used to identify hand gestures from either the 
driver or another occupant, and use those hand gestures to 
identify a specific vehicle using Such a natural gesture a 
pointing. Such a gesture may be used to identify a particular 
vehicle engaging in a high-risk activity, Such as the driver 
using a cellphone unsafely, or to identify a particular vehicle 
for a directed courtesy message. Such as "your brake lights are 
not working, or for another purpose. 
0679 Hand gestures may also be used to request a particu 
lar action. For example, “follow that car,” or “take that park 
ing space. 
0680 
0681. It is possible to have location references that are 
more accurate than a vehicle with a GPS. As one example, a 
government agency may place a fixed roadside transmitter 
with an absolute known location to an accuracy of one cm. 
This roadside transmitter should not be transmitting an off 
set—it should transmit its known location, and not participate 
in the location consensus algorithm. However, its transmitted 
location WILL be included in the location consensus algo 
rithm of all vehicles for which it is in range and in sight. This 
will tend to rapidly pull the offsets of all such vehicle toward 
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this highly accurate V2V transceiver. In this instance this 
V2V transceiver is acting as a “location beacon.” broadcast 
ing a true location. 
0682. In order for the beacon to work, it has to have a 
corresponding target that is in sight of vehicles in range. We 
would ideally like this target to be visible to both vision and 
sonar sensors. We would ideally like the beacon target be easy 
to see with these sensors and easy to determine and accurate 
relative position. 
0683. A preferred embodiment of such a beacon target is 
curved metal sign, up high enough so that many vehicles can 
see it at once. It is curved that the vector normal to the surface 
faces each portion of traffic that can see the target. It is metal 
so that sonar (or radar) will reflect well. The preferred target 
comprises a set of black and white vertical stripes, where the 
white is reflective. Such stripes are particularly easy to elec 
tronically align when viewed by two or more video cameras 
So as to be able to compute the distance using parallax. The 
reflective white stripes permit the sign to be seen by cameras 
at night. A vehicle video system to determine distance may 
use an infrared illuminator to assistin seeing the sign. Such an 
illuminator will not interfere with other driver's vision. 
0684 FIG.10 show two such embodiments. An alternative 
embodiment is a sphere, or a portion of a spherical Surface, 
not shown in the Figure. 
0685. Note that a single target, which might be cylindrical 
in shape, might be hung near the middle of an intersection. 
This target in conjunction with its broadcasting V2V location 
beacon serves to "calibrate' the locations of all the vehicles 
that pass through the intersection, Subject to some consensus 
drift time. Because it can be seen by many vehicles, it will be 
included in a large number of match sets, for a relatively long 
period of time. Thus, it will have a much larger overall impact 
on improving consensus than a typical single vehicle, even if 
that vehicle had its own perfect geolocation information. 
0686. An alternative place to put a target is on an existing 
traffic light pole, facing traffic in only one direction. This 
allows the target to be larger, because the depth of the curve is 
much less than for a cylinder of the same size. 
0687 Consider the situation of a known, very dangerous 
intersection. A city or state could place a target and beacon on 
each approach to the intersection, perhaps half a blockaway. 
These beacons would serve to "calibrate' all of the equipped 
vehicles approaching the intersection. All equipped vehicles 
approaching the intersection from all directions would then 
be converged (typically) by the time they reach the intersec 
tion. This avoids the potential problem of different groups of 
vehicles that might be converged on different offsets that do 
not have time to see and converge with each other. 
0688. It is worth noting that if a large number of vehicles 
can see each other, the underlying geolocation system may be 
quite crude, for example, with worse accuracy that typical for 
GPS. The vehicles will still converge effectively. 
0689. It is also worth noting that if the geolocation system 

is reasonably accurate and reasonable consistent, that only a 
few vehicles need to be sight of each other occasionally for 
the consensus algorithm to be effective. In this case the con 
sensus averaging, when it does occur, may be viewed as 
“calibration' steps that make occasional corrections to the 
underlying geolocation data. 
0690. It is worth noting, that, in general, the cruder the 
underlying geolocation system, the faster the convergence 
rate should be. In some implementations, it may be desired to 
have no limit offset drift factor. In this case, two vehicles that 
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come into range and sight of each other need only one basic 
time interval to average their two offsets and reach consensus. 
In general. Such a feedback system with no damping may 
experience oscillations or other instability. 
0691 Consider the following scenario: on a long moun 
tain road that runs roughly north-south, vehicles are moving 
steadily but sparsely on both directions. For the most part, 
vehicles traveling in each direction do not see the other 
vehicles traveling in the same direction. Consider that all the 
northbound vehicles have a starting offset of Zero. Consider 
that the all the southbound vehicles have a starting offset of 
100 (no units). As each northbound vehicle passes each south 
bound vehicle the two vehicles are in sight of each other long 
enough to converge on the average value of their two offsets. 
The lead northbound vehicle will soon have an offset close to 
100, because it keeps averaging its increasing offset with 100. 
The lead southbound vehicle will soon have an offset close to 
Zero because it keeps averaging its offset with Zero. The 
trailing vehicles in both directions will approach an offset of 
50. 

0692 What is the effect of this scenario? The lead vehicles 
will have an offset very close to the offset of the vehicles 
approaching from the other direction. That means that V2V 
messages suggesting a collision may occur (perhaps because 
one vehicle has drifted over the center line) will be accurate. 
The trailing vehicles in both groups, who now both have 
offsets near 50, will also be in close convergence. Thus, the 
most dangerous situation—traffic from opposite directions 
colliding is avoided to the extent possible due to any V2V 
system. This is true even though none of the approaching 
pairs of vehicles has yet to directly converge location with 
each other. Also consider that the offset differences between 
sequential vehicles in any one direction are Small. Thus, as 
two such vehicles approach each other, perhaps because the 
rearward vehicle is being driven faster than the forward 
vehicle, their initial offsets are small and will quickly con 
Verge. Thus, V2V messages in this scenario are effective even 
though traffic is sparse and vehicles are only rarely in range of 
each other. 

(0693. It is a preferred embodiment to improve on GPS 
coordinates by using the vehicle's heading and speed sensors. 
Typically, a vehicle's speed information (for the speedom 
eter) comes from wheel rotation. The accuracy of this sensor 
varies with temperature, tirepressure, and tire wear. However, 
those slowly varying accuracy shifts may be largely corrected 
by comparing the speedometer speed to the computed speed 
over long distances with the GPS coordinates. Thus, the GPS 
may easily calibrate the local speed sensor. 
0694. However, GPS coordinates are subject to relatively 
short-term, sudden shifts. The use of the heading and now 
accurate speed from the vehicles local sensors may be used to 
significantly reduce the effect of the “noisy” GPS coordi 
nates. This may be done via averaging or other well-known 
means. If a GPS signal is weak or missing, Such as in a tunnel, 
the locally computed speed and heading make an excellent 
short-term substitution. 

0695 Inexpensive digital compasses today have short 
term errors of roughly one-half degree. These errors are typi 
cally reduced considerably by averaging. The heading of a 
long road, on a digital map, is effectively far more accurate 
than one-half degree. Thus, while the local speed sensor in a 
vehicle may be quite accurate (when calibrated as described 
above), the use of a known location on a known road most 
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likely provides a more accurate location than using a typical 
digital compass, for some distances. 
0696. Thus, a preferred embodiment is to use map-based 
location as away to enhance location computation when GPS 
signals are unavailable or untrusted. 
0697 Position encoding, in one embodiment, is described 
above. Two, 24-bit fields are used to provide a resolution on 
the surface of the earth of one centimeter. This position 
encoding may be use for more than identifying the position of 
a subject vehicle. 
0698 Sets of position points may be used to define a line 
segment, polygon, or area. A curve line segment may be 
defined, for a lane as an example, by adding B-spline or 
Bézier curve information to a set of position points. Areas are 
useful to define risk areas, intersection boundaries, parking 
areas, property, etc. Cubic Bézier curves are the preferred 
embodiment for encoding lanes. A preferred embodiment is 
to provide a set of points on the lane. For each lane point, a 
control point is also defined and coded using the same posi 
tion encoding as for the lane point. The set of lane points and 
control points may then be Huffman encoded, if desired, for 
improved data density. 
0699 
0700. In some embodiments, it is useful to have license 
plate recognition. License plate recognition may be use to 
associate a particular V2V message received with a specific 
vehicle. License plate recognition may be helpful for authori 
ties in regulating or responding to unsafe or illegal behavior, 
or invalid use of the V2V system. License plate recognition 
may be helpful to the authorities in finding witnesses to illegal 
activity. Please review the section herein on recording and 
encryption, which relates to the license plate capture. 
0701. In one embodiment a vehicle may request to other 
vehicles in range to capture the license plate of target vehicle 
at a particular location. This is useful if the first vehicle is not 
able to see or read the license plate of the target vehicle. In this 
case, all vehicles in range should use video capture and 
license plate recognition to attempt to capture the license 
plate of the target vehicle, and reply with this information, via 
either a broadcast or a directed message, to the requestor, if 
such capability is available. In this way, it is likely that both 
front views and back views of the target vehicle will be 
captured. The V2V transponders in so responding may, 
optionally, sign this information with their PKI key to assure 
authenticity, should this be required. 
0702 License plate capture and recognition is also pre 
ferred as an automatic response to Network Warning sub 
messages. 

0703 
0704. In some embodiments, a visible light is used, in 
addition to a broadcast of a high priority message. For 
example, a roof-mounted Strobe light could fire in conjunc 
tion with a message being sent at risk value 8 or greater. This 
light has several advantages. It provides a secondary warning 
to all drivers who can see the light that a very serious risk is 
immediate. This warning is visible to drivers who are not in 
equipped vehicles, providing an additional benefit to Society 
in addition to those people in V2V equipped vehicles. As 
second benefit is that the light may well be visible as a reflec 
tion around corners that block the radio transmission of V2V 
messages. A third benefit is that this warning works even if the 
V2V system for some reason is not functioning. 
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0705 
0706. In some embodiments, under low visibility condi 

tions, such as fog or Snow, minimum separation between 
vehicles, particularly for vehicles in the same lane, is a 
requirement for minimum risk. Thus, if vehicle spacing 
becomes less than a computed appropriate minimum dis 
tance, risk value goes up, causing first warnings to drivers, 
then, if necessary automatic defensive action. 
0707. In some embodiments, during high vehicle traffic 
Volume moving at less than a preferred speed, a nominal 
maximum vehicles separation in the same lane is a require 
ment for minimum risk. Thus, if vehicle spacing becomes 
greater than a computed appropriate maximum distance, risk 
value goes up, causing a warning to the driver. This feature 
helps reduce the number of “slow drivers' who fail to keep up 
with the speed of traffic in their lane. An appropriate warning 
may be to speed up or move over. This warning should be 
postponed in cases where a gap has opened up because of 
vehicle movement out of a lane. This warning should also be 
postponed if a vehicle is speeding up to fill Such a gap. In 
some embodiments, a roadside V2V transceiver broadcasts 
Such "speed up or move over courtesy messages enabling 
this feature, which may be lane-specific. The intended recipi 
ent may be identified by location. 
0708 
0709 We have defined embodiments herein that define 
preferred methods of preserving bandwidth. An alternative 
embodiment comprises skipping time slots. For example, 
instead of transmitting once in every basic interval, transmis 
sion might be in every other, or every third basic interval. 
When time slots are used, skipping use of a time slot may 
result in another V2V transmitter taking that timeslot, which 
would result in message collisions in that time slot. Thus, in 
embodiments that skip time slots it is necessary for V2V 
transmitters to first check for skipping before taking an appar 
ently empty timeslot. When skipping time slots is being used, 
another transmitter may share a time slot by aligning its own 
skipping with that of the current timeslot owner. For example, 
by reducing the basic transmit rate from ten times per second 
to 3.3 times per second, three vehicle may share a single time 
slot, resulting in nearly a tripling of available time slots. The 
algorithm is most appropriate where vehicle density is high, 
but traffic is either slow or safe. One such example might be 
a crowd of people or bicycles, most of whom are V2V 
equipped. Another such example is a parking lot or parking 
Structure. 

0710 
0711 AV2V system as described herein is ideal for pro 
viding speed, convenience and reliability in situations where 
paid access is used. Such cases including parking, events, 
ferries, bridges, tolls, and pay-to-use lanes. Prepaid "tickets” 
or “passes' may be single-use or limited-use numbers. AV2V 
transceiver owner, for example, might purchase one or a block 
of tickets, which might be provided out-of-band, encrypted. 
Tickets might comprise a 128-bit number, for example. Each 
time a single-use ticket is used, that is, transmitted in a V2V 
message, it is used up. As the vehicle location is transmitted 
along with the ticket, management of vehicle (or people) 
gating is straightforward. Multiple-use tickets may be trans 
mitted encrypted, for example by the V2V transceiver's pri 
vate PKI key, to avoid theft (by listening to the transmission) 
and then use by another party. 
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0712 Widely deployed V2V systems will largely obsolete 
other forms of vehicle-based payment, including toll tran 
sponders and parking lot manual payments. 
0713 Payment messages may be sent in interval class B, at 
the lowest power level, as the vehicle passes through a pay 
ment, ID, or validation portal. 
0714 Pedestrians for events and public-transit may also 
use V2V message-based ticketing. In Such a case, the ticket 
ing system may be Supplemented by a secondary, "physical” 
validation, such as NFC, or RFID, or contact or close-in 
reading of a bar code, which might be displayed on the Screen 
ofapersonal, mobile, electronic device such as a phone, PDA, 
tablet, or e-reader. 
0715. Vehicle Traffic Information 
0716 Vehicle traffic information, such as average speed of 
vehicle traffic on a section of road, is valuable. Current 
Vehicle traffic information systems provide a limited amount 
of data and such data is often too old or too crude to be of 
maximum value. 
0717 V2V systems have the potential to provide much 
more comprehensive and timely vehicle traffic information. 
Such information, naturally, has a lower priority, as it is a 
“convenience' message class rather than a 'safety message 
class. 
0718) Vehicle traffic information is generally forwarded 
only in the reverse-flow direction, and then side-flow also, in 
order to pick up feeder roads. Because traffic flow rarely 
changes rapidly, and is roughly the same for all vehicles on a 
road segment moving in the same direction, there is no need 
for every vehicle to transmit nor for such transmissions to be 
frequent. 
0719. In one embodiment, V2V transmitters send vehicle 
traffic information in the convenience region of basic time 
intervals, subject to bandwidth availability being above a 
threshold and traffic problem severity being above a thresh 
old. 
0720 Forwarding of vehicle traffic information is also 
subject to bandwidth availability. Forwarding of vehicle traf 
fic information is also Subject to the quantity of duplicate 
information being forwarded. Forwarding of vehicle traffic 
information is subject to vehicle traffic information message 
lifetimes. Lifetimes, like all forwarded messages, may be 
limited by distance, hop-count or time. Time-to-live is the 
preferred embodiment for the limitation of vehicle traffic 
information messages. 
0721 Vehicle traffic information may include audio or 
Video data. 
0722. The use of a V2V system to send vehicle traffic 
information, although this information is not strictly and 
directly safety related, adds to the perceived value of V2V 
equipped vehicles and therefore encourages more rapid adop 
tion. Minimum penetration percentage is important for over 
all system performance and thus vehicle traffic information is 
an important part of V2V design, acceptance and Success. 
0723 Parking Information 
0724. In one embodiment the status of parking space is 
sent in non-safety class V2V messages. The location of the 
parking space is encoded and placed in a message the same 
way that vehicle location is encoded and placed in a message. 
However, the “vehicle type' field now shows “empty parking 
space.” 
0725. In one embodiment the status of a parking space 
currently occupied by transmitting vehicle may be indicated 
that it will soon be vacated, as the transmitting vehicle is 
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leaving the parking space, by using a time-stamp in a message 
where the time-stamp is the future time when the space will be 
come empty, such as 10 seconds from now. 
0726. In one embodiment the status of a group of full 
parking spaces may be transmitted by sending the location of 
both ends of the group. Such as the first space in an isle and the 
last space in an isle, where the “vehicle type' field is “full 
parking space. Normally, there is no reason to transmit infor 
mation on a single full parking space. Thus the receipt of two 
Such messages is an indication that all spaces in between the 
two specific locations identified are full. 
0727. In some embodiments the information regarding 
available parking spaces is valuable. This information may be 
sold, using a number of different models. In one model. Such 
information is bid out to all vehicles within range, with the 
high bidder winning the parking space information. In 
another model, a group of drivers belong to a “club,” where 
they agree to share such information. They may pay a fixed 
club membership fee, or pay according their generation and 
usage of such information, or this service may come included 
with some other club membership. In another model, pur 
chasing a piece of hardware (such as aparticular vehicle make 
or a V2V device from a particular manufacturer) provides 
membership is such a “club. One method of providing infor 
mation only to a single winning bidder is by encrypting infor 
mation using the PKI public key of the winning bidder. In this 
way, the information may be broadcast. One method of pro 
viding information only to members of a “club' is to have all 
members of the club share a decryption key. 
0728 Providing parking space information as part of a 
V2V system has several benefits. First, it provides incentives 
for people to purchase V2V transceivers, increasing penetra 
tion rate of equipped vehicles as previously discussed. Sec 
ond, it reduces the amount of “hunting for parking spaces. 
This reduction in driving in and around parking lots is a 
benefit to all vehicles in the area, including non-equipped 
vehicles, or equipped vehicles that have lost a bid, or 
equipped vehicles that are not a member of the appropriate 
club. This reduction in driving also eliminates the environ 
mental impact of the extra driving. This reduction in driving 
increases safety for everyone by reducing the total traffic in 
and around a parking lot. 
0729. Directed Messages and Geographic Polygons 
0730 We introduce the concept of a “directed message.” 
This is not a concept with a bright line border. A directed 
message is intended primarily for one or more vehicles—the 
target vehicles identified in the message. Note that the 
medium is a collision domain, which is sometimes identified 
in network terminology as a broadcast domain. Every vehicle 
in range that is able to properly receive a message must 
receive and process every valid message received, no matter 
its interval class, time slot, priority or length. Even a directed 
message intended for a single vehicle, such as a Message 
Collision Sub-message Location Format may be used by other 
than the target vehicle, for example, to avoid sending a dupli 
cate message, or to avoid choosing a time slot that has just 
been advertised as having a message collision. 
0731. A directed message may be intended primarily of a 
single vehicle, typically identified by the target location fields 
in the Sub-message. 
0732 A directed message may be intended primarily for 
vehicles transmitting in a specified time slot. It may be 
directed at vehicles transmitting a particular type of message. 
It may be directed at Vehicles transmitting within a particular 
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power range. It maybe directed at vehicles of a certain vehicle 
type, such as busses. Thus, the targets of a directed message 
may be identified in the message by a attribute of the target 
vehicle, not a unique identifier. Such attributes may change 
dynamically. 
0733) A vehicle may specify a geographic location in a 
Sub-message by one of four primary methods: (a) providing a 
single location; (b) by providing two location; or (c) provid 
ing more than two locations as a sequence of points connected 
to make a set of connected line segments; (d) providing more 
than two locations to define the corners of a geographic poly 
gon. Method (a), a single location, is typically appropriate for 
identifying vehicles, posts, objects in or at the edge of road, 
the center of an intersection, etc. Method (b), two locations, is 
typically appropriate for identifying a line as two endpoints. 
For example, a section of a lane that is closed for a detour; or 
a section of a lane that is a detour; or a row lane in a parking 
lot; or a threshold line crossing or at the side of a roadway. 
Method (c) is used to a connected set of line segments. For 
example, these could be used to define a non-straight lane. 
One example is a driving path through a parking lot. Another 
example is a detour. Another example is how to follow a 
complex driveway. Another example is instructions for park 
ing at a large facility Such as set of loading docks, a music 
concert, or parking on a field. Another example is directing 
people in a crowd (where the vehicles are pedestrians), which 
might be registration at a college or travelers in an airport. 
Method (d) is typically appropriate for identifying a geo 
graphic area. Examples include a construction Zone, a mili 
tary base, the scope of an accident scene, or the scope of slow 
traffic. 

0734 Driver Identification of Other Vehicles 
0735. For courtesy message and other purposes, it is useful 
for a driver or other vehicle occupant to be able to rapidly and 
easily identify a particular vehicle. 
0736. There are three preferred methods of the sending 
individual to identify the specific receiving vehicle for any 
purpose. (a) Using a touch screen to touch an icon of the 
desired vehicle; or (b) physical pointing to the vehicle; or (c) 
audio cue. For method (a), all identifiable nearby vehicles, or 
a Subset, are displayed in real time on a screen. Their positions 
and any other identifying information is updated as necessary 
on the display. For example, a video image, or color, or more 
informative icon (car, pickup, Van, SUV, etc.) may be used. A 
simulated overhead view, or preferably a bird's eye view may 
be used. For method (b), pointing by the driver or other 
occupant is determined by a camera inside the vehicle, in one 
embodiment. The nearest vehicle that matches the pointed 
direction is then selected. In some cases, a change in the 
pointing angle is used to select among multiple vehicles. For 
example, cross traffic moves left to right (say), while oncom 
ing traffic moves slowly and slightly right to left. By moving 
a pointing arm or finger left to right or right to left narrows the 
number of possible choice of vehicles. Another means to 
select among multiple vehicles is to select the physically 
closest vehicle. For method (c), an audio cue by the driver or 
other occupant may be used to identify a vehicle, or to further 
restrict a set of possible vehicles. For example, a driver might 
say, “red to limit choices to a red vehicle, or "SUV to limit 
vehicles to those of an SUV type, or “running the stop sign” 
to indicate a specific vehicle. 
0737. Another means, less preferred, is to select among 
multiple vehicles is to select the vehicle with the highest risk, 
Such as running a stop sign or driving with high beams on. 
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0738. The vehicle selected by the driver or occupant may 
be confirmed by highlighting the selected vehicle on a dis 
play. The display might be an LCD information screen on the 
dashboard or console, for example, or may be a heads up 
display. Highlighting may consist of blinking the vehicle in 
the display, expanding the vehicle icon, placing a circle 
around it, dimming other information, etc. For a heads-up 
display the identified vehicle may be circled, for example. 
Ideally, the identification is also updated in real time. For 
example, in a heads-up display, a circle around an identified 
vehicle should move with the vehicle. 

0739 The driver or occupant may further confirm, such as 
with an audio cue. This method may also be used to identify 
a single vehicle from a set of vehicles. For example, if the set 
contains two vehicles in cross traffic, the driver might say, 
“the leading vehicle.” 
0740 The selected specific vehicle is identified in the mes 
sage by location. The future location is estimated based on the 
end of the basic interval when the message is expected to 
arrive. Like transmitted locations, locations used to identify a 
vehicle should be the location of that vehicle at the end of the 
time slot used for the message. If a message is part of a 
message chain, the location should be the location for the first 
message in the chain. The receiving vehicle compares the 
transmitted location to its current location. If there is reason 
able match, the receiving vehicle knows the message is for it. 
0741. Alternatively, a message may be addressed to a 
vehicle using a specific time slot. The disadvantage of this 
message is that a vehicle may change time slots just before 
receiving the message, or the time slot may be in a message 
collision, making unique identification more challenging. 
Time slot identification may be used, but is still not preferred, 
when responding to a request. 
0742 Note that for most messages intended for a specific 
vehicle, the priority is low, and therefore there may be a delay 
in transmission. The transmitted location in the message 
should take any such delay into consideration, updating the 
transmitted location prior to transmitting, as necessary. 
0743. Both audio and video (including still images) may 
be sent, intended for a specific vehicle. An audio message 
may be a courtesy message. Such as "your brake lights are 
out, or a social message, “would you like to go on a date'? A 
Video message may include a video capture of a license plate, 
for example, in response to a request for Such a video capture. 
A video message may contain traffic information. Such a 
message of this type is generally broadcast, and may be 
forwarded, as previously discussed. A video message may 
contain one or more images with a clear view of an accident 
scene. While such a message may be broadcast and for 
warded, its ideal receiver is an emergency vehicle that 
requested the image(s). 
0744) Interface from the V2V System to the Driver 
0745. Although a large number of options exist for the 
V2V system to communicate with the driver, one preferred 
embodiment is by the use of visual indicators in the steering 
wheel. Different colors and different actions or brightness 
provide different meanings. LEDs are an ideal implementa 
tion. For example a row of red LEDs at the top of the wheel 
indicates a need to slow down. Red LEDs on the left or right 
indicates that a vehicle is too close on that side. Yellow might 
be used in place ofred to indicate which vehicle is at fault: this 
vehicle or another vehicle. Or, yellow v. red indicates the 
severity of the risk. 
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0746 Indicators in the steering wheel have the advantage 
over other indicators is that they are always easy to see. As the 
wheel is turned, the relative location (such as top, left, bottom, 
or right) of the indicator stays constant, if this is appropriate 
for the warning. For example, if an encroaching vehicle is 
drifting into a driver's lane from the left, and the driver 
responds by turning his wheel to the right, but the encroaching 
vehicle continues approaching from the side, the lights on the 
effective left side of the steering wheel continue to indicate 
the problem. 
0747 Such indicators might consist of 24 multi-colored 
LEDs spaced evenly around the steering wheel, all effectively 
pointed at the driver's eyes. The LEDs should be recessed so 
that they are both visually and tactilely invisible or discreet 
when off. As the wheel is turned, the set of appropriate LEDs 
for a given warning changes. 
0748 Ideally, any visual indicator are combined with both 
audible indicators, such as a Sound or spoken warning, and a 
haptic indication, Such as a vibration in the steering wheel or 
under one side of the driver's seat. 
0749 Such driver indications vocabulary should be stan 
dardized early, so that drivers of different vehicles are imme 
diately aware of what any particular warning means. The 
preferred embodiment is to put the warning towards the direc 
tion of the problem, with up meaning in front of the driver's 
vehicle and down meaning in back of. 
(0750 Other Forms of Vehicle Identification 
(0751. We have defined preferred embodiments of vehicle 
identification herein. In some case it is desirable to have an 
alternate form of vehicleID, possibly one derived from Inter 
net Protocol technology. One form is a MAC address. 
Another method is an IP address, preferable an IPv6 address. 
Mobile IP is one method of dynamically assigning IP 
addresses to mobile devices. However, an IPv6 address may 
also be fixed. Another method is to use the vehicle's license 
plate. Another method is to use the vehicle's VIN number. 
Another method is to use the cellphone number (either phone 
number of SIM card ID number) of one or more occupants of 
the vehicle. Another method is to use an ID assigned for this 
purpose. By transmitting one message with Such a traditional 
ID along with current location, all received messages from 
that vehicle, while it is continuously in range, are easily 
linked. 
0752 Interface with WiFi and Cellular 
0753 WiFi and cellular data networks are omnipresent. It 

is valuable to be able to like to such networks. In an ideal 
embodiment, such a link is included in a V2V device, subject 
to security, safety and applicability filters. 
(0754) An ideal V2V system has an “input API' which 
allows third party devices and networks, such as Smart 
phones, tablets and the like, to provide data to the V2V sys 
tem. This input is particularly valuable for courtesy and Social 
messages. 
0755. An input API may also be used to provide more 
accurate location information or traditional ID. This informa 
tion, however, should be subject to validity and authentica 
tion, to avoid incorrector improper information being placed 
into the V2V system. 
0756 An output API may be used to provide information 
known to the V2V system to a third party device and network, 
Such as Smartphones, tablets and the like. Since almost no 
transmitted data in the total V2V system is confidential (even 
encrypted messages, transmitted, may be read by everybody, 
just not encrypted by everybody), there is little reason to not 
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provide all transmitted information to such a third party 
device or a third-party network. The wide available of apps on 
such devices substantially increases the value of the totalV2V 
system. 
0757. A particularly valuable use of a linked third-party 
network, such as WiFi, is the use of a standard consumer 
mobile device to implement it’s own V2V information trans 
mission, particularly for pedestrians and bicycles. An app on 
Such a device may provide a limited transmission. For 
example, consider a pedestrian on a crowded sidewalk. The 
pedestrian is using a guidance app that tells the pedestrian in 
which direction to walk to reach her desired destination. That 
app, or another app on the device is thus able to predict, in the 
short term the direction of the pedestrian. In particular, an app 
on the device is able to transmit a message that the pedestrian 
is about to, or is in the process of crossing a street. Such a 
crossing may not be safe, even though the pedestrian is doing 
it. The pedestrian may not be looking at traffic. She may be 
looking down at her device. She may be distracted because 
she is talking on her cell phone. Nonetheless, an app on the 
device is able to transmit her location and speed (walking 
speed) as a WiFi or cellular data packet. Such information 
may be received by a V2V device in a nearby vehicle, and then 
used to prevent the vehicle from hitting the pedestrian. 
0758 Similarly, an app in such a device may monitor V2V 
transmit traffic, which is at least partially replicated into the 
wireless network, such as WiFi, of the device and compare it 
to the location of the device, in order to determine risk to the 
user of the device and then informtheuser of the device of that 
risk. For example, a cell phone in use might generate a loud 
warning to its user, about to enteracrosswalk, to avoid having 
that user (and the phone) hit by an approaching vehicle. As 
another example, a tablet mounted on a bicycle, currently 
playing music through an earbud to the rider of the bicycle, 
might generate an audio message, warning the rider of a 
specific riskup ahead. For example, "vehicle on left is making 
a right turn” or “vehicle parked on right may open driver's 
door 
0759. In one embodimentaV2V transponder connects via 
Bluetooth, or a cable, to a consumer mobile electronic device. 
The mobile electronic device provides all of the V2V func 
tionality of which is capable, such as the user interface, GPS, 
computation, maps, and storage. The V2V transponder pro 
vides only those additional functions necessary to implement 
V2V transponder functionality, such as the physical layer and 
possibly timing. 
0760 Opportunities 
0761. A valuable benefit of some embodiments is a feature 
we call, “short-term opportunity.” These short-term opportu 
nities are also, by the nature of the V2V system, local. 
0762. One example of a short-term opportunity is a rec 
ommendation by a V2V system to take a specific different 
route, due to traffic congestion or signal timing. Another 
example of a short-term opportunity is the selection of a 
nearby gas station based on the number of vehicles currently 
waiting at different gas stations. Another example of a short 
term opportunity is the selection of a nearby gas station based 
on the price of gas at that station. Another example of a 
short-term opportunity is a recommendation to change lanes, 
in order to find a lane with less traffic, a shorterline at the next 
light, or a better chance of making it through a stale green 
light ahead in the recommended lane. Another example of a 
short-term opportunity is the recommendation to change 
lanes based on the assessed risk, Such as currently being in the 
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blind spot of a truck. Drivers find high value in such short 
lifetime, local opportunities while driving. 
0763 These short-term opportunities are created specifi 
cally by, at least in part, the data that comes in to the receiver 
via the V2V communications. The short-term opportunities 
may also use, in part, data from local traffic history. The 
short-term opportunities may also use, in part, data from a 
third party database. 
0764. In one embodiment prices are read from posted 
prices at gas stations, using optical character recognition of 
images captured from a vehicle, with at least one price either 
transmitted or received via a V2V system. 
0765. In one embodiment the V2V provides at least one 
occupant of the vehicle with a game, wherein the game is 
based, at least in part, on information received or transmitted 
through the V2V system. As one example of a game, occu 
pants could be asked to find a license plate with specific 
letters, or from a specific state, where the V2V system is 
aware of Such a vehicle nearby. As another example of a 
game, an occupant could be asked to name the next cross 
street. As another example of a game, occupants could be 
asked to guess how many seconds from now a traffic light will 
change. As another example of a game, occupants could be 
asked to guess how many seconds from now a vehicle will 
change lanes into the occupant's vehicle's lane. As another 
example of a game, occupants could be asked to guess in 
competition with each other. As another example of a game, 
occupants could be asked to guess in competition with the 
V2V device itself. As another example of a game, occupants 
could be asked to guess in competition with the occupants of 
a nearby vehicle. This last example may be identified as a 
crowd-based game, a multi-player game, or, our preferred 
term, a “V2V game.” 
0766. In one embodiment the V2V system provides an 
open API or software platform. In this embodiment, third 
parties may create "apps,” which may then be loaded or 
downloaded into the operator's V2V system. The V2V sys 
tem would provide, via the API to the app, all of the resources 
of the V2V system. In addition, the V2V system would pre 
vent the app from compromising the critical functions of the 
V2V system. 
0767. In a particularly interesting version of the above 
embodiment, the V2V system communicates the API via 
another communications protocol to another computing 
device. For example, Bluetooth may be used to communicate 
with a mobile tablet or Smart phone. As another example, 
802.11 WiFi may be used to communicate with a computing 
device outside the vehicle. This secondary communication 
mode for the API allows apps to run on a tablet, for example, 
being used by an occupant of the vehicle, where now that 
tablet app has access to all the V2V features and resources. 
0768. An example of one such app is a non-driver occu 
pant running an app on a table to communicate Socially with 
other nearby people. 
0769. An example of such an app is a non-driver occupant 
playing a game with an ongoing series of moves, such a 
checkers, chess, cards, story creation, or a video game, where 
the opponent(s) of the occupant are occupants in nearby 
vehicles, and those occupants continually change. Thus, in 
one sense, in one example, you never know who will make the 
next chess move against you. 
0770 Another example of a V2V game, using V2V as a 
platform, is a multi-player shooting game where both your 
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allies and your enemies are other V2V entities within range, 
both continually changing. Note that these are fantasy games. 
(0771 Conserving Gas 
0772. In one embodiment, a V2V system optimizes gas 
mileage by slowing down in order to later having to accelerate 
back to speed. Traffic ahead and the signal phase timing of 
signals ahead are used in these computations. 
0773. In one embodiment delivery vehicles dynamical 
compute alternate routes based on traffic or signal phase 
timing in order to minimize total delivery time for the vehicle. 
0774 Automatic Turn Signals 
0775. In one embodiment, a V2V system automatically 
engages the turn signals of a vehicle. Ideally, the system uses 
first any programmed route, such as a destination or return on 
a navigation system. If no Such route is programmed or it is 
not being followed at the moment, the system uses second the 
history of the driver or vehicle, with the expectation that the 
same as a previous route will be followed, most likely. Third, 
the system may use the lane the driver is in, Such as a dedi 
cated turn lane. The driver may override the system by simply 
engaging before or after the automatic operation use of the 
turn signal indicator. Ideally, some Small indication to the 
driver is provided to indicate automatic operation, Such as a 
louder click for a few seconds. One non-obvious benefit is 
that if the driver does not wish to make take an indicated turn, 
such and indication warns the driver that their planned behav 
ior is different than a predicted behavior. For example, they 
may not be aware or may not wish to be in a turn lane. 
0776. The Decision Line 
0777. As a driver approaches an intersection with a green 

light, that may turn yellow, there is a “decision line.” When 
the driver's vehicle is behind the decision line, the driver will 
stop if the light turns yellow; when the driver is in front of the 
decision line, the driver will continue through the intersection 
if the light turns yellow. The location of the decision is 
affected by several factors; chief among those factors is the 
speed of the vehicle: the faster the speed, the farther back the 
decision line. Another factor may be the vehicles in front (or 
behind) the V2V transceiver. When a V2V transceiver is 
analyzing whether or not it may be able to “make the light' it 
should ideally consider all of these factors. In particular, its 
decision should be based, at least in part, on the speed of the 
vehicle at the decision line, not at the entrance to the inter 
section. Thus, the V2V transceiver should compute the loca 
tion of decision line dynamically as the vehicle approaches 
any intersection where this situation is applicable. It may be 
desirable to speed up in order to move the decision line 
backward, then immediately slow down the moment the deci 
sion line has been crossed. In one particular scenario, the V2V 
equipped vehicle may slow down at a rate such that the (now 
moving) decision line stays just behind the vehicle, until the 
vehicle has slowed to the appropriate safe speed. 
0778 V2V transceivers may wish to adjust vehicle speed 
slightly in order to increase vehicle spacing as the vehicle 
passes through intersections. One method to do this is to first 
slow slightly, forcing a vehicle behind to similarly slow, and 
to create a space in front. Then speed up so that the vehicle 
spacing to the front and to the rear is equal as the vehicle 
passes through the intersection. 
0779 A similar method may be used to assure a safe and 
Smooth transition merging into traffic. On a merging ramp, 
the V2V equipped vehicle first slows to create a buffer Zone in 
front. Then, the V2V equipped vehicle speeds up in order to 
match perfectly the speed and position in between two 
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selected vehicles between which the V2V equipped vehicle 
will now merge. This method has the advantage that generally 
the vehicle behind the equipped vehicle is far enough back so 
that it will not attempt to Squeeze into the same merge posi 
tion as the V2V equipped vehicle. 
0780 Pavement Quality 
0781 Ideally, pavement quality is a consideration for a 
V2V transceiver to make lane recommendations as well as 
local condition risk factors. Pavement quality may be 
recorded by the V2V system and stored along with the inter 
nal local history. Such information is valuable to the entities 
that maintain roads and paths. 
0782. Frames, Packets, Segments and Messages 
0783 Formal networking terminology distinguishes 
frames as an ISO model layer 2 link-layer term that including 
frame synchronization. Formal networking terminology dis 
tinguishes packets are an ISO model layer 3 network layer 
term, Such as an IP packet. Layer 3 packets include informa 
tion to permit "end-to-end delivery. Formal networking ter 
minology distinguishes segments as an ISO model layer 4 
transport layer term, which includes mechanisms for “reli 
able delivery.” 
0784. A message is not a formal network term, but when 
used, often refers to a single logically unified block of infor 
mation at the ISO model application layer. 
0785. None of these terms—frame, packet, segment and 
message—are directly applicable under the ISO model to this 
invention. However, they could and can be used. 
0786. In particular, embodiments of this invention are 
readily “wrapped into any ISO data unit. For example, they 
could be sent via Ethernet or Frame Relay. They could be sent 
via TCP/IP. They could be sent via 802.11 wireless protocols, 
including 802.11a/b/g/n. They could be sent via 802.11p 
layer 1 and layer 2. 
0787. The preferred embodiment avoids the non-optimal 
overhead many existing protocols, particularly layer 2, layer 
3, and layer 4 overheads. 
0788. Therefore, we generally use the neutral term, “mes 
Sage' in this document rather than the term frame, packet, or 
segment. However, these other terms are used in specific 
contexts where the relationship to a corresponding ISO layer 
is intentional. 

DEFINITIONS 

0789 Ideal, Ideally, Optimum and Preferred Use of the 
words, “ideal,” “ideally,” “optimum.” “optimum.” “should” 
and “preferred,” when used in the context of describing this 
invention, refer specifically a best mode for one or more 
embodiments for one or more applications of this invention. 
Such best modes are non-limiting, and may not be the best 
mode for all embodiments, applications, or implementation 
technologies, as one trained in the art will appreciate. 
0790 May, Could, Option, Mode, Alternative and Fea 
ture Use of the words, “may.” “could,” “option.” “optional.” 
“mode.” “aspect,” “capability,” “alternative,” and “feature.” 
when used in the context of describing this invention, refer 
specifically to various embodiments of this invention. All 
descriptions herein are non-limiting, as one trained in the art 
will appreciate. 
0791 Driver—A driver of a vehicle may be a human 
driver, or an automated system performing Substantially the 
same functions as a human driver. For vehicles that are 
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bicycles, the driver is the primary operator of the bicycle. For 
pedestrians, the driver is the pedestrian. For animals, the 
driver is the animal. 
What is claimed is: 
1-15. (canceled) 
16. A vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 

comprising: 
a basic time interval, of predetermined length, which 

repeats continuously; wherein the basic time interval is 
comprised of predetermined, consecutive, enumerated 
timeslots; 

a plurality of vehicles, each equipped with an associated 
V2V transponder; 

wherein a first vehicle with a first V2V transponder is 
configured to accept as input the first vehicle's position 
and heading; and the first V2V transponder uses a first 
protocol to obtain a first transmit timeslot; and the first 
V2V transponder broadcasts real-time vehicle informa 
tion for the first vehicle in the first transmit timeslot, 
repetitively, once per basic time interval; 

a non-equipped second vehicle, free of a compatible V2V 
transponder; 

vehicle sensors located on the first vehicle, wherein the 
vehicle sensors identify the relative position of the sec 
ond vehicle from the first vehicle; 

wherein the first V2V transponder broadcasts real-time 
vehicle information for the second vehicle, repetitively, 
once per basic time interval; 

wherein the broadcasts information for the second vehicle 
is marked as a proxy message; 

wherein the V2V communication system does not require 
fixed location, road-side units. 

17. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 
of claim 16 wherein: 

the broadcasts are in unencrypted cleartext. 
18. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 

of claim 16 wherein: 
the V2V communication system is free of required 

acknowledgments. 
19. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 

of claim 16 wherein: 
the first protocol to obtain a transmit timeslot is free of 

pre-assignment; and is free of a centralized assignment; 
and is free of assignment by a road-side unit. 

20. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 
of claim 16 wherein: 

the V2V transponder broadcasts are free of pre-assigned 
vehicle identification. 

21. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 
of claim 16 wherein: 

the V2V transponder, prior to broadcasting information for 
the second vehicle, uses again the first protocol to obtain 
a second transmit timeslot; and the first V2V transpon 
der transmits real-time vehicle information for the sec 
ond vehicle in the second timeslot; repetitively, once per 
basic time interval; 

22. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 
of claim 16 wherein: 

the real-time vehicle information comprises a relative 
vehicle location which is relative to a nearest grid point 
on a predetermined global grid; and wherein the V2V 
communication system is free of identification of the 
nearest grid point. 
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23. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 
of claim 16 wherein: 

the real-time vehicle information comprises a relative 
vehicle location which is relative to a nearest grid point 
on a predetermined global grid; and wherein the V2V 
communication system is free of identification of the 
nearest grid point; and wherein the relative vehicle loca 
tion is provided in units of distance; and wherein the 
predetermined global grid is defined in units of latitude 
degrees and longitude degrees. 

24. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 
of claim 16 wherein: 

the V2V communication system is free of pre-defined 
roadway segments. 

25. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 
of claim 16 wherein: 

the V2V communication system is free of a requirement for 
a pre-defined map database. 

26. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 
of claim 16 wherein: 

the repetitive broadcast by the first V2V transponder of 
real-time vehicle information for the second vehicle 
continues until the accuracy of the real-time vehicle 
information determined by the vehicle sensors is less 
than a predetermined threshold. 

27. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 
of claim 16 wherein: 

the repetitive broadcast by the first V2V transponder of 
real-time vehicle information for the second vehicle 
continues until the first V2V transponder receives a mes 
Sages from a third vehicle, wherein the received message 
comprises real-time vehicle information for the second 
vehicle; and wherein the location of the third vehicle is 
closer to the second vehicle than the first vehicle. 

28. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 
of claim 16 wherein: 

the repetitive broadcast by the first V2V transponder of 
real-time vehicle information for the second vehicle ini 
tiates when a basic time interval contains no message 
comprising real-time vehicle information for the second 
vehicle. 

29. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 
of claim 16 wherein: 

the repetitive broadcast by the first V2V transponder of 
real-time vehicle information for the second vehicle ini 
tiates when a timeslot that previously contained a mes 
Sage comprising real-time vehicle information for the 
second vehicle no longer comprises a transmitted mes 
Sage. 

30. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 
of claim 16 wherein: 

the first V2V transponder broadcasts comprising real-time 
vehicle information for the first vehicle are free of MAC 
addresses and free of IP addresses. 

31. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 
of claim 16 wherein: 

the V2V system uses the physical location of a vehicle to 
uniquely identify a vehicle. 

32. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 
of claim 16 wherein: 

the marking of a broadcast message as comprising real 
time vehicle information about the second vehicle com 
prises a single bit in the header of the message; 
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and wherein the broadcast message comprising real-time 
vehicle information about the second vehicle comprises 
the second vehicle's position, heading and speed. 

33. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication system 
of claim 16 wherein: 

the effective time at which the vehicle information in a 
message is valid is a pre-determined time relative to the 
start of the basic time interval in which the message is 
broadcast. 

34. A method of communicating vehicle-to-vehicle com 
prising: 

repeating continuously a basic time interval, wherein the 
basic time interval is comprised of predetermined, con 
secutive, enumerated timeslots; 

accepting as input a first vehicle's position and heading to 
a V2V transponder associated with the first vehicle: 
wherein the V2V transponder is not dependent on com 
munication from fixed infrastructure; 

using a first protocol by the V2V transponder to obtain a 
first timeslot; 

broadcasting messages in the first timeslot repetitively in 
each basic time interval; wherein at least one message 
comprises real-time information about the first vehicle: 

accepting as input a second vehicle's position relative to 
the first vehicle to the V2V transponder; 

broadcasting a message comprising information about the 
second vehicle. 

35. A device of manufacture that implements the method in 
claim 34. 


